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Preface 
At the beginning of this thesis, I would like to welcome you into the intriguing world 
of eye-head movement control. "What 's so ' intriguing' about moving my eyes and 
my head?", many people asked me over the past few years when I told them that 
I studied the oculomotor and head-neck system. This slightly provocative question 
inevitably triggered me to give a five-minute crash course to make them aware of the 
enormously complex task the central nervous system (CNS) is facing in continuously 
directing both eyes towards a point of interest. I asked them whether they knew 
that the CNS has to coordinate the activation of no less than 12 eye muscles and 
about 30 head-neck muscles simultaneously in order to execute one given orienting 
movement. Whether they were aware that those eye muscles allow the eyes not 
only to move horizontally and vertically, but also in the torsional direction? That 
those movements have to obey a number of specific 'laws' in order to prevent, for 
instance, accumulation of torsion or loss of binocular vision. Is it not remarkable, 
I went on, that despite those restrictions saccadic eye movements are so accurate 
and fast that we do not even notice our eye movements? But above all, is it not 
miraculous that the brain has sufficient adaptive capacities to restore rapidly many 
of the imperfections in this system, which are bound to occur due to aging, diseases 
or accidents? These kind of phenomena kept intriguing me and the fact that, even 
after such a very short introduction, the majority of reactions was very enthusiastic, 
has always been of great support. 
In the past five years I have had the opportunity to study not only the normal 
behaviour of the eye and head in humans, but also to perform neurophysiological 
experiments in monkeys and to investigate some clinical aspects in a patient. At first 
sight these topics might seem rather divergent, but closer inspection will reveal that 
they all are connected by the following set of magic terms: eye and head movements, 
plasticity, kinematic constraints and their control in three dimensions. I hope you will 
enjoy reading this thesis, which intends to lift a corner of the veil concerning some 




The main oculomotor subsystem studied in this thesis is the saccadic system. Sac-
cadic eye movements are fast orienting movements, which serve to direct the visual 
axis quickly and accurately towards targets of interest. The purpose of this intro-
duction is to highlight some of the behavioural aspects of saccades, concentrating 
particularly on their three-dimensional control and their adaptive properties, and to 
provide some background on the possible underlying neurophysiological mechanisms 
and their implementation. 
For the description of both eye and head movements in three dimensions I have 
used the nowadays commonly applied rotation vectors. To start with, in section 1.1 
the most important properties of this powerful but rather unfamiliar descriptive tool 
are explained. 
While the oculomotor range in the horizontal and vertical dimension is about 
50 degrees, it was found already in the previous century, that eye positions during 
far vision are much more restricted in the torsional direction. Recently, a comparable 
result was found for natural head movements. This three-dimensional behavioural 
aspect of eye and head movements is described by 'Listing's law', which will be 
explained in section 1.2. In addition, I will provide a brief survey of the literature about 
the validity of this restrictive strategy for both eye and head and will discuss a number 
of systematic deviations from the normal pattern which occur under certain conditions 
as well as the main current viewpoints with respect to its functional significance. 
Section 1.3 describes the adaptive capacity of saccades and then focusses upon 
its possible consequences for Listing's law. Finally, a selection of important topics 
concerning the associated neurophysiological aspects is surveyed (section 1.4). This 
will be done on the basis of a recent model on the neural organization of short-term 
adaptation in the saccadic system. 
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1.1 Rotations ¡η 3 D and their description 
The anatomical organization of the retina in the human eye shows a clear mark of 
evolutional optimization, since it allows both high resolution and great sensitivity at 
relative low 'hardware costs'. The relatively wide-spread cells with large receptive 
fields at the periphery provide coarse low-threshold vision, while the dense packing of 
colour-discriminative receptors at the central spot (fovea) allow high acuity. One of 
the consequences of this i η homogeneous organization is that we cannot see equally 
well with all parts of the retina. In order to assure clear vision in all directions we have 
to move our eyes continuously to direct the fovea towards a current point of interest, 
for which, in principle, two antagonistic muscle pairs for each eye would satisfy. The 
fact that there are not four but six muscles attached to each eye (see Figure 1.1), 
allowing precise control over horizontal, vertical and torsional eye position, is an 
obvious indication that there is much more to eye movements than one might expect 
at first sight. 
Figure 1.1 Side and top view of the six extraocular muscles in the left eye. 
These six extraocular muscles are arranged in three pairs: the medial/lateral rectus 
pair moves the eye in the horizontal direction, while the combination of the supe­
rior/inferior rectus and superior/inferior oblique takes care of the vertical and torsional 
movements. Due to the spherical anatomy of the eyeball and its enclosure in a socket 
these movements can be regarded as pure rotations about the centre of the globe. 
To describe these three-dimensional eye rotations I have used the rotation vec­
tor formalism (Haustein, 1989), which defines every instantaneous eye position as 
a virtual rotation about a single axis from a fixed reference position, for example 
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straight-ahead. This rotation is denoted by a three-component vector г in a head-
fixed rotation vector coordinate system (see Figure 1.2A). If η is the unitary rotation 
axis and ρ is the amount of rotation about that axis, this vector is given by: 
r = {r
x
,ry,rz) = tan(-) -n (1.1) 
The direction of the rotation vector is determined by the right-hand rule. Note that for 
horizontal positions the rotation vector is vertical. Consequently, the upward-pointing 
z-axis in the right-handed Cartesian rotation vector coordinate system is indicating 
horizontal position. Likewise, the lefward-pointing y-axis and the antoriorly-pointing 
x-axis denote vertical and torsional position, respectively. So, for example, a purely 
horizontal eye position 30 deg left from straight-ahead is represented by an upward-
pointing vertical vector with an amplitude of tan(15 · ^ ) . In this format, an eye 
movement is described by a sequence of instantaneous positions, all expressed as a 
virtual rotation with respect to the reference position. 
A гй В 
F i g u r e 1.2 Various methods to describe 3-D rotational positions. (A) Rotation 
vector coordinate system. Eye position is described by a vector r, which denotes 
a single rotation from a fixed reference position about an axis directed along this 
vector. The length of the vector is a measure for the amount of rotation as given by 
Equation 1.1. (Modified from Haustein, 1989). (В) Fick gimbal system. Eye position 
is given by three sequential rotations about the vertical, horizontal and torsional axis, 
respectively. (C) The Helmholtz gimbal system also represents eye position by means 
of a nested axes system, but now in the order horizontal, vertical, torsional. 
One of the possible alternative mathematical formats to represent the three-dimensio­
nal (3-D) rotational position of an object is the Fick coordinate system (see also 
Chapter 5), which describes each position as a sequence of three separate rota­
tions about orthogonal axes, as if it moved in a gimbal system. Due to the non-
commutativity of combining rotations in 3D, the axis organization, and hence the 
order of the subrotations, is of crucial importance. In a Fick gimbal system the 
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object position is completely characterized by a horizontal rotation about a fixed 
vertical axis, followed by a vertical rotation about a horizontal axis and a rotation 
about the torsional axis, which is the line of sight in the case of the eye (see Fig-
ure 1.2B). The same holds in principle for a Helmholtz gimbal system, in which the 
horizontal and vertical axes are arranged just the other way around (see Figure 1.2C). 
However, the Helmholtz system has the attractive property that the amount of el-
evation of both eyes is the same during binocular fixation. Although both a Fick 
and a Helmholtz system yield an unambiguous description of eye and head orienta-
t ion, their rather arbritary asymmetry with respect to the three sequential rotational 
components make them highly unphysiological. 
As noted earlier, the movements of the eye relative to the head can be regarded 
as pure rotations around the centre of the globe. Consequently, the rotation axis can 
be thought to be located in the centre of the eyeball. In the case of head movements, 
which are described with respect to the body or to space, the location of the rotation 
axis is less obvious because a head movement generally causes the centre of gravity 
of the head to translate relative to the coordinate system. In Chapter 5 natural 
head movements are studied and some of the consequences of this translational 
component for eye-head movement coordination are discussed. In order to describe 
both the rotational and translational components of these head movements, we have 
extended the classical rotation vector description by adding a spatial location to each 
rotation vector. 
1.2 Kinematic constraints 
The most important purpose of saccadic eye movements is to direct the visual axis to-
wards a target of interest. This is a two-dimensional task which leaves the orientation 
of the eye about the line of sight as a free parameter. As we have seen already, the 
extraocular muscles as such do not restrict the number of degrees of freedom, since 
they allow eye rotations in all three dimensions. Almost 150 years ago, it was found 
that the central nervous system solves this redundancy problem for fixations during 
far vision by selecting a unique amount of torsion for each direction of the visual axis. 
This behavioural phenomenon, which is known as Donders' law, implies that the tor-
sional eye position component belonging to a given viewing direction is independent 
of where the eye came f rom. In terms of our descriptive format this means that the 
torsional component of the associated rotation vector is completely determined by 
its horizontal and vertical components. Given this fact, on physiological grounds one 
might expect the relation between viewing direction and associated absolute value of 
torsion to be a smooth continuous function. If this were the case, all physiologically 
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realistic rotation vectors should be confined to a head-fixed 2-D manifold within the 
3-D rotation vector coordinate system. The actual shape of this manifold was first 
determined indirectly on the basis of after-image studies by Von Helmholtz (1867) 
and appeared t o be a planar surface. This phenomenon is known as Listing's law 
which states that the pooled rotation vectors of the natural eye positions adopted 
during far vision in all viewing directions form a head-fixed plane. The orientation of 
such a plane, called a displacement plane, inherently depends on the chosen reference 
position. Tweed et al. (1990) showed that there is exactly one reference position, 
denoted as Listing's primary position, which is perpendicular to its associated plane 
of rotation vectors. For this unique reference position the head-fixed displacement 
plane is called Listing's plane. During far vision in normal upright subjects, Listing's 
plane is generally almost fronto-parallel so that the associated primary position is 
pointing anteriorly. If naturally adopted eye positions in all viewing directions are 
expressed with respect to this special reference position in a new head-fixed rota­
tion vector coordinate system, in which the torsional x-axis is defined to coincide 
with Listing's primary position, they all have a zero torsional component (rx = 0). 
Consequently, in this particular coordinate system Listing's law implies that there is 
no torsion (Tweed et al., 1990). In Chapter 3 all eye position data are presented 
in terms of these Listing coordinates, while in Chapter 4 they are expressed with 
respect to a straight-ahead reference position. 
Due to the recent development of accurate 3-D eye position recording techniques, it 
has become possible t o study the validity of Listing's law for the major five different 
types of eye movements: saccades (and fixations), smooth pursuit, vestibulo-ocular 
reflex (VOR), optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) and vergence. At first sight, the Pear­
son's correlation coefficient R2 of the planar f it rx = αχ + а,2Гу + а^г2 might 
seem a reasonable measure to document the validity of Listing's law. However, since 
both Listing's plane and the displacement plane associated with the straight-ahead 
reference position are generally fronto-parallel, all three parameters a, are almost 
zero. Consequently, this measure is a poor predictor for the exact value of rx for 
given horizontal and vertical components and the resulting Revalues are not suited 
for comparison. The most common procedure to document the validity of Listing's 
law, which circumvents this problem, is to calculate the 'thickness' of Listing's plane 
(in degrees), which is defined as the standard deviation of the torsional component 
with respect to the best-fit plane. In the situation that the data are not expressed 
in Listing coordinates, the same result can be obtaind by calculating the standard 
deviation of the orthogonal distances of all data points to the best-fit displacement 
plane. 
For combined fixations and saccades during far vision, Tweed and Vilis (1990) 
found an average thickness of 1.5 deg (range 1.2-1.9) for humans and 0.8 deg 
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(range 0.5-1.1) for monkeys. In addition, Minken et al. (1993) found very similar 
values for strongly curved saccades, while Straumann et al. (1991) reported a mean 
thickness of the plane of 1.6 ± 0.3 deg (range 1.1-2.2) for saccadic head-unrestrained 
gaze shifts. 
Listing's law is also obeyed for smooth pursuit during far vision. Tweed et al. 
(1992b) reported an average Listing's plane thickness of 0.65 deg for unpredictable 
pursuit in humans, while Haslwanter et al. (1991) found 0.66 ± 0.16 deg in monkeys. 
The saccadic and smooth pursuit Listing's planes appeared to be almost identical, 
indicating that the eye adopts the same 3-D position during both types of movement, 
which prevents torsional transients. 
Although obeyed during fixations, saccades and smooth pursuit in far vision, 
the 'law' is not universally valid. There are strong indications that it breaks down 
during sleep (Nakayama, 1975; Suzuki et al., 1995) and Balliet and Nakayama (1987) 
even succeeded to train voluntary subjects in making torsional eye movements while 
maintaining a given gaze direction. Furthermore, during appropriate stimulation of 
OKN (see e.g. Dai et al., 1991) the eye is found to rotate torsionally, which inherently 
implies a violation of Listing's law. 
Listing's law may also be modified during vestibular stimulation. Haslwanter et 
al. (1992) measured spontaneous 3-D eye movements of monkeys in different static 
pitch and roll positions with respect to gravity. They found that during body t i l t 
about the roll axis a constant torsional component (about 6 deg at maximum) was 
added to all eye positions, resulting in a shift of Listing's plane along the torsional 
axis. In addition, t i l t about the pitch axis induced a forward-backward rotation of 
Listing's plane. In both cases the modulation of the change in the displacement plane 
was approximately sinusoidal with t i l t angle. Although Listing's law may be violated 
during vestibular stimulation, this does not imply that these violations are not kept in 
check. Crawford and Vilis (1991), who examined this oculomotor subsystem during 
passive head rotation in the monkey, reported that the slow phase of the VOR could 
bring the eye out of Listing's plane. The subsequent quick phase, however, not 
only corrected the apparent torsional deviation, but even anticipated it by bringing 
the eye to a torsional position beyond Listing's plane. In the light of Chapter 5 
it is interesting to notice that this finding is consistent with a model on eye-head 
coordination by Tweed et al. (1992b), which predicts that for a large eye-head gaze 
shift the eye must not obey Listing's law at the moment the line-of-sight hits the 
target, but after the subsequent VOR compensation, when the combined eye-head 
movement is over. The slow phase of the VOR was examined in more detail by 
Misslisch et al. (1994), who found that the VOR does not follow Listing's law in a 
strict sense, but rather shows a compromise strategy between complete retinal image 
stabilization and obeying Listing's law perfectly. 
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The final oculomotor subsystem to be discussed is the vergence system. Nakayama 
(1983) did a very elegant experiment to investigate the torsional position of the eye in 
near vision (see Figure 1.3). He asked his subjects to fixate at a number of targets at 
different distances right in front of one of their eyes. Although the viewing direction 
of that particular eye was the same for all targets, its torsional position appeared to 
change with the amount of vergence needed for binocular fixation, which is again a 
clear violation of Listing's law. 
F i g u r e 1.3 Schematic diagram of the experiment by Nakayama (1983) to determine 
the change of eye torsion with vergence. Although the gaze direction for the right 
eye is identical for the different fixation points in depth, its torsional position does 
change. (Adopted from Nakayama, 1983.) 
Mok et al. (1992) tested this for the whole oculomotor range and found that all 
3-D eye positions for a particular isovergence surface are still confined to a head-
fixed plane and that these planes are rotated temporally by approximately 60% of the 
vergence angle with respect to the far vision planes (see Figure 1.4). Such a temporal 
rotation indicates that in near vision both eyes have i η torsion during upward gaze and 
extorsion during downward gaze. Note that, although Listing's law is no longer valid 
in a strict sense, the rotation vectors remain confined to a head-fixed plane. In fact, 
this means that Donders' law can be reformulated to hold not only for far vision but 
also in depth, in the sense that the system adopts only one particular torsional eye 
position for a given point in 3-D space. Similar results were reported by Van Rijn and 
Van den Berg (1993) and by Minken and Van Gisbergen (1994). This phenomenon 
has some relevance for Chapter 4, where we discuss similar events in the behaviour 
of Listing's plane in a strabismic patient. 
1.2.1 Functional aspects of Listing's law 
So far, I have only reviewed the overall picture on what happens with the eye for 
the different types of eye movement. I have not yet discussed the functional basis 
clarifying why the eye follows this restricted behaviour. We have seen that Listing's 
law holds to good approximation in far vision for fixations, saccades and smooth 
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Figure 1.4 Temporal rotation of the displacement plane in both eyes during vergence. 
Top view of the displacement planes in both eyes in far vision and during 30 deg 
convergence. (Adopted from Mok et al., 1992.) 
pursuit, that it can break down during sleep, OKIM and VOR and that it is modified 
in a specific way during body ti lts with respect to gravity and in near vision. These 
observations strongly suggest that following Listing's law is part of a neural strategy 
rather than some kind of epiphenomenon of the biomechanics. The question arises 
what the benefit of this effective reduction in the number of degrees of freedom of 
eye motion from three to two might be. As will become clear in the remainder of this 
section, obeying Listing's law might be advantageous not only from an oculomotor 
point of view but also from a perceptual perspective. 
Let us first consider a number of possible 'motor'-associated benefits. Since all 
natural 3-D eye positions can be descibed by a geodesic single axis rotation from 
Listing's primary position (see above), it is interesting to consider the possiblity that 
the eye might simply follow a shortest path strategy when obeying Listing's law. 
Indeed, for all great circle movements passing through Listing's primary position, the 
eye actually covers the shortest possible distance. However, in an excellent paper on 
the mathematical relations between 3-D eye position and the instantaneous angular 
velocity axis during saccades, Tweed and Vilis (1990) showed that this statement is 
no longer valid for eccentric movements which do not go through Listing's primary 
position. They proved that for such a non-centric saccade the instantaneous rotation 
axis (the angular velocity axis) is systematically tilted out of Listing's plane, leading 
to a rotational 'detour' of the visual axis. All intermediate eye positions, however, 
are confined to Listing's plane and the direction of the rotation axis remains constant 
during the movement, indicating that the saccade itself is still a single axis rotation. 
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So, although the eye does not follow the shortest possible path through space, ¡t 
does follow the shortest path that satisfies Donders' law throughout the movement 
(e.g. Hepp, 1995). This yields a possible 'motor' explanation of Listing's law. In 
addition, Minken et al. (1993) have shown that even saccades with a very curved 
trajectory, which obviously do not follow a geodesic route, still obey Listing's law in 
midflight. 
Donders' behaviour automatically solves another potential problem for eye move-
ment control, namely that it has to preclude the accumulation of torsion when re-
peatedly following a circular trajectory. As shown by Tweed et al. (1992a) for 
circular pursuit, following Listing's law obviously prevents such a build-up of torsion 
by keeping the torsional component of eye position continuously near zero. 
Finally, Listing's law might serve the motor purpose of minimizing muscular effort. 
The work of the extraocular muscles is of course hard to measure exactly, but Hepp 
(1990) shows mathematically that Listing's law can be derived to be the consequence 
of minimizing 3-D eccentricity from Listing's primary position. This notion is made 
more comprehensible by a very recent explanation of Tweed (1994) pointing out 
that the advantage of minimizing eccentricity is twofold. First it might optimize 
metabolic energy efficiency and, in addition, it allows a large flexibility in response to 
new stimuli, since the eye remains as close as possible to a 'centre' position. Because 
Listing's primary position is almost straight ahead during far vision, it is an obvious 
candidate for this centre position. 
However, a general problem with all these possible motor strategies of Listing's 
law is that they can not explain the behaviour during near vision. Erroneously, they 
all predict that the torsional position of the eye depends only on viewing direction, 
not on viewing distance, indicating that there has to be another type of strategy 
behind Listing's law in addition to minimizing eccentricity. 
Von Helmholtz's original theory (1867) on the purpose of Listing's law, known as 
the 'principle of the easiest orientation', was perceptual in nature. It considered the 
¡mages of space-fixed objects on the retina of a moving eye and stated that the tor-
sional position of the eye for different viewing directions is such that the total sum 
of all errors in orientation of these objects, resulting from infinitesimal rotations of 
the eye, is as small as possible (see also Hepp, 1995). Note that the resulting per-
ceptual advantage of what might be called 'minimal retinal unrest', is defined with 
respect to stationary targets in space. Listing's law, however, is defined for eye-in-
head positions and recently it was found for head-unrestrained gaze movements that 
eye-in-space does not obey the law (e.g. Glenn et al., 1992). This finding argues 
against the Helmholtz idea that Listing's law is an optimization strategy of absolute 
retinal motion with respect to space-fixed targets. 
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Tweed (1994, and personal communication) proposed that the true perceptual con-
sequence of Listing's behaviour in far and near vision is that the visual plane (i.e. 
the plane containing both visual axes) is seen with very little cy clod ¡spari ty, since 
the amount of Helmholtz torion (see above) is almost equal in both eyes. He also 
shows that the observed pattern of binocular coordination is not the only possiblity 
to achieve this goal. Consequently, the perceptual purpose of alining the ¡mages of 
the visual plane in the two eyes alone is not enough to explain the observed behaviour. 
From these various perspectives it follows that neither a motor nor a perceptual goal 
alone can explain the existence of Listing's plane. Based upon the analysis of different 
vergence strategies by Van Rijn and Van den Berg (1993), Tweed (1994) instead 
proposed a dual purpose underlying Listing's law, in which visual and motor aspects 
are combined. His computer simulations show that Listing's law can be explained by 
minimizing a weighted cost function, which contains the total 3-D eye eccentricity 
(motor term) and the difference in Helmholtz torsion for both eyes (perceptual term). 
In other words, Tweed's visual-motor theory states that 3-D eye position is subject 
to a twofold constraint, which keeps each eye as close as possible to its far-vision 
Listing's primary position and, in addition, alines the ¡mages of the visual plane in 
both eyes. 
In Chapter 3 a number of experiments is presented in which we tried to find 
experimental evidence which supports either the visual or motor aspects of the mech-
anisms underlying Listing's law. In addition, Chapter 4 , discusses the validity of 
Listing's law in a strabismic patient and the associated but distinct question of how 
Listing's law might be implemented by the brain. 
1.2.2 K inemat ic constraints for the head 
So far, I have only discussed Listing's law for the eye. In addition to Straumann et 
al. (1990) and Tweed and Vilis (1992), Glenn and Vilis (1992) measured the Listing 
behaviour of the head relative to space. They found that the head also obeys Donders' 
law (i.e. head positions with respect to space were confined to a 2-D surface), but 
violates Listing's law in the sense that the surface was not planar as in the eye. To 
characterize the non-planarity and the thickness, they fitted a second order surface 
to the data, equivalent to rx = a\ + a2ry + a^rz + a4ry2 + a^ryrz + agr2 
(see also Equation 1.1). They found that the average thickness of the plane in the 
torsional direction was about 2.5 deg. Although this is obviously larger than the values 
found for eye-in-head (typically 1 deg, see above) they concluded that the head obeys 
Donders' law to a reasonable approximation. The closer the parameters a^ to a^ are 
to zero, the less curved the plane. While a4 and a& denote the parabolic curvature in 
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the y- and z-direction, respectively, the parameter 05 denotes the amount of 'twist' in 
the plane and is hence called the twist score. If this twist score would be positive the 
head takes positions which resemble those of a Helmholtz gimbal system (see above), 
while a Fick-like strategy would result in negative twist scores. Glenn and Vilis (1992) 
reported an average twist score across subjects of -0.68 ± 0.21, indicating that the 
head in space resembles a Fick gimbal model. They proposed that having the head 
in space behave as a perfect Fick gimbal, would have the advantage that a horizontal 
line through th eyes remains parallel to the horizon. 
In addition, they found that eye-in-space positions also follow a Fick-like strategy, 
which might minimize the work done against gravity, since the eye contributes more 
to vertical gaze shifts that the head does. Similar results were obtained by Radau et 
al. (1994) and Tweed et al. (1995). 
In Chapter 5 I present a new method to describe both the rotational and trans-
lational components of natural head movements. Donders' and Listing's law for the 
head, which so far have only been studied from the perspective of the rotational part, 
will be discussed in more detail in that chapter. 
1.3 Plasticity in the saccadic system 
Unless measures are taken by the brain, the performance of the saccadic system 
would deteriorate inevitably over a lifetime due to, for instance, growth, aging, dis-
ease, muscle trauma or brain damage. One of the consequences of the demand for 
high velocity is that saccades have to be pre-programmed and can not be controlled 
by a close-loop feedback mechanism. In order to maintain its high accuracy, the sac-
cadic system needs continuous feedback on its performance and the ability to adjust 
its parameters for future movements when recognizing imperfections. In the case of 
eye muscle paresis it has been shown that the saccadic system needs a few days to 
correct for the persistent dysmetria by adjusting the gain of the response (e.g. Kom-
merell et al., 1976). The possible consequences for Listing's law of such long-term 
effects, which are due to changes in the peripheral muscle system, are investigated 
in Chapter 4, in which we measured the eye movements of a patient who had been 
operated on both eyes many years ago to correct for a severe strabismus. 
In order to study the short-term effects of saccadic dysmetria under laboratory 
conditions, in Chapter 2 and 3 we have used a well-known non-invasive paradigm, 
in which the saccadic mismatch is mimicked by an ¡ntra-saccadic target shift (e.g. 
McLaughlin, 1967; Miller et al., 1981; Deubel et al., 1986; Deubel, 1987). In this 
paradigm (see Figure 1.5A.B), the subject has to follow sequential steps of a small 
target. At the beginning of each trial the subject has to fixate an initial fixation 
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F i g u r e 1.5 Short-term adaptation in the intrasaccadic target shift paradigm. (A) Ar­
rangement of target points in case of saccade amplitude decrease experiment (see 
text). (B) Schematic picture of an early reaction to the sequence of target steps. A 
correction saccade is necessary to fixate the final target T 2 . (C) Schematic example 
of a trial at the end of the adaptation process, showing a clear decrease in primary 
saccade amplitude. 
point (FP). At a certain moment FP is dimmed and a target appears at T i , which has 
to be fixated as soon as possible. However, during midflight of this primary saccade, 
the target is shifted systematically by a small amount to another position ( T 2 ) · Since 
a saccade is in principle a ballistic movement, the primary saccade will end near 
T i and an additional correction saccade is needed to fixate the final target at T 2 . 
Provided the intrasaccadic shifts are not too large, the subject himself usually does 
not notice the displacements. The saccadic system, on the other hand, does recognize 
the systematic retinal error and recalibrates its response within about 200 trials to 
compensate for the artificially induced error (see Figure 1.5C). Using this paradigm, 
both the amplitude and the direction of the saccadic response can be adapted by 
moving the target systematically to the appropriate new location. 
The capacity for short-term adaptation is a well-established property of the direc­
tional components of saccades, which clearly serve the goal of foveation. Although 
earlier reports suggested otherwise (Semmlow et al., 1987; Abrams et al., 1992), 
Frens and Van Opstal (1994) did not observe any abnormalities in the dynamic prop­
erties of adapted saccades. All saccades made during and after the adaptation process 
appeared to be roughly normal. Although they did not measure the torsional compo­
nent of these adapted saccades, it is to be expected that they still obey Listing's law. 
In Chapter 3 we try to induce short-term adaptation in the torsional components of 
saccades by an intrasaccadic rotation of a complete rich visual field about the line of 
sight. Torsional adaptation obviously violates Listing's law and would induce a local 
dent in Listing's plane. 
1.4 Neurophysiological background 
Although not indispensable, the superior colliculus (SC) is one of the main structures 
involved in the process of saccade generation. Functionally, the SC can be seen as 
consisting of different layers. The main input to the superficial layers, which are 
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retinotopically organized, is visual in nature. The deeper layers, f rom which the 
main descending output of the colliculus emerges, receive afférents from numerous 
sources, among them saccade-related areas like the frontal eye fields (FEF) and the 
parietal cortex as well as sensory areas like the primary visual and auditory cortex. 
The saccade related burst neurons in these deeper layers, which are active prior to 
and during saccades, are organized in a topographic motor map (e.g. Robinson, 
1972). These cells have movement fields, which means that they are only activated 
for saccades of specific amplitude and direction. Low current electrical stimulation 
in these deeper layers leads to a saccade within this movement field with a latency 
of about 30 msec. 
From their finding that the effect of visual adaptation transferred to auditory 
evoked saccades, Frens and Van Opstal (1994) concluded that short-term adaptation 
is expressed at a multisensory stage like, for instance, these deeper layers of the SC. 
Erkelens and Hulleman (1993) have shown that the adaptation induced in internally 
triggered saccades, made between non-jumping targets, did not transfer to externally 
triggered saccades induced by a single jumping target. Deubel (1995) also showed 
that both types of saccades can be selectively adapted. This indicates that the effect 
of the short-term saccade adaptation process may be task dependent, which suggests 
the possible involvement of higher brain areas. It is not yet known at what level of 
saccade generation adaptation takes place, but one of the interesting questions is 
whether this is upstream or downstream from the SC. In the case of an upstream 
mechanism, the afferent mapping to the SC would change during the adaptation 
process, so that after adaptation a different region in the topological map of the SC 
is activated in response to the onset of the primary target. On the other hand, if 
the adaptation emerges completely downstream from the SC, the collicular saccade 
command does not change during the adaptation process, but this command gets 
modified later on, to bring the eye with a single saccade to the final target position. 
This topic will be investigated in detail in Chapter 2. To introduce the subject more 
extensively, I will now go into more detail about the neural structures that may be 
involved in the process of adaptation. 
1.4.1 A neural model for saccade adaptation 
From the seminal work of Optican and Robinson (1980), it is known that total 
ablation of the cerebellum destroys the adaptive capacity of the saccadic system and 
leads to hypermetric saccades, with roughly normal dynamics. This suggests that the 
cerebellum plays a crucial role in the adaptation process and that it normally has a 
inhibitory effect on the burst generator in the brainstem. 
Dean et al. (1994) proposed a very appealing model for the adaptive role of the 
cerebellum in saccade generation. A schematic diagram of the main pathways in the 
saccadic control system thought to be involved in this process is given in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram of the main pathways thought to be involved in 
saccadic adaptation. The SC sends a crude saccade command to the burst generator 
in the brainstem (e.g. the horizontal bursters in the pontine reticular formation (prf)). 
A copy of this signal is sent to the vermis in the cerebellum via the nucleus reticularis 
tegmenti pontis (nrtp). In addition to the crude motor command copy, the vermis 
receives an 'error' signal mediated through the inferior olive. These two control signals 
enable the cerebellum to fulfill the role of feedback-error controller which can modify 
the crude command at the level of the burst generator by means of an adjustable 
inhibitory projection mediated by the fastigial nucleus. (Partially adopted from Dean 
et al.. 1994.) 
The SC has both a direct and an indirect projection to the burst generator (e.g. 
the pontine reticular formation) in the brainstem. The indirect pathway is mediated 
through the cerebellum, which can be seen as an essential part of the adaptive 
controller. The posterior vermis plays a major role in maintaining saccadic accuracy. 
Cells in this region show saccade-related activity and lesions of the vermis create 
saccadic dysmetria (e.g. Optican and Robinson, 1980). Anatomical studies have 
shown that the SC has a twofold projection to the posterior vermis. The first pathway 
includes the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP), which has a large mossy fiber 
projection to the vermis, while the second projection is mediated through inferior olive 
and the climbing fibers. The Purkinje cells in the vermis on their turn have inhibitory 
connections with the fastigial nucleus. Finally, this deep cerebellar nucleus projects to 
the brainstem, where it is thought to exert an effect on the burst-generating circuit. 
Dean's model of the saccadic system is thought to function as follows. In order 
to generate a saccade, the SC provides the burst generator in the brainstem with 
a crude saccade command via a direct pathway, while a copy of the same signal is 
sent via the NRTP and the mossy fibers to the vermis. This crude motor command 
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copy triggers the cerebellum to send an inhibitory signal back to the brainstem. If 
the saccadic system as a whole functions properly, this inhibitory signal interacts at 
the level of the brainstem with the direct crude command signal from the SC, to 
result in an overall gain of the saccadic system close to one. The standard gain of 
the internal feedback loop of the burst generator in the brainstem itself, without the 
cerebellar interference, is above one, which explains the hypermetria of saccades in 
case of cerebellectomy (Optican and Robinson, 1980). So, effectively, the cerebellar 
output continuously reduces the gain of this internal feedback loop in the brainstem. 
By changing the cerebellar contribution, the complete circuit can be 'tuned'. To 
bring about this adaptive capacity, the system inevitably needs a learning signal. In 
the model of Dean et al. (1994), this error signal is supposed to be carried by the 
tecto-olivary-cerebellar pathway. The cerebellum can thus be regarded as a modifiable 
'lookup table', which provides a certain contribution each time it is triggered by a 
particular crude command copy. This cerebellar contribution stays under continuous 
surveillance of the error signal that may alter the value stored in the lookup table 
according to a certain learning rule, once the performance of the system as a whole 
is incorrect. 
Dean et al. (1994) show that this feedback-error-learning model of the saccadic 
system is not only robust in learning and maintaining saccadic accuracy but also 
anatomically plausible. In Chapter 2 we have tested this model by studying the 
adaptability of electrically induced saccases in the SC. 
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Chapter 2 
Short-term adaptation of 
electrically-induced saccades in 
monkey superior colliculus 
2.1 Introduction 
To inspect their environment, primates make fast and accurate eye movements (sac-
cades) that bring a target of interest onto the fovea. If this system is to function 
properly, it is essential that its accuracy is preserved continuously, even under chang-
ing visual and motor conditions. It is known that the saccadic system can indeed 
be adapted when the command sent to the extraocular muscles consistently fails to 
achieve foveation. This happens, for example, when muscle injury leads to a contin-
uous undershoot of the eye movement. Saccadic plasticity has been demonstrated 
after experimentally-induced muscle weakening (Optican and Robinson, 1980) and 
abducens nerve palsy (Kommerell et al., 1976). 
This situation can be mimicked noninvasively by repeatedly displacing the vi-
sual target during saccades in the same direction. McLaughlin (1967) showed that 
changing the visual reafference by such a paradigm induces an adaptive adjustment 
of saccade amplitude. Since then it has been demonstrated on many occasions in 
man and monkey that the saccadic system can adapt to an intra-saccadic shift of 
the target by changing the amplitude of its movement (Miller et al., 1981; Deubel 
Adapted from Melis B.J.M, and Van Gisbergen J.A.M. Short-term Adaptation of Electrically-
induced Saccades in Monkey Superior Colliculus Journal of Neurophysiology, (accepted) 
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et al., 1986; FitzGibbon et al., 1986; Albano and King, 1989; Sem m low et al., 1989; 
Erkelens and Hulleman, 1993; Frens and Van Opstal, 1994). This adaptation is di-
rectionally selective, close to complete and has a slower time course for gain increase 
than for gain decrease. Short-term adaptation for saccadic direction has also been 
shown by shifting the visual target vertically during a horizontal saccade (Mack et 
al., 1978; Deubel, 1987). Although this type of behavioral experiment has provided 
a wealth of data from both monkey and man, neurophysiological data are still rather 
scarce, so that it is still unclear how these adaptation processes are implemented by 
the various oculomotor areas in the brain. 
One of the obvious candidates for investigating this topic is the superior collicu-
lus (SC), which plays a recognized role in the transformation of visual information 
into goal-directed saccades (for review, see Sparks and Mays, 1990). The detailed 
knowledge available about its organization in functional distinct layers is of consid-
erable help in designing and interpreting such experiments. The superficial layers 
of the colliculus contain a topological representation of the location of the visual 
target relative to the fovea. Deeper into the SC one finds saccade-related cells in 
a topographically arranged motor map whose activity is tightly temporally coupled 
to targeting saccades in their movement field. More specific reasons for possible 
involvement of the SC were given by Frens and Van Opstal (1994), who found that 
saccadic adaptation is confined to a limited area around the adapted saccade vec-
tor which raises the question of whether this adaptation field may be a reflection 
of SC movement-field properties. Furthermore, they reported that visually-induced 
adaptation of saccades is also visible in comparable saccades to an auditory target in 
the dark indicating to them that short-term adaptation is expressed at a multisen-
sory stage where eye movements are represented as desired eye displacement vectors. 
The SC is commonly regarded as a prime example of such a stage. Other relevant 
data were provided by Goldberg et al. (1993), who have made recordings in monkey 
from SC saccade-related cells before and after short-term adaptation of saccades. 
Interestingly, it was found that after adaptation such a neuron continued to show its 
saccade-related discharge, even if the adapted saccade was no longer in the original 
movement field. They proposed that some other system adds a signal responsible for 
the change in the saccade vector and they made the specific suggestion that the cere-
bellum is part of this adaptive corrector (adaptor for short). This idea is supported by 
the finding that lesioning or inactivating certain parts of the cerebellum can prevent 
saccadic adaptation, both after muscle weakening (Optican and Robinson, 1980) and 
in the intra-saccadic displacement paradigm (Goldberg et al., 1993; Robinson et al., 
1995). 
A model developed by Dean et al. (1994) contains interesting suggestions on 
how signals provided by the SC may allow the cerebellum to play the role of adaptor. 
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The basic structure of this model is shown in Figure 2.1. This highly simplified 
scheme proposes that the cerebellum receives a crude command signal f rom the 
SC deeper layers. This induces the cerebellum to add an inhibitory contribution, 
adequate for the situation, at a downstream site in the brainstem to ensure that the 
final command is accurate. In addition, the cerebellum receives an error signal f rom 
the SC, which serves to modify the cerebellar contribution in the case that particular 















Figur e 2 . 1 Basic idea behind the model of Dean et al. (1994). The SC generates a 
crude command signal, which is sent to the burst generator both directly and indirectly 
through a cerebellar side-loop. In case of a consistent error signal after a particular 
saccade vector, the inhibitory correction from the cerebellum is adjusted. 
In this paper we describe the results of experiments inspired by this model. In our 
main experiment, a saccade of collicular origin was elicited in darkness by electrical 
stimulation of a site in the deeper layers of the SC (Ε-saccades). From the model, 
one would predict that it should be possible to adapt such Ε-saccades by subsequently 
offering a visual target some distance away from the primary saccadic end point. If 
this sequence of events is repeated in many trials, the adaptor should be forced to 
modify its contribution. Indeed, we did obtain short-term adaptation in this paradigm 
as predicted (E-adap, see Results section 2.3). For comparison, we also studied 
saccade adaptation in the classical short-term adaptation paradigm (V-adap), and 
finally, we used an adaptation paradigm which combined visual target presentation, 
electrical SC stimulation and intra-saccadic target displacement (VE-adap). This 
latter paradigm, which was used to gain further insight into the factors determining 
saccadic adaptation and the transfer of adaptation revealed in various test conditions, 
blends the basic elements of the classical visual adaptation paradigm and our E-
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adap paradigm. For a more complete exposition of the rationale behind the various 
experiments and further technical details, we refer to the Methods section 2.2 and 
Results section 2.3. 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Animal preparation and neurophysiological procedures 
Operations. The experiments were performed in two male rhesus monkeys {Macaca 
mulatta, denoted hereafter as monkey I and II), weighing 8-9 kg, that had been 
prepared for chronical neurophysiological experiments in three separate surgical ses­
sions. Surgery was done under sterile conditions while the animal was under inhalant 
anesthesia with N2O/O2 and ethrane. Meanwhile, the animal was ventilated with 
a pump and end-tidal CO2 was maintained around 4%. All these procedures were 
carried out in the local central animal facility, which also took care of housing and 
feeding. All surgical and experimental procedures were reviewed and approved by 
the university committee for the use of experimental animals. In the first surgical 
session, a solid cap was tightly f itted to the skull by embedding several t itanium 
bone screws in dental cement. In this cap, four stainless-steel bolts were cemented 
to allow rigid fixation of the head of the monkey during experiments. In the second 
operation a thin gold-plated copper ring, with a diameter of approximately 17 m m , 
was implanted beneath the conjunctiva of one eye using a method as described by 
Judge et al. (1980). This ring, which became firmly attached to the eye by connec­
tive tissue, allowed us to record eye movements (see below). Finally, a stainless-steel 
recording chamber (11 mm inner diameter) was implanted in stereotaxic coordinates 
over a trephine hole above the midline, such that both colliculi could be reached by 
micro-electrode penetrations. 
The animals were trained to accurately fixate a small visual target soon after its 
appearance. They were water deprived before the experiment and received a small 
liquid reward after each correct trial (see below for details). 
Recording of neuronal activity. A glass-coated tungsten micro-electrode (impe­
dance up to 1.0 ΜΩ) was placed inside a stainless-steel guide tube to prevent damage 
to the tip during penetration of the dura. The electrode was moved downward by a 
hydraulic motor (Trent Wells) in steps of 1 μνη. After amplification (BAK-amplifier) 
and filtering (bandpass 100 Hz - 10 kHz) the electrode signal was fed into a level 
detector to detect action potentials with a time resolution of 10 ßs. 
The localization of the SC was based on the following electrophysiological criteria. 
(1) The location of our recording and stimulation sites corresponded closely to the 
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stereotaxic coordinates of the SC as given by Snider and Lee (1961). The size of the 
area with the expected neuronal activity was also in accordance with this atlas. (2) In 
most penetrations, before encountering the superficial layers of the SC, the electrode 
came across a relative quiet area corresponding to the overlying corpus callosum 
and the liquor-filled superior cistern. In these cases, the upper boundary of the SC 
was rather easily recognized by encountering neurons with visual latencies of approxi­
mately 70 msec that had clearly-limited contralateral visual receptive fields. (3) Going 
deeper we found saccade-related activity. In these layers we were able to reproducibly 
elicit saccades by electrical stimulation at low current strengths (15 - 50 μΑ, see be­
low), that corresponded to the movement fields of nearby saccade-related cells. The 
topological^ arranged map of the SC, published by Robinson (1972) could account 
for the optimal saccade vector of movement fields in subsequent penetrations and 
was used as a guide in planning further experiments. 
Electrical stimulation. After encountering the superficial layers of the SC, we slowly 
proceeded t o lower the electrode, continuously monitoring the multi-unit activity 
accompanying spontaneous and visually guided eye movements to keep track of visual 
and saccade-related cell activity. At the final position of the electrode in the deeper 
layers of the SC, at least one movement-field scan was performed to record the 
multi-unit or, if possible, the single-unit responses for saccades made towards visual 
targets in approximately a quarter of the visual field around the optimal direction of 
that site. These data served also to determine the mean and minimum latency for 
natural saccades, which were used later on in adjusting the t iming parameters of the 
adaptation experiments (see below). In the next experiment this site was stimulated 
electrically with a train of negative pulses. Each train lasted 50 msec and had a pulse 
frequency of 500 Hz. The duration of each pulse as well as the period between two 
pulses was 1 msec. First, we always determined the threshold for evoking saccades 
in the dark at the site under observation. This threshold was defined as the current 
intensity where at least 2/3 of all stimulations led to a reproducible saccade. The 
experiment was then conducted with a current level of twice this threshold. Following 
this procedure we used current levels between 15 and 50 μΑ. This ensured that the 
electrical stimulus was in the saturated region of the relation between current intensity 
and the amplitude of the evoked saccade (see Sparks and Mays, 1983). The current 
level was continuously monitored and data were only accepted if the variation in 
current intensity, due to temporal variations in electrode impedance, was less then 
approximately 20% throughout the entire experiment. A saccade was only considered 
to be electrically evoked if its amplitude and direction was in accordance with the 
saccade characteristics of that particular site and if it started between 20 and 40 msec 
after onset of the electrical stimulation train. It was noticed that the alertness of 
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the monkey could influence the amplitude of the saccade. Therefore, we rejected all 
trials in which the saccade maximum velocity differed appreciably (e.g. by more than 
30%) from the expected value based on the main sequence relation determined in 
the preceding movement-field scan. In 35 experimental sessions we reliably elicited 
saccades in all possible directions and amplitudes in the range from 6 to 55 deg, 
at 30 different collicular sites. Monkey I was stimulated in the right SC, leading to 
saccades with a leftward horizontal component, while monkey II was stimulated in 
the left SC, resulting in rightward saccades. 
2.2.2 Experimental procedures and set-up 
Eye position recording. Two dimensional eye positions were recorded with the 
double magnetic induction technique developed in our laboratory (Bour et al., 1984; 
Ottes et al., 1986). The secondary magnetic field, induced in the eye ring (see above) 
by two alternating perpendicular magnetic fields (32 and 50 kHz), was picked up by 
an adjustable coil which was mounted directly in front of the eye of the monkey 
before the experiment. These signals were amplified and demodulated by lock-in 
amplifiers (PAR 128A). After that they were low-pass filtered (-3 dB at 200 Hz; 4th-
order Bessel filter) and finally sampled with 12 bits resolution at a rate of 500 Hz per 
channel. The data were stored on the disk of a SUN-3/140 workstation for off-line 
analysis (see subsection Data analysis). The resolution of this recording technique 
was approximately 0.2 deg over the range used in the experiments reported here, 
while the dynamic noise was below 0.1 deg. 
Stimulus presentation. All experiments were performed in total darkness and the 
light-reflecting objects in the experimental room were painted black or covered with 
black light-absorbing foam cloth. The monkey sat in a primate chair with his head 
fixed, facing a large tangent screen at a distance of 57 cm. The visual target was 
a circular green light spot (0.8 deg diameter), which was back projected onto the 
translucent screen by a slide projector. To prevent the occurrence of after-images, 
this spot was kept d im. By means of a motor controlled two-mirror system (scanner 
control CCX101, General Scanning Inc.) the spot could be positioned anywhere in a 
40 deg range around the straight-ahead direction of the monkey well within 15 msec. 
During such target displacements, the light path was blocked by a fast computer-
controlled electronic shutter. 
To change the position of the target triggered by a saccade, fast feedback on eye 
position was needed. Saccade velocity was continuously calculated by differentiating 
the eye position signals in time intervals of 6 msec and intra-saccadic target dis-
placement began approximately 15 msec after eye velocity first exceeded 75 deg/sec. 
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Target presentation and the implementation of saccade-induced shifts by feedback 
was controlled by a PC-486 with several data-acquisition boards (Data Translation). 
2.2.3 Design of experimental paradigms 
Overview. To start with, we provide a brief survey of the three different types of 
adaptation experiments that were carried out in this study. In a typical experiment, we 
used one of these adaptation paradigms (V-adap, E-adap and VE-adap; see below for 
more details) in an attempt to modify metrical saccade properties by using the well-
known intra-saccadic displacement technique (see e.g. McLaughlin, 1967). These 
three paradigms differed in how the primary saccade was initiated. In the V-adap 
paradigm, the primary saccade was a fully voluntary movement elicited by presenting 
a visual target which was then displaced intra-saccadically. In the literature, this 
paradigm has become the standard tool for studying short-term saccadic adaptation. 
In the E-adap paradigm, the saccade was induced by electrical SC stimulation in the 
dark just after offset of an initial fixation point (FP). Since there was no visual target 
(see below), the monkey was not engaged in saccade preparation when the saccade 
occurred. The VE-adap paradigm, which is also novel, was a mix between the V-
and E-adap paradigms in the sense that the monkey was now preparing a visually-
guided saccade to a target, but the saccade was nevertheless initiated involuntarily 
by SC electrical stimulation at the last moment. In the various adaptation experi­
ments several test paradigms (V-test, Ε-test and VE-test) were used to document 
base-line performance before adaptation began (pre-adaptation period), to probe the 
progression of the adaptation process intermittently and to assess the final degree 
of adaptation in the post-adaptation period of the experiment when the adaptation 
paradigm was discontinued. On some occasions the session was completed by using 
one of the paradigms to investigate readaptation. 
In all paradigms the location of the initial fixation point (FP) could be freely 
chosen but, once this was done, it remained unchanged throughout the experiment. 
Normally, the FP was straight-ahead, but for large saccade sites an eccentric FP 
location was used. The monkey had to fixate FP within 2 sec after its appearance 
until it switched off after a random time (between 500 - 1000 msec). Data-recording 
started automatically 200 msec before FP offset. Except in the Ε-test paradigm 
(see below), where recording time was set to 1000 msec, data-acquisition lasted 
1500 msec. Depending on the paradigm, the monkey made either a visually-guided 
saccade or an electrically-induced saccade after FP offset. This first saccadic eye 
movement was labeled as the primary saccade of that tr ial. Using the feedback, it 
was checked on-line whether the amplitude and direction of this saccade differed from 
their expected values by less than 10 and 25 deg, respectively, otherwise the trial was 














































Figure 2.2 Caption opposite 
not continued. The monkey was rewarded after the recording time had elapsed but 
only if he completed the whole trial correctly by fixating all target positions as long 
as required. Whenever the monkey did not fulfil a requirement set in our paradigm, 
the target disappeared immediately and the monkey did not receive a liquid reward. 
Furthermore, the next trial was postponed by an extra 2.5 sec. We will now describe 
the various test and adaptation paradigms in more detail. 
V-adap. This well-known adaptation paradigm (see Figure 2.2A) has already 
often been described in the literature (McLaughlin, 1967; Deubel et al., 1986 and 
many others) and will be referred to as 'classical short-term adaptation'. Directly 
after FP offset, a target T l was presented at a chosen fixed position. The monkey had 
to make a normal visually-guided saccade (V-saccade) towards T l within 500 msec. 
Using the online calculation of eye velocity, 15 msec after saccade onset, when the eye 
had reached a high speed, the target T l was suddenly replaced by another target T2 
at a slightly different location, requiring the monkey to make a corrective saccade, 
trial after tr ia l . In the three experiments in which this paradigm was used (twice 
in the adaptation period and once to investigate readaptation), the T2 target step 
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Fig ure 2 . 2 (facing page) Explanation of the experimental paradigms. The amplitude 
of the eye movement (thin line), the position of the target (bold line) and the onset 
of electrical stimulation (dashed line) are shown. (A) V-adap: Classical adaptation 
paradigm. A visual saccade was elicited by a target step at 200 msec after onset of 
data collection. After a normal reaction time of approximately 250 msec, the monkey 
responded with a V-saccade toward the target. When saccade velocity was near its 
maximum, the target was moved to a new position. In this example, the target was 
shifted to decrease saccade amplitude. The monkey had to make a corrective saccade 
towards this new target ( T 2 ) in order to get a liquid reward. (B) E-adap: At 200 msec 
after onset of data collection the initial fixation target (FP) was extinguished. After 
a random time interval (in this case 170 msec) an electrical stimulus was adminis­
tered to the SC. Again, the generated saccade triggered the onset of a new target, 
which forced the monkey to make a correction saccade after finishing the primary 
one. (C) VE-adap: This adaptation paradigm was analogous to V-adap, but now the 
primary saccade was triggered by electrical stimulation just before the monkey would 
make a natural visually-guided saccade, allowing the animal time for target selection 
and movement preparation. In this example the location of the second target was 
chosen to induce gain increase. ( D ) V-test: In this paradigm the monkey just had 
to follow a simple target step, which led to a natural V-saccade after a reaction time 
of approximately 200-250 msec. (E) Ε-test: As in the E-adap paradigm, a saccade 
was induced electrically after FP offset. No target was presented after stimulation. 
Total data-aquisition time in this particular paradigm was 1 sec. (F) VE-test: This 
paradigm was a combination of the V-test and the Ε-test. At 200 msec after onset 
of data collection the visual target jumped to an eccentric position. Just before the 
monkey would make a natural saccade himself, the SC was stimulated electrically to 
induce an involuntary saccade which matched the visual target step. 
Data of monkey I taken from two different experimental sessions (panels [A, B, C, D] 
and [E, F]). Current (if applicable) 20-30 μΑ. 
was either in the same or in the opposite direction as the original saccade with an 
amplitude of approximately 25% of the amplitude of the initial saccade, in order to 
achieve gain increase or gain decrease, respectively. 
E-adap. This adaptation paradigm (see Figure 2.2B) was used in 15 sessions 
(13 in the adaptation period and twice to investigate readaptation). This t ime we 
did not present any visual target to elicit the primary saccade (no T l target), but 
instead that saccade was induced electrically, so that pre-saccadic target selection 
was not possible (Ε-saccade). Approximately 200 msec after FP offset the collicular 
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site was stimulated to elicit a saccade (dashed line). To prevent prediction, the 
precise moment of stimulation onset was varied randomly in a window of 40 msec. 
At 15 msec after onset of the evoked saccade, a target T2 was presented at a 
position either approximately 25% beyond the expected end point of the saccade (gain 
increase, 6 sessions) or 25% before that position (gain decrease, 7 sessions). This 
post-saccadic retinal error required the monkey to make a visually-guided correction 
saccade, again trial after tr ia l . We also tested the effect of this paradigm when the 
saccade-induced target step required an adaptive change of 16 or 26 deg in saccade 
direction instead of a change in amplitude (direction, 2 sessions). 
VE-adap. Of our three adaptation paradigms, this was the most complex one in 
that it required pre-saccadic target selection but still used electrical SC stimulation 
to trigger the saccade involuntarily (see Figure 2.2C). This paradigm was used in 
10 different sessions. Directly after offset of FP, a target T l was presented just as in 
the V-adap paradigm. This t ime however, the primary saccade was elicited electrically 
by a pulse train, again applied at a random moment within an interval of 40 msec, 
just before the monkey would initiate a saccade himself. The precise t iming of this 
interval was chosen such that all electrical stimuli were applied at least 30 msec (the 
average reaction t ime between onset of the current and the beginning of the resulting 
saccade) before the shortest latency of the visually-guided saccades, as determined 
in the movement-field scan. This ensured that almost all primary saccades in this 
paradigm were electrically initiated. Again, 15 msec after the detection of the onset 
of this primary saccade, T l was replaced by T2 at a more eccentric position (gain 
increase, 3 sessions), at a less eccentric position (gain decrease, 6 sessions) or in a 
different direction relative to T l (direction, once). 
V-test. This paradigm was used in all experiments to determine the characteris­
tics of normal V-saccades (see Figure 2.2D). Directly after FP offset, a target ( T l ) 
was presented at a fixed position defined by the experimenter. The monkey had to 
fixate T l within 500 msec and to hold fixation until the target was switched off. 
Before and after each adaptation period, at least 20 of these trials were run. V-test 
trial results are always labeled by a filled circle ( · ) in the figures. 
Ε-test. This paradigm was used to test the reproducibility of the Ε-saccades (see 
Figure 2.2E). At an unpredictable moment, within an interval of 40 msec around 
the mean latency for natural V-saccades after FP offset, the SC was electrically 
stimulated (see above), to evoke an involuntary saccade. No target was presented 
after stimulation and no prolonged gaze holding at the end position of the saccade was 
required. The monkey was rewarded after the data-recording time elapsed, provided 
the initial fixation was correct. This paradigm was also used in the post-adaptation 
period to check whether repeated electrical stimulation in the dark would show loss 
of adaptation. Before and after each adaptation period at least 25 of these trials 
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were run. The saccades evoked with this paradigm are consistently labeled by an 
open circle (o) in the figures. 
VE-test. This test (see Figure 2.2F) combined the V-test and Ε-test described 
above and was used in two the experiments to extend the study by FitzGibbon et al. 
(1986). It was used to test whether visual target selection would affect the degree 
of transfer of adaptation between V- and Ε-saccades. As in the V-test, target T l 
appeared directly after offset of FP at a location as close as possible to the end 
points of the Ε-test saccades. In this case, as in the VE-adap paradigm, this target 
presentation was followed by electrical stimulation of the SC and the delay was again 
carefully chosen to ascertain that almost all primary saccades made in this paradigm 
were electrically initiated, while still considerable time was available to the animal 
for preparing a visually-guided saccade. This test was applied both before and after 
the adaptation period. The saccades evoked with this paradigm are labeled by an 
asterisk (*) in the concerning figure (see Figure 2.8). 
To keep the monkey alert and to prevent predictive behavior, in all experiments 
in about 15% of the trials (randomly chosen) we used a paradigm identical to the 
V-test, in which the visual target T l appeared after FP offset, but now at a random 
position unrelated to the optimal saccade of the SC test site under study. In the 
readaptation period of several experiments, the effect of a prolonged V-test (3 ex­
periments) and a prolonged E-test (4 experiments) was tested to see whether the 
earlier induced adaptation would be retained. The effect of using the same adapta­
tion paradigm, but now with the adaptation pressure reversed, was also studied to 
investigate readaptation (3 experiments). 
2.2.4 Data analysis 
Calibration of eye posi t ion. Before each experiment, the eye position signals had to 
be calibrated. This was done by letting the monkey fixate 85 targets throughout the 
oculomotor range up t i l l eccentricities of 35 deg. Because the double magnetic in­
duction method is characterized by smooth direction dependent non-linearities (Bour 
et al., 1984), the measured raw eye position signals had to be mapped onto the 
known associated target locations. This was done by a three-layer backpropagation 
neural network with two input units (horizontal and vertical raw eye position), five 
hidden units, and two output units (calibrated eye position), which was programmed 
in Matlab (The Mathworks Ine, MA, USA). To train the neural network, a training 
set was constructed by taking all the reliable fixations in the calibration data as input 
while clamping the corresponding target positions on the output units. The average 
of all reliable fixations in the straight-ahead direction was also added (six times) to 
this training set. After 1000 epochs, the network always provided a good calibration 
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on all 12 directions, yielding a nearly perfect linear relation between measured input 
and calibrated output (accuracy within 1 deg for all reliable fixations). The weights 
and thresholds of this trained network were then used to calibrate all raw eye position 
data recorded that day. To be sure that the relation between input and output was 
not changed during the experiments this calibration was performed at least twice a 
day. 
Saccade detection and data processing. From the calibrated data, the velocity 
of the eye movements was calculated by differentiating the position signals in half-
overlapping steps of 4 msec. After low-pass filtering, using a 33 points, 75 Hz digital 
filter, this signal was used for automatic saccade detection. All trials were checked 
visually and the relevant parameters of each accepted saccade were stored. Incorrect 
(parts of) trials, in which the monkey did not fixate correctly, were excluded from 
analysis. To obtain the overall results shown in Tables 2.1-2.3 for the pre- and 
the post-adaptation period, all data from the test trials were averaged (at least 
10 trials). For each session the total adaptation level was determined. This measure 
for the amount of adaptation was defined as the percentage of change in amplitude 
(or direction) with respect to the intended adaptation (mean end point of V-test (or 
Ε-test) saccades during the pre-adaptation period minus the position of the second 
target T2) . To determine whether the changes induced during the adaptation period 
were significant (p < 0.05) we used the two-sample t-test. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Ε-adaptation experiments 
Adaptation results. The E-adap paradigm provides an opportunity to test an in­
teresting prediction from the Dean model (Dean et al., 1994). This scheme implies 
(see Figure 2.1) that if an SC saccade command is repeatedly followed by an error 
signal, the cerebellum will adjust its corrective signal to modify the resulting saccade 
in an attempt to reduce the error signal in future trials. In these experiments, the 
saccade was induced by electrical stimulation of a site in the deeper layers of the SC. 
This was done in darkness, so that the monkey was not preparing a visually-guided 
movement. Then, triggered by the electrically-induced primary saccade, a visual tar­
get was presented at some small distance from where this saccade had landed to 
signal that the eye movement was 'incorrect'. The monkey had to make a corrective 
saccade in order to obtain his reward (see Figure 2.2B). In the adaptation period this 
was repeated again and again in many sequential identical trials. The main questions 
were (1) whether the Ε-saccades would change during the adaptation period and 














Figur e 2 . 3 Horizontal components of Ε-saccades in various stages of an E-adap 
experiment. (A) First five trials of Ε-test before adaptation began. (B) First five trials 
in the adaptation period. The primary saccade was electrically induced. Approximately 
300 msec later the monkey made a visually-guided correction saccade in order to fixate 
target T 2 , presented when the primary saccade occurred. (C) First five trials of E-test 
in the post-adaptation period. Although the intensity of the stimulation current was 
not changed, these saccades were obviously larger than before adaptation. Data of 
monkey I I . Position of T 2 in adaptation period relative to FP (R, Ф) = (38,43) deg. 
Current 20 μΑ. 
By way of introduction, Figure 2.3 shows the three basic stages during such an E-
adaptation session. By comparing panels 2.ЗА and 2.3C, in which five pre- and post-
adaptation Ε-test responses to the same electrical stimulus are shown, respectively, it 
is immediately obvious that there was indeed an increase in elicited saccade amplitude. 
These electrically-induced movements, which were tightly locked to the onset of the 
electrical stimulation, had smooth velocity profiles, were almost similar to natural 
visually-elicited saccades and were quite reproducible. Panel 2.3B shows the first 
five trials of the adaptation period in-between. The primary saccades were similar t o 
the ones shown in panel A, but now the monkey had to make a second (correction) 
saccade in order to fixate target T2, which was switched on half-way the primary 
saccade. In this experiment, the location of T2 was chosen to be further away from 
the initial fixation point (FP) than the end point of the primary saccade, in order 
to achieve a gain increase of the electrically-induced movement. This intra-saccadic 
target step was presented over and over again during the adaptation period. As is 
obvious from panel C, the net effect of the electrical stimulation has clearly changed 
in the intended direction after applying the E-adap paradigm. 
To ilústrate this process in detail, we now present all trials of the same E-
adaptation experiment, complete with the responses to the various test paradigms 
before, during and after the series of E-adap trials (see Figure 2.4). The differ-
ent symbols label the amplitude of the primary saccade of all trials in these various 
paradigms. As in all other experiments, a number of Ε-test saccades were recorded 
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F i g u r e 2 . 4 Primary-saccade amplitude during an E-adap gain-lengthening experi­
ment. Data of the same experiment as shown in Figure 2.3. Vertical dashed lines 
mark transitions between paradigms. In the pre-adaptation period the V-test saccades 
( · , 29.0 ± 1.4 deg) were roughly matched in amplitude and direction to the E-test 
saccades (о, 29.3 ± 2.6 deg). Subsequently the E-adap paradigm ( + ) was used t o 
increase the electrically-induced saccade. In this period, target T2 was presented at 
an eccentricity of 38 deg (bold line). After about 200 trials a clear increase in sac-
cade amplitude was observed. The Ε-test following this adaptation period shows that 
Ε-saccades in the dark were obviously larger than before adaptation (36.4 ± 1.6 deg). 
The V-saccades (V-test) appeared t o be less affected by the adaptation paradigm 
(32.3 ± 2.5 deg). 
to get a base line (o) in the pre-adaptation period, followed by a V-test ( · ) in which 
the position of the visual target was adjusted so that the resulting primary saccades 
matched those of the Ε-test in good approximation. As already mentioned, the sub­
sequent E-adap paradigm, in this session, was designed to obtain gain lengthening 
(T2 at R = 38 deg; thick line). In spite of the scatter in amplitude, it is clear that the 
primary saccades, which were electrically-induced, gradually increased in amplitude 
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in the course of the E-adap experiment ( + ) . Although the applied current remained 
virtually constant, saccade amplitude increased by some 7 deg in about 200 trials. 
This increase was maintained in the post-adaptation Ε-test even though there was 
no post-saccadic visual stimulus (T2) in these trials (see Figure 2.2E). The V-test 
results will be discussed below. 
An example of an attempt t o induce gain-shortening of the Ε-saccades, instead 
of gain-lengthening, by means of the E-adap paradigm, is depicted in Figure 2.5. 
Again, in the pre-adaptation period the E- and V-test saccades were roughly matched 
in amplitude (27-28 deg). As shown in the E-test, Ε-saccades in the dark showed 
approximately the same amount of scatter as V-saccades and appeared to have stable 
properties upon prolonged testing (about 100 trials). In the adaptation period ( + ) 
the post-saccadic target T2 was located at an eccentricity of 20 deg relative to FP 
(bold line) to achieve gain shortening. Indeed, we now found a clear decrease of 
the amplitude of the Ε-saccade. As a result, the saccades in the post-adaptation E-
test had decreased by approximately 5 deg with respect to the pre-adaptation result. 
Continuation of the E-adap experiment after these intermittent tests led to further 
reduction of the amplitude of the primary saccade, as confirmed in a final E-test. 
We consistently obtained appropriate saccade adaptation, independent of whether 
the positioning of the post-saccadic target (T2) was intended to obtain gain decrease, 
gain increase or a change in direction of the primary Ε-saccade. To denote the amount 
of adaptation one could use the change in amplitude between the beginning and final 
trials in the adaptation period. However, because the change in amplitude, induced 
by the adaptation paradigm, may start soon, it appeared hard to define the initial 
amplitude in this way. This left us with two appropriate measures for the amount of 
adaptation. (1) The change in primary saccade amplitude between the pre-adaptation 
E-test and the saccades at the final stage of the adaptation period and (2) the change 
in primary saccade amplitude between the pre- and post-adaptation Ε-tests. As one 
would expect and as will become clear from all figures depicting the courses of the 
adaptation processes (e.g. Figure 2.4 and 2.5), the amount of adaptation found at 
the final stage of the adaptation period and that in the following post-adaptation 
E-test were approximately the same, indicating that it is not very critical which of 
the two different measures is used to denote the amount of adaptation. Therefore, 
to report our data, we chose the most straightforward measure, which is simply the 
change in amplitude between the pre- and post adaptation Ε-tests. A survey of the 
results from all E-adap experiments in both monkeys, including the ones in which 
we intended to change saccade direction, can be found in Table 2.1. As can be 
seen in this table, the final adaptation level achieved in the E-adap experiments var­
ied between 43 and 87% in the different sessions and was highly significant in all cases. 
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F i g u r e 2 . 5 Primary-saccade amplitude during an E-adap gain-shortening experi­
ment. After matching the visually-guided ( · , 27.0 ± 1.1 deg) and electrically-induced 
(o, 27.5 ± 1.1 deg) saccades in the pre-adaptation period, a prolonged series of E-tests 
(100 trials) was taken to show the reproducibility of the saccades elicited with this 
paradigm. Subsequently the E-adap paradigm ( + ) was used to decrease the gain of 
the Ε-saccade by positioning the post-saccadic target T2 at an eccentricity of 20 deg 
(thick line). After about 100 trials a clear reduction in amplitude was observed. In the 
Ε-test following this adaptation period, a clear reduction of Ε-saccade amplitude was 
found. The V-saccades appeared almost unaffected by the adaptation paradigm. A 
second series of adaptation trials led to further gain shortening in the Ε-test (E-test, 
21.6 ± 1.2 deg) but not in the V-test (26.2 ± 1.6 deg). Data of monkey I. Position 
of T 2 in adaptation period relative to FP (R, Ф) = (20, 170) deg. Current 40 μΑ. 
Transfer of Ε-adaptation to V-test saccades. From the Dean model, one might 
expect that the adaptation obtained for the Ε-saccades with the E-adap paradigm 
would also be expressed in V-saccades. In order to determine to what extent such 
transfer of adaptation actually took place, we also compared V-test saccades before 
and after adaptation. In the example of Figure 2.5, the transfer was not significant 
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and clearly less than the adaptation expressed in the Ε-tests In Figure 2.4 the transfer 
was more obvious, but still incomplete. As shown in Table 2 1, the changes induced 
by the Ε-adaptation paradim were always in the right direction. In six out of nine 
experiments we found a significant transfer, but in none of these cases the transfer 
was complete. To explore the encountered transfer further, a comparison was made 
between the amount of adaptation as expressed in the Ε-tests and the change in 
V-test saccade amplitude induced by the E-adap paradigm. The results, shown by 
the filled circles in Figure 2.6, suggest that there is some transfer of Ε-adaptation to 
visually-guided saccades, since the data points do not scatter around the horizontal 
zero-transfer line. This figure shows that when the E-adap experiment increased or 
decreased Ε-test saccade amplitude, a qualitatively comparable change was visible in 
the V-test saccades. Obviously, however, the transfer is far from complete, because 
in that case the data points should scatter around the diagonal. On average, the 
transfer was significant and amounted to 3 2 % (range 19 - 44%) of the adaptation in 













































27 5 ± 1 1 
17 8 ± 1 1 
25 6 ± 1 1 
20 2 ± 0 8 
17 8 ± 0 7 
26 0 ± 1 8 
19 9 ± 0 7 
5 6 ± 0 8 
16 7 ± 1 1 
18 5 ± 1 0 
29 3 ± 2 6 
151 ± 3 
51 ± 2 
E-test 
post 
21 6 ± 1 2 
139 ± 0 5 
195 ± 0 9 
16 0 ± 0 5 
14 9 ± 0 7 
16 1 ± 0 4 
16 2 ± 1 1 
7 5 ± 0 4 
22 2 ± 1 3 
22 3 ± 0 8 
36 4 ± 1 6 
133 ± 7 
39 ± 3 
% 
7 9 " 
8 1 " 
80*· 
58·* 
6 7 " 
7 6 " 
7 6 " 
4 3 " 
8 7 " 
5 1 " 
8 2 " 
6 9 " 
7 5 " 
pre 
27 0 ± 1 1 
18 6 ± 0 9 
25 9 ± 0 9 
19 2 ± 1 3 
18 8 ± 1 3 
24 2 ± 1 1 
20 2 ± 2 1 
5 1 ± 0 5 
173 ± 0 9 
182 ± 1 2 
29 0 ± 1 4 
145 ± 5 
49 ± 4 
V-test 
post 
26 2 ± 1 6 
18 2 ± 1 1 
24 9 ± 0 9 
-
-
22 4 ± 1 2 
18 3 ± 1 0 
5 5 ± 0 8 
19 5 ± 1 4 
2 1 4 ± 2 0 
32 3 ± 2 5 
142 ± 7 















T a b l e 2 . 1 Prlmary-saccade amplitudes (mean ± SD) ¡η the E-adap experiments. Explanation 
of terms: type R for amplitude change; Φ for direction change; + for increase; - for decrease. 
#trials: Number of trials in adaptation period. 72: Location of post-saccadic target target 
relative to FP in adaptation period, which is a measure for the intended adaptation if compared 
to the pre-adaptation test amplitudes. All angular values in [deg]. In the pre-adaptation period 
V-test and Ε-test saccades were matched. The adaptation level ( % ) , reached by using the 
E-adap paradigm in the adaptation period and based upon the Ε-test results, varied between 
43 and 8 7 % in the various sessions. This level was lower (between 7 and 4 1 % ) for the V-
saccades (V-test), due to only partial transfer of E-adapation to V-saccades. Significance 
levels of adaptation are indicated as follows: ** for ρ < 0.001; * for ρ < 0.05. 
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F i g u r e 2 . 6 Amount of transfer from Ε-adaptation to V-saccades. The filled ( · ) and 
open (o) circles represent the data of E-adap and VE-adap experiments, respectively. 
The amount of change between the pre- and post-adaptation Ε-tests is plotted against 
the change in V-test saccade amplitudes. The horizontal line indicates the expected 
location of the data points if no transfer at all would have occurred, while the diagonal 
would indicate full transfer of Ε-adaptation to V-saccades. The E-adap as well as the 
VE-adap experiments showed partial transfer in all sessions, but the amount of transfer 
is somewhat larger for the VE-adap experiments ( 4 7 % on average) than for the E-adap 
experiments ( 3 2 % ) . 
2.3.2 V-adaptation experiments 
Transfer of V-adaptation to Ε-test saccades. Once we had ascertained that E-
saccades can be adapted and that this adaptation transfers at least partly to V-test 
saccades, we felt that it would be of interest to perform the opposite experiment. In 
this case, saccades were adapted with the classical short-term adaptation paradigm 
(V-adap) and it was tested whether the adaptation transferred to Ε-test saccades. 
In fact, this experiment had already been done by FitzGibbon et al. (1986), but to 
be able to compare the results with our E-adap experiments we repeated it with our 
set-up. Another reason for doing this was to get some useful control data on the 
process of V-adaptation under our experimental conditions. 
One of these sessions, which began as usual by recording the effect of electrical 
stimulation at the encountered site in the SC (E-test), is shown in Figure 2.7. In this 
example this led to fixed-vector saccades of amplitude R = 20 deg. Subsequently, 
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F i g u r e 2 . 7 Primary-saccade amplitude during a V-adap gain-shortening experi­
ment. As usual, the V-test saccades ( · , 20.3 ± 1.5) were roughly matched to the 
electrically-induced Ε-test saccades (о, 19.6 ± 1.0) in the pre-adaptation period. In 
the adaptation period ( + ) the classical short-term adaptation paradigm (V-adap) 
was applied to decrease the V-saccades to 15 deg (T2, thick line). Within about 
350 trials, primary-saccade amplitude had obviously become smaller (mean of last 
25 trials 16.9 ± 1.3 deg). The Ε-saccades in the dark, however, changed hardly 
(20.5 ± 1.0 deg). Data of monkey I. Target positions in adaptation period relative to 
FP (R. Ф): T l = (20, 123); T 2 = (15, 123). Current 30 μΑ. 
V-test base-line results were obtained before adaptation by positioning the target T l 
such that the primary saccade during visual trials roughly matched the E-saccades 
(V-test). After that, the V-adap paradigm was initiated with the intention of t o 
decreasing the amplitude of the primary saccade to approximately 15 deg, as marked 
by the thick horizontal line. In about 350 trials the amplitude was clearly reduced. 
Then, the Ε-test was repeated to see whether the Ε-saccades were also reduced in 
amplitude. As is obvious from Figure 2.7, this was not the case, even after prolonged 
adaptation and testing. So, in accordance with the experiment of FitzGibbon et al., 
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we did not find transfer of V-adaptation to Ε-saccades in the V-adap paradigm. 
As shown in Table 2.2, a similar result was found at another site on a different 
day. In both experiments the visual adaptation was not fully completed after about 
400 adaptation trials (64 and 65%), but the reduction in amplitude of the primary 
saccade was very obvious in the V-test, while the Ε-saccades even seemed to show a 
slight increase in amplitude (Ε-test, negative percentage adaptation level). 
Experiment Ε-test V-test 
Monkey type #tnals T2 pre post % pre post % 
¡ R^ 380 15 19 6 ± 1 0 20 5 ± 1 0 ^20 20 3 ± 1 5 16 9 ± 1 3 6 4 " 
I -R 370 18 24 8 ± 1 0 25 4 ± 1 0 -9 25 8 ± 1 6 20 7 ± 1 6 6 5 " 
T a b l e 2 . 2 Primary-saccade amplitudes (mean ± SD) ¡η the V-adap experiments. Same con­
ventions as in Table 2.1. Both experiments were designed to bring about a decrease in saccade 
amplitude. In the post-adaptation period, V-saccades showed 6 5 % of the intended gain re­
duction, while the Ε-saccades showed even a small increase (negative percentage change) in 
amplitude. 
It might be argued that the reason why V-adaptation is not transferred to E-saccades 
might be linked to the absence of a visual target in the Ε-test (Goldberg et al., 1993). 
Therefore, before and after the adaptation period in both V-adaptation experiments, 
we performed a VE-test (see Methods section 2.2) where a visual target was pre­
sented but the saccade was electrically induced at the time when the monkey was 
about t o make a visually-guided saccade. Although this control experiment left the 
monkey considerable t ime for target selection, the results, as shown by the example in 
Figure 2.8, indicate that the presence of a visual target made no difference, since the 
amplitudes of the primary saccades in the post-adaptation Ε-test (o) and VE-test (*) 
were about equal and quite different from the V-saccades. 
2.3.3 VE-adaptation experiments 
While the Ε-adaptation and V-adaptation experiments can be regarded as opposites, 
the VE-adaptation paradigm was a blend. It was hoped that more insight into what 
was happening could be gained by using a paradigm that combined the element of 
saccade preparation to a visual target and the element of involuntary saccade initia­
tion (VE-adap). Since saccade adaptation could be induced by the E-adap as well as 
the V-adap paradigm (see above), it was not too surprising that we found adaptation 
in the VE-adap paradigm as well. Examples of gain-shortening and gain-lengthening 
are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. A complete survey of the results of 
all VE-adap experiments for both monkeys is provided in Table 2.3. Again, in all 
sessions the adaptation shown by the Ε-tests is highly significant. 
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E V VE 
lest lesi tesi 
F i g u r e 2 . 8 Primary-saccade amplitude of V-adap experiment with VE-test. The 
experiment began by collecting Ε-test saccades (о, 24.8 ± 1 . 0 deg), V-test saccades 
( · , 25.8 ± 1.6 deg) and VE-test saccades (*, 26.2 ± 0.7 deg) in the pre-adaptation 
period. In this last test a visual target was presented directly after FP offset, but the 
primary saccade was electrically induced just before the monkey would make a natural 
saccade himself. In the adaptation period ( + ) the classical short-term adaptation 
paradigm (V-adap) was applied to decrease the V-saccades to 18 deg (T2, thick line). 
As already shown in Figure 2.7, the post-adaptation Ε-test saccades showed no gain 
decrease (25.4 ± 1.0 deg). The VE-test after the adaptation period showed that 
Ε-saccades with a possibility to use natural target selection and movement planning 
were also not affected by the adaptation paradigm (26.9 ± 1.1 deg), indicating that 
target selection is not the crucial factor determining adaptation transfer. Data of 
monkey I. Target positions in adaptation period relative to FP (R, Ф): T l = (25, 123); 
T 2 = (18, 123). Current 25 μΑ. 
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F i g u r e 2 . 9 Primary-saccade amplitude during a VE-adap gain-shortening experiment. 
In the pre-adaptation period, the V-test saccades ( · , 26.7 ± 1.1 deg) were again 
matched to the Ε-test saccades (о, 26.4 ± 1.8 deg). In the adaptation period ( + ) the 
VE-adap paradigm was applied to decrease the primary saccade. After adaptation, 
the saccades in the E-test (22.1 dc 1.8 deg) were obviously smaller than before, 
while the V-test saccades were somewhat less affected (23.7 ± 1.3 deg), indicating 
partial transfer of Ε-adaptation to V-saccades. Data of monkey I. Target positions in 





F i g u r e 2 . 1 0 Primary-saccade amplitude in a VE-adap gain-lengthening experiment. 
The Ε-test (o) in the pre-adaptation period resulted in Ε-saccades with a mean 
amplitude of 22.0 ± 0.9 deg. The V-test saccades were approximately matched 
( · , 20.3 ± 1.8 deg). In the adaptation period ( + ) the VE-adap paradigm was ap­
plied, this time to increase the amplitude of the primary saccade. After adaptation, 
the saccades in the Ε-test were larger than before (27.5 ± 1 . 8 deg), while in the 
V-test saccades this was less clear (21.6 ± 1.6 deg). The transfer of Ε-adaptation to 
V-saccades was clearly less than in the experiment of Figure 2.9. Data of monkey II. 
Target positions in adaptation period relative to FP (R, Φ): T l = (20, 20); T 2 = (29, 
20). Current 25 μΑ. 
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T a b l e 2 . 3 Primary-saccade amplitudes (mean ± SD) in the VE-adap experiments. Same 
conventions as in Table 2.1. The amplitude adaptation level after using the VE-adap paradigm 
varied between 48 and 7 9 % in the different sessions (see Ε-test column). For the V-saccades 
this level was between 15 and 4 7 % . 
A more interesting question, however, is whether the presence of a visual target in 
these adaptation experiments would cause the transfer of adaptation to V-saccades 
to be more complete than in the Ε-adaptation experiments discussed before. Indeed, 
our data concerning this aspect (see Table 2.3 and Figure 2.6, open circles) show 
that the transfer of adaptation, though still incomplete, was now significant in all 
VE-adaptation experiments (cf. Table 2.1). Also, the average transfer was 4 7 % 
(range 29 - 64%), which is a bit higher than in the Ε-adaptation experiments, but 
the difference is just not significant. 
2.3.4 Readaptation experiments 
The amplitude changes induced by the different adaptation paradigms were rather 
persistent in the sense that they did not fade away quickly in the dark or after 
prolonged application (at least 75 trials) of eiter the V-test or the Ε-test paradigm 
(data not shown). The changes could be cancelled, however, by reversal of the 
adaptation paradigm. One example for an E-adap session is shown in Figure 2.11. 
The gradual decrease of the primary saccade amplitude is again obvious. This t ime 
however, the E-adap paradigm was used after the adaptation period to increase 
primary-saccade amplitude again. As shown in Figure 2.11, this readaptation was 
successful and had a slow time course as well. The tests after this period indicated 
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Figure 2 . 1 1 T ime course of readaptation (E-adap). After matching the E-test 
saccades (о, 17.8 ± 0.7 deg) and the V-test saccades ( · , 18.8 ± 1.3 deg) in the pre-
phase, the E-adap paradigm was applied to decrease the amplitude of the E-saccade. 
After about 150 trials a clear reduction of the amplitude of the primary saccade was 
found (E-test: 14.9 ± 0.7 deg, not shown). Subsequently, the paradigm was reversed 
to increase saccade amplitude again. As shown, i t took a quite considerable number of 
trials to erase the effect of the preceding gain-shortening adaptation, (post-adaptation 
E-test: 19.5 ± 0.9 deg; V-test: 19.5 ± 1.1 deg). Data of monkey I. Target positions 
in adaptation phase relative t o FP (R, Ф ) : T l = (19, 165); T 2 = (13, 165). Current 
35 μΑ. 
2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Short-term saccade adaptation 
In the oculomotor literature, the term 'adaptation' is used to describe a slow and 
lasting change in motor behaviour, induced by a learning process that requires re­
verse learning to get rid of the effect again. In designing the various paradigms, we 
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made an effort to discourage the use of cognitive strategies, which could be applied 
or suppressed at wi l l , by inserting trials in which a randomly located visual target had 
to be refixated (like in the V-test paradigm). It appeared that the large majority of 
these trials was carried out correctly. The results of test experiments in the readap­
tation period similarly argue against the use of a high-level strategy, since prolonged 
electrical stimulation in the dark (Ε-test) or normal generation of V-saccades after 
the adaptation period, hardly changed the adapted state at short notice. The various 
figures showing the modifications in saccade parameters induced by the E-adap and 
VE-adap paradigms, like those due to the classical short-term adaptation paradigm 
(V-adap), suggest that these changes reflect a slow process, rather than the abrupt 
application of a flexible strategy. Furthermore, the change in amplitude reached 
during the adaptation period was cancelled gradually by reversal of the applied adap­
tation paradigm. These observations strongly suggest that the changes in saccade 
parameters, as described in this paper, reflect a genuine adaptation process. 
2.4.2 Main results and their implications 
Our Ε-adaptation experiments have yielded two novel results that seem fully com­
patible with the model proposed by Dean et al. (1994). First, these experiments 
made it very clear that saccadic adaptation can be induced under conditions where 
the primary saccade is not the result of a target selection process in response to an 
external target. The results suggest that merely the repeated coupling between an 
initial saccade and a subsequent corrective movement in response to an error signal 
created externally in the wake of the first movement is sufficient to adapt the sys­
tem. A similar view has been expressed on the basis of model simulations by Harris 
(1995), who theoretically investigated the hypothesis that the adaptation system, 
faced with noisy amplitude scatter, adjusts the gain to minimize total saccadic flight 
t ime to a target, rather than retinal error per se. Second, the experiments revealed 
that saccades generated by the SC can be adapted. This important conclusion could 
not be drawn from earlier studies on the adaptation of visually-guided saccades since 
many brain areas outside the SC are involved in generating such movements. The E-
adaptation paradigm provides a tool for l imiting the number of possibly contributing 
circuit components quite drastically while retaining those that have been assigned 
important roles in the Dean model. Our results support this model in the sense that 
adaptation is still possible with this reduced circuit, indicating that movement com­
mands of collicular origin do indeed have access to an adaptive corrector downstream 
of the SC. 
As will be shown in Chapter 3, we were unable to adapt the torsional components 
of V-saccades. By contrast, adaptation in the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) sac-
cade components could be readily induced in the same experimental conditions. If it 
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is assumed that the SC provides only a two-dimensional crude HV-command signal 
(Van Opstal et al., 1991; Hepp et al., 1993), this result is also compatible with the 
scheme proposed by Dean et al. (1994). 
Although the result that the E-adap paradigm can induce adaptation is in accordance 
with this model, there is of course no guarantee that the retinal error signal, created 
by the T2 stimulus after the primary saccade, was of collicular origin. At the t ime 
when this stimulus was presented, all brain areas normally involved in saccade gen­
eration were probably active. It is equally clear that the present experiments cannot 
prove that the Ε-adaptation effects were mediated by the cerebellum since this would 
necessitate inactivation experiments and these have never been performed with this 
new paradigm. On the other hand, there are no indications that Ε-adaptation is spe­
cial. We conclude this f rom the fact that it was possible to adapt saccade amplitude 
either up or down and to modify saccade direction, just as has been shown amply in 
V-adaptation experiments (see Introduction section 2.1). 
2.4.3 Transfer of adaptation 
As already mentioned, Goldberg et al. (1993) found that collicular cells still discharge 
before adapted saccades even if these are now outside the original movement field, 
which argues for adaptation taking place parallel or downstream from the SC. Fur­
thermore, their finding that the cells in the SC retained the same visual receptive field, 
suggests that the collicular input is not changed by short-term adaptation. These 
findings are nicely in line with the role of the cerebellar adaptor in the Dean model, 
which operates downstream from the SC. However, our result that Ε-adaptation is 
only partially expressed when similar saccades are elicited by a visual target is less 
favorable for the Dean model. Furthermore, one result shown from FitzGibbon et 
al. (1986) cannot be interpreted in terms of this model. They evoked fixed-vector 
saccades in the dark by stimulating the same site in the SC motor map, both before 
and after short-term adaptation of comparable visually-guided saccades. Strikingly, 
they found that the Ε-saccades were not adapted. To explain this finding, they orig­
inally suggested that the adaptation might occur upstream from the SC and would 
manifest itself as a change in the afferent mapping to the SC. This, clearly, is not 
in line with the downstream adaptation site proposed by Dean et al. (1994). On 
the other hand, on the basis of the Dean model, it is not easy to understand why in 
the experiment of FitzGibbon et al. the adaptation in V-saccades did not transfer to 
E-saccades. 
Alternatively, it could be argued (Goldberg et al., 1993) that in the experiment of 
FitzGibbon et al. (1986) the electrical stimulation was done in the dark, so no visual 
information was available, which could be crucial to elicit the corrective signal f rom 
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the adaptor. While the data of our E-adap experiments seem to argue against this, the 
findings of FitzGibbon et al. led us to investigate the effect of requiring the monkey 
to perform a target-selection task. Therefore, we first repeated the experiment done 
by FitzGibbon et al. (1986), to see whether their result could be confirmed (V-adap, 
see Methods section 2.2). When we repeated this study by adapting with the V-
adap paradigm and then testing transfer in an Ε-test, the earlier results obtained by 
FitzGibbon et al. (1986) were fully confirmed. That is, no sign of adaptation transfer 
could be detected. Even when the testing conditions were made more similar to those 
of the V-test, by requiring movement planning based on target selection (see VE-test 
results, Figure 2.8), there was still no sign of adaptation in the Ε-saccades. The 
fact that, in these experiments, the Ε-test and VE-test results after V-adaptation 
were identical showed that the mere presence of a visual target is not enough for the 
adaptive corrector to reveal its changed contribution that was obvious in V-saccades. 
Thus, at present, we feel unable to provide a simple and plausible explanation 
for the failure to find adaptation transfer in Ε-saccades after V-adaptation. As a 
way out, one may be inclined to dismiss this latter result as a possible artifact of 
electrical stimulation. It should be noticed, however, that the history of the study 
of collicular function provides little ground for such suspicion. Indeed, important 
concepts like the topographical organization of the collicular motor map (Robinson, 
1972), the relation between the SC and internal feedback (Sparks and Mays 1983) 
and the dimensionality of SC signals (Van Opstal et al., 1991; Hepp et al., 1993) 
were all discovered by using electrical stimulation. It would be rather peculiar if the 
study of saccadic adaptation was found t o be a notorious exception. Nevertheless, 
there are reasons for thinking that the artefactual nature of electrical stimulation 
might play some role in this particular instance. First, unlike the suggestion in the 
simplified scheme shown in Figure 2.1, the crude command signal from the SC to 
the cerebellum may nor originate from the same cells that project to the saccadic 
burst generator. If so, an electrode site that satisfactory stimulates the projection to 
the burst generator need not necessarily engage the cerebellar side-loop. Second, It 
is possible that the adaptor is rather finicky about the spatio-temporal organisation 
of its inputs. Thus, despite our effort to mimiek this organisation during electical 
stimulation, natural and electrical stimulation of the SC could have produced spatial 
patterns of parallel activity that overlapped to only a limited degree. 
Alternatively, one might argue that adaptation may be very context-dependent. 
It should be realized, however, that there are counter-examples in the literature which 
would not f i t in such a generalization. For example, Frens and Van Opstal (1994) 
found clear transfer of V-adaptation when they tested comparable saccades to audi­
tory targets in darkness. Similar transfer was noted in saccadic responses to double-
step targets. On the other hand, it has been emphasized that even rather subtle 
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differences in test conditions may yield different amounts of adaptation. For example, 
Erkelens and Hulleman (1993) and Deubel (1995) found reasons to distinguish be­
tween internally- and externally-triggered saccades. By definition, internally-triggered 
saccades are made to permanent visual targets which do not evoke any transient signal 
that can trigger a saccade. Externally-triggered saccades require an external trigger 
as provided by the onset of a suddenlyappearing visual target, like in our V-test. Erke­
lens and Hulleman found that adaptation induced in internally-triggered saccades has 
quite limited transfer to the externally-triggered ones. To explain this, they suggested 
that these different kinds of saccades may be specializations of different areas in the 
brain and advanced several arguments that this applies in particular to the frontal eye 
fields (FEF) and the SC. If, indeed, these two systems can be differentially involved 
in saccade adaptation, the Dean model needs to be extended. In what follows, we 
will discuss to what extent such a revised scheme can account for our finding that 
Ε-adaptation transfers only partially to V-saccades. 
2.4.4 An extended version of the Dean model 
In making such an attempt, one has to be aware that the subdivision of tasks in the 
case of saccades to a suddenly appearing visual target is certainly not absolute. It 
is known from single unit studies at both levels that in such a task both the FEF 
(Bruce and Goldberg, 1985) and the SC (Wurtz and Goldberg, 1972) are strongly 
active., In addition, Schiller et al. (1980) found that, if either the SC or the FEF 
was lesioned, the monkey was still able to make visually-guided saccades. Although 
the resulting saccades after such lesions had long latencies, they were still rather 
accurate, indicating that both SC and FEF can generate targeting saccades inde­
pendent of one another. If both FEF and SC were ablated, the oculomotor range 
decreased dramatically, as did the velocity and frequency of saccades. The same 
group (Schiller et al., 1979) has used electrical stimulation of either or both path­
ways to study nonlinear interaction of FEF and SC saccade-control signals. If both 
SC and FEF were electrically stimulated at the same time, the monkey responded 
with a saccade which steered the middle course between the two separate stimulated 
movements. A recent single-unit study by Segraves (1992) shows that the FEF also 
sends a movement-related message directly to the brainstem. So, although several 
important serial FEF-SC links have been shown to exist, there are apparently two 
parallel neural pathways affecting the control of saccadic eye movements at the level 
of the brainstem. Since each pathway can be used separately if the other is lesioned, 
the saccadic command issued by the burst generator in the brainstem may be based 
on a compromise between FEF and SC inputs. 
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Several of our observations can be understood better if one extends the Dean model 
by providing both the cerebellum and the burst generator with a parallel second set 
of inputs from the FEF, comparable to those from the SC. Such an extended model is 
shown in Figure 2.12. As in the original scheme, the burst generator in the brainstem 
still receives a direct excitatory input and an inhibitory correction signal from the side 
path through the cerebellum. The main new feature is that now both FEF and SC 
activity can influence these signals. It is proposed that these two effects are not simply 
additive but based on weighted averaging. The direct input to the burst generator is 
provided by box WA which computes a crude motor-error signal based upon weighted 
averaging of the spatially coded motor-error signals issued by the FEF and SC. It is 
assumed that neither of these crude commands is affected by any of our adaptation 
paradigms. We propose that the weighting factors used for the computation in box 
WA are task dependent. For example, the crude motor error for the primary saccade 
in the E-adap paradigm, where the FEF must have been inactive, completely reflects 
the SC crude command. In trials where a visual target was presented before the 
primary saccade was made, either voluntarily or electrically elicited, the computation 
proposed in box WA is a compromise between SC and FEF crude commands. The 
same notion of weighted averaging applies also to the indirect inputs to the burst 
generator mediated by the cerebellum. Based upon suggestions of Erkelens and 
Hulleman (1993), we propose that each of these crude command inputs can give 
rise to an associated correction signal. Normally, the correction signals elicited by 
FEF and SC crude commands to the cerebellum will be commensurate and in the 
simplest case, the final correction would be the average of the FEF (CFEF) a r | d 
SC (Csc) corrective side-loop contributions. During adaptation with the classical 
V-adap paradigm, where FEF as well as SC is involved, both associated corrective 
signals will be equally readjusted. According to our scheme, such commensurability 
no longer holds in our E-adap paradigm, which was designed to modify Csc but to 
leave CFEF untouched. 
How can such an extended scheme account for our finding that Ε-adaptation is 
only partially expressed in a post-adaptation V-test? As explained, the E-adaptation 
will only change the SC associated corrective signal in the adaptor (Csc)· By con­
trast, the FEF corrective signal in such an experiment will still have its initial value 
before adaptation began, simply because the Ε-adaptation paradigm did not activate 
the FEF. In the V-test, however, both systems come into play. Since the contribution 
of one has been adjusted while that of the other remained unchanged, the resulting 
saccade in this test would reflect a mixture of a modified SC mediated movement 
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Figure 2 . 1 2 Scheme of extended Dean model. This scheme is a extension of the 
model shown in Figure 2.1. Saccadic commands are mediated by two parallel pathways, 
one via the FEF and another via the SC. The motor-error signal to the burst generator 
is computed from the crude commands of both pathways by weighted averaging ( WA). 
This motor-error signal is corrected through a cerebellar side-loop which adjusts its 
contribution dependent on the crude inputs from both FEF and SC. For simplicity, 
the error signal to the cerebellum (see Figure 2.1) has been left out. 
In the case of adaptation by the VE-paradigm, the extended scheme predicts that the 
amount of transfer revealed by the V-test should be higher. The reason is that, with 
this paradigm, both systems are allowed to adjust their corrective signals, so (Csc) 
as well as (CFEF) will be changed. Interestingly, this conforms qualitatively to the 
results that were actually obtained in the VE-experiments. 
It should be added, as noted above, that there is no guarantee that the crude 
SC commands elicited by the electrical and the visual stimulus were identical even 
though the resulting saccades were approximately matched. This may be another 
reason why adaptation transfer from E- and EV-adaptation to V-saccades was not 
complete. 
An unresolved shortcoming of the extended model is that it still cannot account for 
the FitzGibbon finding discussed above. During V-adaptation one would expect both 
gains to change, resulting in a transfer of this V-adaptation to the post-adaptation 
Ε-test saccades, but no such transfer was found. To account for this finding one 
could use the known connections between FEF and SC to make the adaptation at 
the level of the cerebellum case-specific or one could introduce a special asymmetry 
between both pathways. However, this would make the model much more complex 
and would distract from our basic point. 
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Conclusion 
We found that saccades, induced by electrical stimulation at the level of the SC, can 
be adapted by a short-term adaptation paradigm. This result is strong evidence that 
the modifiable elements are down stream of the SC and that the adaptive process 
is not unique to saccades directed towards sensory stimuli. In contrast to classical 
visual adaptation, which does not transfer to such electrically-induced saccades, E-
adaptation does show significant tranfer to visually-guided saccades. We propose a 
scheme in which saccadic eye movements are generated by two parallel pathways, 
one via the FEF and another via the SC, whose crude commands are weighted to 
determine the motor-error command to the burst generator. This crude motor-error 
command can be adjusted by a corrective side-loop via the cerebellum, which is 
activated by both FEF and SC crude commands. 
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Chapter 3 
Analysis of saccadic short-term 
plasticity in three dimensions 
3.1 Introduction 
The six extraocular muscles allow the eye to rotate with three degrees of freedom. 
Some oculomotor subsystems, however, restrict eye positions to a two dimensional 
plane by implementing Listing's law. To grasp the functional significance of this 
neural strategy we need to understand why torsional (T) movements are allowed in 
some subsystems, like the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and the optokinetic response, 
while they are severely restricted in others (saccades, smooth pursuit). The functional 
purpose of Listing's law is still unknown, but the restriction of eye position signals 
to two dimensions may be advantageous from an oculomotor control point of view 
(Glenn and Vilis, 1992). Alternatively, Listing's law could serve the visual purpose 
of optimizing the orientational invariance of the retinal images. One approach to 
elucidate the function of a sensory-motor system is to study its capacity for adaptive 
behaviour. The neural commands of the distinct oculomotor subsystems are generally 
well tuned to execute the required movement with quite high precision. To preserve 
their accuracy under changing conditions they require a proper control mechanism 
with adaptive capacity, which constantly adjusts the system when recognizing imper­
fections. In the saccadic system, the relation between function and plastic properties 
is well known for the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) components, which serve the 
Adapted from Melis В.J.M. and Van Gisbergen J.Α.M. Analysis of Saccadic Short-Term 
Plasticity in Three Dimensions (1995) Vision Research, 35 3423-3437 
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goal of foveation, but this topic has hardly ever been approached from a 3-D perspec-
tive. In this paper we aim at a better understanding of the functional significance of 
Listing's law, by studying the capacity for short-term adaptation in torsional saccade 
components. 
3.1.1 Earlier studies on plasticity 
The relation between functionality and plasticity can be regarded from a similar point 
of view in the case of the VOR, whose putative function is to minimize retinal slip 
during head movement. Recently, Bello et al. (1991) have shown that adaptive 
plastic properties keep the primate VOR calibrated in all three dimensions. This is 
what one would expect if the VOR has to maintain its function in torsional, as well 
as in horizontal and vertical direction. 
Unlike the VOR, saccades satisfy Listing's law during the entire movement (Fer-
man et al., 1987a; Tweed and Vilis, 1990; Minken et al., 1993). To be effective, they 
should bring the image of a peripheral target close to the fovea. The adaptive prop-
erties of the horizontal and vertical components of saccades, necessary to maintain 
this function, have been investigated extensively. 
McLaughlin (1967) showed that changing the visual reafference by intra-saccadic 
target displacement, induces an adaptive adjustment of the amplitude of the saccade. 
Since then, it has been demonstrated on many occasions that the saccadic system 
can adapt to an intra-saccadic shift of the target by changing the amplitude of the 
movement (Miller et al., 1981; Deubel et al., 1986; Albano and King, 1989; Semmlow 
et al., 1989; Erkelens and Hulleman, 1993; Frens and Van Opstal, 1994). This 
adaptation is directionally selective, close to complete and has a longer time course 
for gain increase than for gain decrease. Especially in the gain-shortening paradigm, 
this so-called 'parametric adjustment' is surprisingly fast (20 to 100 trials). Short-
term adaptation for saccadic direction has been shown by shifting the visual target 
vertically during a horizontal saccade (Mack et al., 1978; Deubel, 1987). Although 
relatively slow, saccadic plasticity has also been demonstrated after muscle weakening 
(Optican and Robinson, 1980) and nerve palsies (Kommerell et al., 1976). 
To the best of our knowledge, only one attempt has been made to modify List-
ing's plane (Haustein, 1988). In these experiments, subjects viewed a large scene, 
while making voluntary and visually guided saccades. Meanwhile, the H-component 
of the eye positions was measured and a proportional torsional rotation was added to 
the stimulus on-line. Using a photographic technique to measure static eye torsion 
after such a session, Haustein found no displacement of the primary position nor an 
adaptational change in torsional direction. 
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In the experiments described in this paper, we have investigated whether repeated 
intra-saccadic rotation of the visual scene would induce short-term adaptation of the 
torsional component of a saccade. We used the 3-D magnetic search coil method 
to measure eye positions, which allowed very accurate determination of all possible 
adaptive responses during the entire session. In the basic experiment, subjects had 
to make uni-directional saccades between dots in a large, richly-textured visual scene. 
During the saccade the whole stimulus was instantaneously rotated about the target, 
to induce torsional adaptation (T-paradigm). In several control experiments this 
rotational shift was accompanied by either a horizontal or a vertical translation of the 
whole visual scene to induce directional gain-shortening (HT- or VT-paradigm). All 
these experiments were designed to induce a change in the post-saccadic torsional 
eye position, which would reflect a (local) modification of Listing's plane. If Listing's 
plane can indeed be modified plastically with this paradigm, this would support the 
notion of a visual basis for Listing's law. On the other hand, if short-term adaptation 
of the torsional components of saccades could not be shown, this would be compatible 
with the motor purpose point of view. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Subjects 
One female and four male volunteers, aged between 22 and 30, participated in the 
experiments ( A M , BW, PH, SS and VC). All had normal, or corrected to normal, 
vision in both eyes and none of them showed any oculomotor deficit. Two of them 
(AM and PH) needed optical correction and wore their contact lenses during the 
experiment. Except during calibration, all stimuli were viewed binocularly. The 
subjects sat in total darkness and faced a large tangent screen positioned at a distance 
between 59 and 120 cm in front of them. Their heads were firmly stabilized in a 
comfortable upright position by a bite board. None of the subjects was informed 
about the precise nature of the adaptation paradigm to be used. In fact, two of 
them (BW and PH) were completely naive about the purpose of the experiments. 
All subjects were emphatically instructed not to blink during a tr ial. 
3.2.2 Measurement and calibration of eye movements 
The position of both eyes was measured using the scleral 3D-coil technique in two 
alternating perpendicular magnetic fields (Ferman et al., 1987b). The coil signals 
were amplified and demodulated in lock-in amplifiers (PAR 128 A). After that, they 
were low-pass filtered (-3 dB at 150 Hz; 4 i / l order Bessel filter) and finally sampled 
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with 12 bit resolution at a rate of 500 Hz/channel and stored for off-line analysis on 
the disk of a SUN-3/140 workstation. 
Raw eye position signals were calibrated using the procedure described by Hess 
et al. (1992), which assumes that the primary position is close to the mid-sagittal 
plane. Before the experimental session, the sensitivity of the coils was measured using 
a gimbal system. In the course of the experiment, several in-situ calibrations were 
performed to determine the orientation of the eye coils in the magnetic field, when 
the subject fixated the reference position straight ahead. For this purpose, a vertical 
array of eleven light emitt ing diodes (LEDs), spaced by 21.5 cm, was positioned at a 
distance of 115 cm. The centre LED was aligned with one eye, while the other eye 
was covered. Subjects were asked to make visually elicited saccades from the centre 
LED to one of the peripheral LEDs and to fixate each target for at least one second. 
From these data the orientation of the coils, with the eyes in the reference position, 
was determined. 
To describe 3-D eye positions as rotations from this reference position to the 
current position, a head-fixed coordinate system was defined. The x-axis of this 
Cartesian, right-handed coordinate system pointed forward, the y-axis leftward and 
the z-axis upward. Each eye position could now be described by a rotation vector f: 
r = {rx,ry,rz) = ta.n{-)-ñ (3.1) 
in which η is a unitary rotation axis and ρ is the amount of rotation about this axis 
(Haustein, 1989). Torsional eye position is described by the x-component of this 
rotation vector, while horizontal and vertical eye positions are specified by the z- and 
the y-component, respectively. 
To measure the Listing plane of each eye, which was done at least twice during 
each session, 25 LEDs were arranged at a distance of 115 cm in front of the subject, 
in a square array of 5 rows and 5 columns that were separated by 21.5 cm. Subjects 
were instructed t o fixate the green centre stimulus as soon as it appeared. After a 
fixation t ime of 500 ms, all other LEDs became red and subjects had t o make at least 
three voluntary to and fro saccades to different peripheral LEDs. Fixations had to 
last at least half a second. Subsequently, all LEDs were switched off and the subject 
was allowed a short pause between 4.5 and 5.5 sec. The total sequence consisted of 
ten such trials. The resulting data were used to compute the orientation of Listing's 
plane in each of the two eyes, by f i t t ing the primary position (Minken et al., 1993). 
Finally, a new coordinate system was defined for each eye, in which the primary 
position, rather than the straight-ahead direction, was the new reference position. 
All data were recalculated to this new coordinate system in which Listing's law takes 
the simple form: r x = 0, which implies that all eye position vectors should have 
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zero torsional components, if the law holds perfectly. In our Listing-experiments (see 
above) typical values of the standard deviation of the torsional components in this 
new coordinate system ranged from 0.8 to 1.2 deg. This procedure has been fully 
described by Minken et al. (1993) and is very similar to that used by Tweed et al. 
(1990). 
We described the component sizes of eye movements by taking the algebraic dif-
ference of the rotation vector components between the beginning and the end of the 
movement. The resulting displacement vector (see e.g. Van Opstal et al., 1991) 
directly yields the change in each component separately. All data were expressed in 
degrees by using the inverse of Equation 3.1 . To judge whether adaptive changes 
in the oculomotor responses match the demand for change imposed by the stimu-
lus, stimulus position should be expressed in the same format. However, describing 
stimulus position as a rotation vector in the different Listing coordinates of both eyes 
leads to cross components in ail three HVT-directions. Not much would be gained by 
using this format, because it offers only a modestly better approximation of stimulus 
position (10% at best) at the cost of an unwieldy and probably confusing descrip-
t ion. For clarity, we therefore denote target position as the angle calculated for each 
direction separately. This choice does not influence our conclusions in any way. 
3.2.3 Adaptation paradigms and stimuli 
The pre- and post-saccadic stimuli in the adaptation experiments were back projected 
by two slide projectors on a large tangent screen, positioned in front of the subject. 
The main pre-saccadic stimulus is depicted in the top and bottom left-hand panels 
of Figure 3.1 (these will be termed stimulus A and C, respectively). It showed black 
and white horizontal (or vertical) bars behind a circular mask. On the midline two 
red fixation dots were present. To test whether the texture of the scene was of any 
importance, in some experiments we used grey-valued checkerboard patterns of the 
type shown in the middle-row panels of Figure 3.1 (stimulus B). 
To investigate short-term adaptation in the torsional components of saccades, 
three different experimental paradigms were used, each with a distinct way of present-
ing the post-saccadic stimulus. In the main experiment, designed to adapt exclusively 
the torsional component (T-paradigm), the right-hand dot was the fixation spot, while 
the left-hand one was the target (see Figure 3.1, top row). The post-saccadic slide 
in the second projector was a copy of the pre-saccadic scene, rotated 10 deg counter-
clockwise (CCW) about the target dot and without the original fixation spot. In 
additional experiments, aimed at adapting both torsion and the horizontal saccade 
component (HT-paradigm), the post-saccadic scene was rotated in the same way, 
while an additional rightward translation of the whole stimulus was added (see Fig-
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Figure 3 . 1 (facing page) Stimuli and paradigms used in the experiments. The left-
hand column shows the pre-saccadic scenes, the right-hand column depicts the post-
saccadic stimuli. Total angular subtense varied between 22 and 52 deg in different 
experiments. The fixation and target dots were red and had a diameter of approxi-
mately 1 deg. The distance between the dots varied from 10 to 27 deg over different 
experiments. Top row. T-paradigm experiment with basic stimulus, consisting of black 
and white bars (type A). Upon an auditory stimulus, subjects had to make a saccade 
from the right-hand dot towards the left-hand one in the pre-saccadic scene. During 
this saccade the scene was replaced by the one shown in the right-hand panel, which 
is rotated 10 deg CCW about the target. Middle row. HT-paradigm experiment with 
checkerboard stimulus (type B). During the leftward saccade, the whole stimulus is 
now also translated to the right, to induce gain-shortening. Bottom row. VT-paradigm 
with stimulus with vertical bars (type C). Subjects had to make a downward saccade. 
During this saccade, a gain-shortening upward translation is added to the orientational 
change. In all cases, the post-saccadic scenes were copies of the pre-saccadic ones, 
rotated 10 deg CCW about the target dot and without the original fixation dot. 
ure 3.1, middle row). In the VT-paradigm, which was designed to elicit short-term 
adaptation of both the torsional and vertical component of saccades, the upper dot 
was the fixation spot and the lower dot the target. As shown in the bottom row of 
Figure 3.1, the post-saccadic scene was rotated but also translated upward in these 
experiments. 
The temporal and spatial relations between stimulus presentation and the subject's 
eye movements are shown in Figure 3.2 for the T- and HT-paradigm. In all paradigms, 
subjects were instructed to look at the fixation dot as soon as the pre-saccadic scene 
appeared. After a fixation time of 800 msec, a tone prompted the subject to start 
the leftward saccade as quickly as possible, which is indicated in Figure 3.2 by a step 
change of the target in horizontal direction. To change the orientation of the stimulus 
during the saccade, fast feedback on eye position was needed. Saccade velocity was 
continuously calculated by differentiating the coil signals in time intervals of 6 msec. 
A saccade was detected at the time when eye velocity first exceeded 75 deg/sec. 
Using computer controlled electronic shutters, the ¡mages from both projectors were 
exchanged 20 msec after saccade detection, since saccade velocity was close to its 
maximum at that moment. As shown in the left column of Figure 3.2, in the post-
saccadic scene of the T-paradigm, the location of the target remained unchanged 
during the saccade, while the whole stimulus itself was rotated 10 deg CCW about 
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the target. Since the contour of the mask was on the peripheral retina, we have little 
reason t o think that this would affect the torsion adaptation process. In the HT- and 
VT-experiments an additional translation of the whole scene was added during the 
detected saccade, which is indicated by the change in stimulus position in the upper 
right panel of Figure 3.2. Subjects had to hold fixation until the total data collection 
t ime, which began 200 msec prior to the tone prompt and which lasted from 1500 
to 2500 msec in different experiments, had elapsed and both shutters were closed. 
If the subject made an incorrect saccade or did not start a saccade within 700 msec 
after the tone, all shutters were closed immediately. 
To measure the normal behaviour of the subject when making the desired saccade, 
at least ten control trials were run at the beginning of each experiment, in which the 
orientation and position of the stimulus was not changed during the saccade. We 
will refer to these trials as the test phase. In the training phase, at least 200 identical 
trials were run in the course of one experiment, in blocks of 35 to 60 trials. Between 
blocks and trials subjects sat in total darkness to prevent readaptation. To eliminate 
all possible stationary cues from the visual field, subjects looked at the screen through 
a circular mask just in front of them. If time allowed, the test sequence was repeated 
at the end of the session, to investigate the time course of readaptation. The total 
duration of a complete experiment never exceeded one hour. In order to eliminate 
residual effects from previous adaptation experiments, experimental sessions were 
done with intervals of several days. 
The T-paradigm was used in six experiments on four subjects ( A M , BW, PH 
and VC) and two different stimuli (A and B). Screen distances ranged from 61 t o 
120 cm in the different experiments. As a consequence, the angular subtense of the 
scenes varied between 22 and 51 deg, while the amplitude of the horizontal saccade 
ranged from 10 to 27 deg. The HT-experiments were done once for two different 
subjects ( A M and BW). In both cases stimulus В was used with a distance of 13 deg 
between the fixation and the target dot, while the total viewing angle of the scene 
was 26 deg. In these HT-experiments a horizontal rightward translation of 3 or 4 deg 
was added t o the CCW rotation, so the resulting horizontal target step was either 9 
or 10 deg. In the VT-paradigm, which was used once, the subject (SS) had to make 
downward saccades. Stimulus С was used with an angular subtense of 52 deg and 
an original vertical target step of 21 deg. In this condition, the stimulus was rotated 
10 deg CCW about the lower target, while an upward translation of 5 deg was added. 
In all experiments eye movements of both eyes were recorded simultaneously. In four 
experiments one of the coils broke during the experiment, in which case all data of 
that coil were excluded from analysis. 
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Figur e 3 . 2 Explanation of experimental paradigms. Only Τ- and HT-paradigms 
are shown, since V T was very similar to HT. Bold lines show target position, thin 
lines are typical examples of corresponding eye movements occurring in early training 
trials. Upper panels show horizontal eye- and target positions, while the lower panels 
show the torsional signals. Vertical dashed lines indicate the moment when the scene 
changes. Left-hand column: T-paradigm. Two hundred msec after the start of data 
collection, a tone prompted the subject to make a saccade to the target spot, indicated 
by a horizontal step displacement of the target (upper panel). After a reaction time 
of approximately 250 msec the subject responded with a leftward saccade towards 
the target. When saccade velocity was near its maximum, the pre-saccadic scene was 
replaced by the post-saccadic one, which was rotated 10 deg CCW (lower panel). Note 
absence of stimulus-related torsional response. Right-hand column: HT-paradigm. 
During the leftward saccade the scene is now both rotated (lower panel) and translated 
4 deg rightward (upper panel). Again, the torsional response is almost negligible. Total 
trial duration varied from 1500 to 2500 msec in different experiments. 
3.2.4 Data analysis 
The velocity of the eye movements was calculated by differentiation of the position 
signals in half overlapping steps of 4 msec. After filtering with a 33 points, 75 Hz 
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Rabiner digital filter, the resulting velocity signal was used for automatic saccade 
detection which was checked by visual inspection. All relevant data of the first three 
saccades in each tr ial, if present, as well as those of all fixations during a trial were 
stored. An example of a response is shown in Figure 3.3. 
The primary saccade in each trial was marked with the label prim, while the total 
post-saccadic movement occurring between the end of this first saccade and the mean 
eye position during the last fixation in each trial was labeled by post. 
Figure 3 .3 Definition of data-analysis parameters. An early training trial from an 
HT-experiment is chosen to explain the definition of several data-analysis parameters. 
The upper trace depicts the horizontal eye movement, while the lower trace shows 
the torsional eye movement. The dashed lines mark important moments in a trial. 
Line 1 and 2 mark the detected onset and offset of the first saccade in a trial, 
respectively. The pre-saccadic and post-saccadic scenes were exchanged between 
these two time marks. Hp,;m is the amplitude of the horizontal component of this 
primary saccade. The same holds for Vpr,m and Tpr,m in the vertical and torsional 
channels, respectively. Lines 3 and 4 mark the beginning and the end of the last 
fixation in the trial. Total duration of this record was 2500 msec. The total movement 
(H - , V- and T-component) between moment 2 and the mean eye position between 
moments 3 and 4 is labeled with the subscript
 post,to indicate the total movement 
after the primary saccade. Similar definitions hold for the T- and VT-experiments. 
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To obtain the overall results for the test data (shown in the tables), all results of 
the test trials at the beginning of an experiment were averaged. To characterize the 
adaptive response to the training phase, only the last 100 training responses were 
averaged. This was done, because at least 200 training trials were run, and classical 
short-term adaptation was almost complete after 100 training trials. 
Incorrect trials were excluded from analysis. In case of a wrong fixation at the 
beginning or the end of a trial the incorrect parts of the trial were ignored. On some 
occasions we found random long-term slow torsional drift due to coil slippage. How-
ever, assuming that coil slippage during a single trial was negligible, no correction 
was needed, because we only calculated torsional changes within trials. This assump-
tion was checked by comparing eye positions at the beginning of successive trials, 
throughout the experiment. The data of one experiment were rejected completely 
because we found severe and random torsional changes throughout the experiment. 
3.3 Results 
In the experiments we have attempted to investigate the behaviour of the torsional 
components of saccades in several kinds of adaptation paradigms, to find out more 
about the functional significance of Listing's law. 
3.3.1 T-experiments 
In the T-paradigm, subjects were asked to make leftward saccades between two dots 
in a large scene (see Figure 3 .1 , upper panels). In the test phase, the scene was 
left unchanged during the saccade. In the training phase, which followed, the whole 
stimulus was rotated CCW over 10 deg about the target during the saccade. This 
induced a pure orientational shift of the scene about the new fixation spot. A typical 
result of this type of experiment, representative of all six experiments in the four 
subjects tested, is depicted in Figure 3.4. The horizontal (Hp r jm) and torsional (Tp r¡m) 
components of the first saccade of the left eye are shown for each tr ial . The dashed 
line marks the beginning of the training phase. In this case, fixation and target 
dot were 10 deg apart. In the test phase the mean values of Hp r¡m and T p r ¡ m were 
9.5 ± 0.7 deg and 0.3 ± 0.3 deg respectively. Thus, in almost all training trials the 
horizontal component, Hp r ¡m , was very close to the desired target. The mean value 
of Hprim for the last 100 training trials was 10.0 ± 0.6 deg. In spite of the torsional 
10 deg CCW shift of the scene, no change in the torsional component T p r ¡ m was 
found during the training phase, as is very obvious from the lower trace in Figure 3.4. 
The mean value of T p r ¡ m for the last 100 training trials (0.2 ± 0.2 deg) does not 
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differ significantly from the value in the test phase. So, the primary saccade does not 
show any adaptational effect in torsional direction at all. 
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F i g u r e 3 . 4 Primary saccade amplitude during a T-experiment. Subject BW, data 
from left eye. Stimulus A was used with an angular subtense of 24 deg, which resulted 
in a horizontal target amplitude of 10 deg. The upper trace (Hpnm) and the lower 
trace (Tprim) are the amplitudes of the horizontal and torsional components of the 
primary saccade, respectively. The dashed line marks the beginning of the training 
phase. No significant difference could be found between test and training trials, 
showing that no short-term saccadic adaptation occurred. For the test trials we found 
9.5 ± 0.7 deg and 0.3 ± 0.3 deg for the mean values of Hpnm and Tpñm, respectively. 
For the training trials we found 10.0 ± 0.6 deg for Hpnm and 0.2 ± 0.2 deg for Tpr¡m. 
In Figure 3.5 (upper panels), we show the results from another subject in a different 
format. The left-hand panel shows the test trial results, while the last 100 train-
ing trials are plotted in the right-hand panel. The circles mark the horizontal and 
torsional target positions of the test and the training trials. The target during the 
test trials was at H = +10 deg (target was 10 deg left from the fixation spot) and 
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Τ = 0 deg (scene was not rotated in the test phase). The target during the training 
phase was at Η = + 1 0 deg (scene was not translated) and Τ — -10 deg (scene was 
rotated 10 deg CCW). The arrow indicates the expected change, if complete saccadic 
adaptation would occur in torsional direction. However, as can be seen by comparing 
the test and the training trials, no significant change occurred, which shows that the 
primary saccade has not changed due to our paradigm. This result holds for the total 
o f t e n eyes as tested in the six T-experiments on four different subjects and appeared 
to be independent of stimulus size and pattern and of horizontal target amplitude. 
The average change in torsion between the test phase and the last 100 training trials 
was very small (0.3 ± 0.2 deg). We never saw a change in the direction of the 
torsional step in any of the experiments, not even after the primary saccade. The 
absence of a change in torsional direction implicates that no local change in Listing's 
plane could be induced and that the eye remains confined to its Listing's plane during 
the whole experiment. Moreover, the primary positions measured in the beginning 
and at the end of a session were nearly identical. 
3.3.2 HT-experiments 
In almost all experiments in the literature, saccadic adaptation was studied using 
simple dot stimuli. Accordingly, there is a theoretical possibility that our negative 
result may be related to the use of a large complex scene, rather than to the inability 
of the system to show torsional adaptation. To test whether our large, richly-textured 
scenes would allow classical short-term adaptation, we added a translational shift to 
the ¡ntra-saccadic CCW rotation, to elicit gain-shortening of the directional compo-
nent of the saccades (HT-paradigm). The dots in the pre-saccadic scene were 13 deg 
apart and the gain-shortening rightward shift was 4 deg in one experiment and 3 deg 
in another. Figure 3.6 shows the result for one of these experiments. In Figure 3.6A 
the H- and T-components of the primary saccade are shown. The upper trace is 
HpHm. while the lower trace is T p r ¡ m . The test target was at (H,T) = (13,0), while 
the training target was at (H,T) = (9,-10). The horizontal components of these 
targets are marked by the dotted lines. Hpr¡m shows a very clear, although relatively 
slow, gain-shortening reaction, which is almost complete after 200 trials. T p r ¡ m , on 
the other hand, does not change at all, during the entire training phase. So, while 
the directional gain-shortening is very obvious, short-term adaptation in torsional 
direction was absent. 
In Figure 3.6B, the parameters Hp o s t and T p o s t are shown, to illustrate that the 
post-saccadic torsional movement showed no correction response to the step, while 
the horizontal component changed gradually in the course of the experiment. This 
means that neither torsional correction saccades, nor post-saccadic torsional drift 
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F i g u r e 3 . 5 (facing page) Typical results for the primary saccades in the different 
paradigms. Left-hand column shows test trials, right-hand column shows average of 
the last 100 training trials of an experiment. Each individual response to a trial is 
represented by a dot. Circles indicate target positions in the test and training phase. 
The arrow shows the expected change of the saccade components, if complete short-
term adaptation in torsional direction would occur. Top row. Result of T-experiment. 
Subject PH, data from left eye. Stimulus A was used with an angular subtense 
of 24 deg, which resulted in a horizontal target amplitude of 10 deg. No significant 
difference was found between the test and the training trials (no torsional adaptation). 
Middle row. Result of HT-paradigm. Subject BW, data from left eye. Stimulus В 
was used with an angular subtense of 26 deg. In the test phase the target was at 
(H,T) = (13,0). In the training phase the target was shifted to (H,T) = (10,-10). As 
shown clearly in the right-hand panel, after training, the primary saccade is shortened 
in horizontal direction, but unchanged in torsional direction. Bottom row. Result of 
VT-paradigm. Subject SS, data from left eye. Stimulus С was used with an angular 
subtense of 52 deg. In the test phase the target was at (V,T) = (21,0). In the 
training phase the target was shifted to (V,T) = (16,-10). All test trials end near 
the target. In the trained condition, however, the amplitudes of the primary saccades 
match the desired vertical target position perfectly, while the torsional component is 
unchanged. 
occurred t o compensate for the perceived shift in orientation. 
In the middle row of Figure 3.5 comparable results are shown for the other subject. 
In the test phase Hp r¡m is again very close to the desired target. In the trained 
phase (last 100 training trials) this horizontal component has become smaller by the 
expected amount of 3 deg, while the torsional component has not been changed at 
all. The overall results of the HT-experiments are listed in Table 3 .1 . In all eyes 
tested, the horizontal component changed during the training phase, to match the 
added rightward, gain-shortening translation of the scene. The torsional component, 
by contrast, remained almost unchanged. Virtually no difference at all could be 
detected between the torsional components of the saccadic movements in the test 
and in the training phase. 
An example of the change of the directional and torsional components within trials 
in the course of an experiment is given in Figure 3.7. The left-hand panels show the 
first training trial of one of the HT-experiments. The right-hand panels show the 
last training trial of the same session. In the bottom row the torsional movements 
during these two trials are depicted on a sensitive scale. These movements were very 
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Figure 3 .6 Resulting eye movements ¡η an HT-experiment. Subject A M , data from 
left eye. Stimulus В was used with an angular subtense of 26 deg. In the test 
phase the target was at (H,T) = (13,0). In the training phase the target was shifted 
towards (H,T) = (9,-10). (A) Amplitude of the primary saccades during an HT-
paradigm experiment. Dashed lines mark the beginning and the end of the training 
phase. Dotted lines mark the target position in horizontal direction. Hpr¡m shows a 
relatively slow gain-shortening reaction during the course of the experiment. Τ prim. 
on the other hand, does not change at all during the training phase. (B) Amplitude 
of the post-saccadic movement during an HT-paradigm experiment. H p o s t changes 
clearly at the first few trials of the training phase, but decreases slowly in the course 
of the experiment, in line with the horizontal gain-shortening in the primary saccade. 
Hpost also changes obviously at the beginning of the readaptation phase. T p o s t , on 
the other hand, is not changed at all during the experiment. This indicates that no 
torsional movement whatsoever is made as a reaction to the orientational shift of the 
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F i g u r e 3 . 7 First and last training trial from an HT-experiment. Subject BW, data 
from right eye. Stimulus В was used with an angular subtense of 26 deg. In the 
pre-saccadic scene the target was at (H,T) = (13,0). In the post-saccadic scene 
the target was shifted towards (H,T) = (10,-10). These targets are indicated by the 
thin lines, while the corresponding eye movement is shown by the bold lines. The 
left-hand column shows the first training trial of the experiment, the right-hand one 
the last training trial of the same experiment. Upper and lower panels show the H-
and the T-components of the eye movement, respectively. In the panel in the upper-
right corner, two clear correction saccades were induced by the horizontal amplitude 
shortening target step. After training this overshoot is reduced to an undershoot 
(lower-right hand panel). 
small and inconsistent and showed no clear counter-clockwise changes related to the 
step stimulus for any of the subjects. This is in marked contrast to the directional 
component (H), in which an initial overshoot is even reduced to a clear undershoot 
in the last tr ial. 







































" p r i m 
13 2 ± 0 6 
10 0 ± 0 8 
13 5 ± 0 6 
10 2 ± 0 8 
13 3 ± 0 5 
10 3 ± 0 8 
" p o s t 
0 0 ± 0 6 
-0 9 ± 0 8 
0 1 ± 0 5 
-0 5 ± 0 8 
0 3 ± 0 4 










-1 0 ± 0 1 
-0 9 ± 0 1 
0 3 ± 0 3 
0 3 ± 0 2 
0 1 ± 0 3 
-0 1 ± 0 2 
Γ post 
0 4 ± 0 1 
04 ± 0 1 
02 ± 0 3 
0 1 ± 0 3 
0 4 ± 0 1 
0 4 ± 0 2 
T a b l e 3 . 1 Results of the HT-paradigm experiments. Scene description in the second column 
lists the stimulus used in the experiment and its angular subtense in degrees. The number 
of correct trials in the test and the training phase is listed in the column labeled η H t is the 
horizontal target step, which was 13 deg in the test phase, and reduced to 9 or 10 deg in the 
training phase. T t is the torsional target step, which is 0 deg for test trials and -10 deg in 
the training phase. To obtain Hp,,m, Hpo,t, Tpnm and T p o ! t , for the test phase, all test trials 
were averaged. For the training data, only the last 100 training trials were averaged. Note 
that the saccadic system is indeed capable of adapting to this paradigm, but only in horizontal 
direction. Torsional movements show no effect. 
3.3.3 VT-experiments 
To generate Η-movements, nearly only the horizontal muscles are active. To gener­
ate a vertical movement, however, the vertical and oblique muscles of each eye are 
involved. When a vertical amplitude shortening paradigm is used, and the rotation 
is added again, complete adaptation would require adjustment of control signals to 
all of these four muscles. To investigate this, the gain-shortening experiment was 
repeated in vertical direction (VT-paradigm). Subjects had to make downward sac-
cades between the two red dots (see Figure 3.1, bottom). During these saccades the 
scene was again rotated 10 deg CCW but also translated 5 deg upward. The results 
(bottom row of Figure 3.5) are again unequivocal in showing fast and complete gain-
shortening in vertical direction and no obvious adaptation in the T-component. The 
results of the VT-experiment are summarized in Table 3.2, in which the correspon­
dence with the other two paradigms finds clear expression. 
Finally, the conjugacy of adaptation between both eyes was investigated in all ex­
periments. In each of the three paradigms we found a very high correlation for the 
directional components of the movement for both eyes (r > 0.94). For the torsional 
components the correlation coefficient was smaller (0.21 < r < 0.86) but sometimes 
still significant. As an example, representative for all experiments, the data for both 
eyes is shown for the VT-experiment in Figure 3.8. The upper panel shows the ver­





























20 3 ± 2 3 
16 0 ± 1 0 
19 9 ± 2 2 
15 7 ± 1 0 
»post 
0 8 ± 2 3 
-0 1 ± 0 9 
1 0 ± 2 3 








1 5 ± 0 5 
1 0 ± 0 3 
-0 7 ± 0 3 
-0 1 ± 0 4 
Tpost 
0 3 ± 0 3 
0 2 ± 0 2 
0 3 ± 0 3 
0 1 ± 0 2 
T a b l e 3.2 Results of the VT-paradigm experiments. Same conventions as in Table 3 . 1 . V t 
is the vertical target step, which was 21 deg in the test phase, and reduced to 16 deg in the 
training phase. T ( is 0 deg for test trials and -10 deg in the training phase. In both eyes, 
the vertical gain-shortening is very clear. In the test phase the primary saccade had a small 
undershoot. In the trained condition the vertical component of the primary saccade was nearly 
fully adapted. Almost no change, however, is found between the test and the trained phase, 
for the torsional movements. Neither Vp,,m nor р0« show a significant difference between the 
two phases. 
throughout the experiment. The conjugacy for the torsional component, as shown 
in the lower panel, is less obvious. In this panel another interesting phenomenon can 
be seen. The left eye rotated clockwise (CW) in the test phase. During the training 
phase this CW component seems to decrease. The right eye behaves in exactly the 
opposite direction (see also Table 3.2). This disconjugate effect, which has not been 
observed in the T- and HT-experiments, could indicate a minor cross-talk between 
the vertical and oblique muscle pairs, but this requires further investigation. In this 
experiment again the primary positions of both eyes did not change during the session. 
3.4 Discussion 
In this paper we have explored the relations among function, the capacity for plastic 
adaptation and the dimensionality of saccadic eye movements from a 3-D perspec­
tive. We tested whether intra-saccadic rotation of the scene surrounding the saccade 
target, repeated in many successive trials, would induce a change in the torsional 
component. This study was motivated by the intriguing question which purpose may 
underly Listing's law. Our approach is based on the assumption that the function 
of the saccadic system is mirrored in its adaptive behaviour. This has been amply 
confirmed by the results of earlier plasticity studies on the HV-directional compo­
nents with a comparable paradigm. The results are very clear: we could not find the 
slightest indication for an adaptational response in torsional direction, nor even for 
any torsional response to the rotation step in any of the experiments. The H- and 
V-components, by contrast, showed fast and sizable short-term gain adaptation in 
the HT- and VT-experiments for all stimulus patterns. This demonstrates that the 
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Figure 3 . 8 Primary saccade responses of left and right eye in the VT-paradigm. 
Upper panel: Vp,¡m for left and right eye. Adaptation in both eyes is clearly conjugate 
(r = 0.99). Lower panel: Tp,™ for both eyes, which are less correlated (r = 0.22). The 
left eye shows a small CW torsional change during the saccade, while the right eye 
rotatates a bit CCW. During the training phase these changes are slightly reduced, 
which could indicate a small cross-coupling between vertical and oblique muscles. 
saccadic system can readily adapt to intra-saccadic step displacements of any of our 
scenes, but apparently this capacity is limited to the directional components. 
The main goal of saccades is fast and accurate capture of the visual image on 
the foveal area, to allow detailed inspection of the surroundings. This requires that 
horizontal and vertical components of saccades have a high angular velocity and 
good accuracy. Since a generally accepted theory on the purpose of Listing's law is 
not available, the requirements for the torsional components of saccades are much 
less obvious. Functional considerations need to take into account that T-components 
affect the orientation of the visual scene on the retina, rather than its position relative 
to the fovea. This plain fact seems relevant when one tries to understand the special 
position of the T-components of eye movements, distinct from the HV-components, 
as has been noted earlier in a number of studies. 
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3.4.1 Differences between torsional and horizontal/vertical eye move-
ments 
In the VOR, whose main purpose is to prevent slip of the retinal image during rotations 
of the head, several differences have been reported between HV- and T-components. 
In the HV-direction the gain of the VOR is close to - 1 . For the VOR-gain in T-
direction, however, an average value of only -0.66 has been reported, which means 
that there is residual torsional slip on the retina during roll movements (Crawford 
and Vilis, 1991). The implementation of this stabilization function during VOR slow 
phases will often bring the eye out of Listing's plane. Yet, the system seems to care 
about torsional eye position, because continuous body-rotation experiments have 
shown that quick phases bring the eye back to its Listing position, and even beyond 
that, anticipating the torsional displacement in the next slow phase (Crawford and 
Vilis, 1991). Thus, the combination of slow and quick phases of the VOR steers 
the middle course between perfect compensation for retinal slip (T-gain = -1) and 
satisfying Listing's law (T-gain = 0). 
During visual fixation, HV-eye movements exhibit a mixture of slow drift and re-
setting microsaccades, yielding an average standard deviation of only 0.1 deg (Ot t et 
al., 1992). T-movements, on the other hand, show larger drifts with fewer saccades, 
yielding a larger average standard deviation. One could ask whether the torsional 
movements also have a resetting nature, and, if so, what their driving force would 
be. Ot t et al. (1992) argued that these results represent behavioural evidence that 
horizontal and vertical gaze directions are stabilized by visual feedback, whereas tor-
sional gaze is controlled by a mechanism related to the maintenance of Listing's law. 
Similar results were obtained by Van Rijn et al. (1994), who reported that sponta-
neous torsional eye movements are largely conjugate, indicating a larger stability for 
cyclovergence than for cycloversion. Interestingly, the overall stability of cycloversion 
was unaffected by visual feedback. They argue that this reflects a greater impor-
tance of torsional retinal correspondence, than of absolute torsional position. In this 
context, it is important to note that the visual consequences of ocular drifts in the 
T-plane differ f rom those in the HV-planes. While fixation serves to capture the 
¡mage of the visual target on the fovea, T-components are not directly relevant for 
foveation but deal with the orientation of the target on the fovea. HV-drifts of the 
retinal image will induce far more slip in the foveal area than would be caused by 
T-drifts. 
For saccades, which do satisfy Listing's law, the T-component of eye position is 
close to zero and generally not under voluntary control. Nevertheless, Balliet and 
Nakayama (1978) have succesfully trained human subjects to make voluntary T-
movements. Their study shows that T-components can be modified but this result 
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required very extensive training in cooperative subjects and is not an adaptational 
effect. A point to be taken from these various studies is that, while torsional resetting 
eye movements may keep eye positions close to Listing's plane, they are not visually 
driven and cannot be initiated voluntarily. 
3.4.2 Saccadic short-term plasticity 
As already mentioned, the HV-components of saccades show fast and accurate short-
term plasticity, when a consistent post-saccadic retinal error is detected. By contrast, 
nothing can be found in the generally accessible literature on the plasticity of saccade 
T-components, which may perhaps be partly explained by the fact that techniques to 
obtain reliable recordings of eye positions in three dimensions have become available 
only recently. In his thesis, however, Haustein (1988) reported an attempt to modify 
Listing's plane, relying on a paradigm which differed somewhat from ours. His sub­
jects made voluntary and visually guided saccades while they viewed a large, complex 
scene. The Η-components of the eye position were measured using the EOG tech­
nique. On line, a proportional torsional rotation, about the center of the scene, was 
added t o the stimulus. This procedure caused not only a rotation of the visual scene 
on the retina, but also induced a translational component. Because Haustein used 
a photographic technique to measure static eye torsion only before and after the 
session, he was unable to verify if any torsional reaction at all occurred during the 
experiment. He did not find a displacement of the primary position nor an adapta­
tional change in torsional direction on the basis of a modified visual reafference. Our 
study, using a precise continuous recording technique of eye torsion, and a purely 
rotational shift of the visual scene during training, adds valuable further information 
to his findings. 
Although there is still no definite answer to the basic question whether Listing's 
plane is a modifiable property or whether it is immutably fixed in the head, it is 
known that the orientation of the plane in the head varies for different subjects and 
even shows small day-to-day variation within individual subjects (Haustein, 1988). 
Recently, more has become known on how Listing's plane may be determined neurally. 
From stimulation and lesion studies in monkeys, Crawford and Vilis (1992) concluded 
that burst-neuron coordinates appear to be symmetrical about Listing's plane and 
are not that t ightly coupled to external anatomic landmarks. So certain physiological 
properties of the oculomotor control system appear to vary among subjects when 
expressed in head coordinates, since they operate in Listing coordinates. Accordingly, 
Crawford and Vilis argued that Listing's law is determined by a functional strategy, 
not by some fixed anatomical layout. It has been shown by Haslwanter et al. (1992) 
that inputs from the otolith system can give rise to a change in Listing's plane. Ti l t ing 
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monkeys about an interaural axis with respect to gravity resulted in a countertilt of 
Listing's plane in the head. Roll movements, as well as unilateral r iMLF lesions (Vilis 
et al., 1989) caused a shift of the plane. 
All these experiments suggest that Listing's plane is not fixed anatomically once 
and for all, but that it can be changed by neural inputs. Our question was, whether 
the plane could be modified by a special kind of visual input, namely manipulation 
of the ¡ntra-saccadic feedback. We applied the step-change paradigm, which has 
been widely used with success in HV short-term adaptation experiments, to the 
torsional components of saccades. In all our experiments, however, not even a slight 
modification of the torsional component of the saccadic eye movement could be 
found. To be more precise, we did not find any torsional response at all, even in 
conditions where the saccadic system frequently made correction saccades (see e.g. 
Figure 3.6B). So not even a response of the optokinetic system was found. This is not 
very surprising, because our orientational step of the stimulus will be seen as a pulse 
input by this velocity-sensitive system. Slowly sinusodially moving torsional stimuli, 
on the other hand, do elicit torsional optokinetic eye movements (Howard et al., 1994; 
Van Rijn et al., 1994). It remains a very interesting question for further research, 
whether the torsional component is not only able to respond to a post-saccadic slow 
drift presented after a saccade, but also to adapt to it, in the same way as has been 
shown for horizontal post-saccadic movements (Optican and Miles, 1985). If this 
kind of plasticity could be shown, the question would remain whether the optokinetic 
system or the slide component of the saccade has adapted. In our experiments we 
addressed the question whether the pulse of the saccade can be adapted torsionally 
by a purely visual stimulus. This appeared not to be the case, since all eye positions 
still obey Listing's law after training. The fact that we did not find any torsional 
response at all, makes it somewhat unlikely that longer sessions, with more training 
trials, would reveal such a response, but it would be useful to check this possibility. 
The same holds for the possibility that using a still larger field of view may have an 
effect. It should be noticed however that our attempts in that direction, using scenes 
with an angular subtense up to 52 deg, have not been promising. 
This failure to induce torsional adaptation by visual means leads us to the con-
clusion that our data do not support a purely visual basis for Listing's law. Glenn 
and Vilis (1992) have come earlier to this conclusion on the basis of entirely different 
experiments. They examined static eye and head positions after large gaze shifts to 
visual targets and found that neither eye position in space nor head position in space 
was confined to a Listing like plane. From these data, Glenn and Vilis concluded that 
the supposition that Listing's law serves the perceptual purpose of maintaining radial 
constancy, which means that the orientation of the retinal image of any line through 
the primary position is kept constant as gaze moves along that line, is untenable. 
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They suggest that, by having the eye in space behave like a Fick gimbal instead of 
a Listing system, the work done against gravity may be minimized. The point that 
Listing behaviour of the eye in the head restrains eye positions could also be profitable 
for the oculomotor system, since this behaviour prevents the eye from accumulating 
torsion during continuous circular tracking movements (Minken et al., 1993). 
By using the three separate experimental paradigms, we aimed to investigate 
the influence of the cooperation between different muscle pairs. During a purely 
horizontal movement the horizontal muscles are mainly active. In case of a vertical 
eye movement, however, the vertical and oblique muscles cooperate to achieve the 
required movement. As shown by Bello et al. (1991) the VOR can adapt in each of the 
three orthogonal directions, without any cross-coupling to one of the other channels. 
Our results from the T- and HT-experiment suggest that this might also be the case 
for the saccadic system in the horizontal direction. In the VT-experiment, however, 
we saw a small disconjuga te torsional rotation in the two eyes during training, which 
disappeared again in the readaptation phase. Since this change was not in the same 
direction for both eyes as the step change of the stimulus, it probably was not an effect 
of a visual adaptation response, but the possibility exists that it was the consequence 
of cross-talk between the vertical and oblique muscles. 
3.4.3 Possible neural basis. 
How can we understand why a paradigm that readily induces adaptive changes in 
the directional components of saccades fails to affect their T-components? It is 
reasonable to suggest that the system starts adapting its directional components 
when the visual system detects a consistent retinal error after saccades in a given 
direction. An obvious possibility to explain our results is that the visual system, 
embodying the error detecting mechanism, may simply be blind to our orientation 
step. Our 10 deg target step in torsional direction was a rather modest stimulus, which 
corresponds to the movement of a clock hand of less than two minutes. Nevertheless, 
all subjects were clearly aware of the orientational shift. They reported an obvious 
counter-clockwise shift in the orientation of the stimulus after the saccade. This 
showed that the perceptual visual system was definitely not blind to the orientational 
change. The population activity of primary visual cortex neurons, endowed with 
orientation selectivity, will surely detect the change in orientation. In the superior 
colliculus, which certainly plays a major role in the control of saccades, the situation 
is different. In this area, visual receptive fields lack orientation selectivity (Schiller 
and Koerner, 1971; Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972). If this system is part of the error 
detection stage that initiates adaptation, this could nicely account for our finding 
that orientational stimulus changes have no effect. This concept of a 2-D visual 
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detection mechanism ties in nicely with the 2-D role assigned to the colliculus on the 
basis of electrical stimulation experiments (Van Opstal et al., 1991) and is further 
supported by single unit data and lesion data (Hepp et al., 1993). This work has 
led to the suggestion that the colliculus may only care about the desired directional 
displacement of the fixation point, leaving details relevant for the implementation 
of Listing's law to a downstream mechanism. The latter may well be susceptible to 
modulation by inputs of vestibular origin (Haslwanter et al., 1992), but is apparently 
beyond the reach of the visual system. 
Conclusion 
Using a paradigm which readily elicited saccadic gain adaptation in directional com­
ponents, we could not show any short-term adaptive response in torsional direction. 
Even after hundreds of trials, all eye positions remained confined to Listing's plane. 
We conclude that our experiments do not support a purely visual basis for Listing's 
law. 
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Chapter 4 
Listing's plane dependence on 
alternating fixation in a 
strabismus patient 
4.1 Introduction 
From the geometry of the six extra-ocular muscles one might be led to think that 
the eyes can be oriented freely in all three dimensions. However, when the subject is 
scanning a distant scene with the head stable and upright, the actual eye orientations 
appear to be severely restricted in torsion. This phenomenon is described by Listing's 
law, which states that if one expresses eye positions as rotation vectors (Haustein, 
1989) or any similar vector representation, these eye position vectors are confined to a 
single head-fixed plane, called Listing's plane (e.g. Von Helmholtz, 1867). It has been 
established that Listing's law holds for fixations, smooth pursuit (Tweed et al., 1992) 
and saccades, (Tweed and Vilis, 1990; Minken et al., 1993) but there are indications 
that it breaks down during sleep (Nakayama, 1975; Suzuki et al., 1995). The question 
why the eyes show this restricted behavior has intrigued investigators from a variety of 
fields over a century. This is understandable because the answer may have important 
implications for the neurological and biomechanical organization of the oculomotor 
system. Due to the development of accurate three-dimensional (3-D) eye movement 
Adapted from: Melis В.J.M., Cruysberg J.R.M, and Van Gisbergen J.A.M. Listing's Plane 
Dependence on Alternating Fixation in a Strabismus Patient. Investigative Ophtalmology and Visual 
Science (submitted). 
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recording techniques, a vast amount of relevant data on this topic has become avail-
able in the last few years. This work has shown that in near vision (Mok et al., 1992; 
Van Rijn and Van den Berg, 1993; Minken and Van Gisbergen, 1994) and during 
body t i l t (Haslwanter et al., 1992) various small but consistent variations on Listing's 
law occur. It is often assumed that there is a biological purpose behind these phe-
nomena, making it essential for the system to control eye position accurately in 3D, 
both statically and dynamically. One of the most intriguing questions is whether the 
observed reduction in degrees of freedom requires a very sophisticated neural control 
mechanism or whether it results from the combination of a much simpler controller 
and biomechanical factors, such as the muscles and the tissues surrounding the eye, 
which help to keep the eye in Listing's plane by preventing major torsional excursions. 
The first point of view holds that during active vision the position of both eyes is 
accurately controlled in all three dimensions by precise neural commands, (for review, 
see e.g. Tweed and Vilis, 1990; Crawford and Vilis, 1995) which make it possible 
that Listing's law is even obeyed during fast movements. This raises the question 
of what the advantage of this Listing behavior might be. In this connection, it has 
been suggested that Listing's law may serve a visual purpose, like optimizing the 
correspondence of the ¡mages in both eyes, or may underlie a motor strategy, such 
as minimizing muscle effort or eye eccentricity. From the failure to generate local 
deviations from Listing's law in an attempt to adapt the torsional position of the 
eye by persistent intra-saccadic rotation of the complete visual scene (see Chapter 
3) concluded that Listing's law probably does not have a purely visual function. On 
the other hand, a pure motor purpose is equally unlikely, since this cannot readily 
explain the consistent changes found during vergence (e.g. Mok et al., 1992) and 
body t i l t (Haslwanter et al., 1992). Recent modeling by Tweed (1994b) suggests 
that Listing's law can be explained by combining the visual purpose of optimizing the 
correspondence of binocular images in the plane of regard and the motor purpose of 
minimizing eye eccentricity. This view implies that Listing's law ¡s a neurally imple-
mented strategy which steers the middle course between optimal visual and motor 
benefits. According to models of this type the contribution of the plant is of minor 
importance. 
An alternative point of view, however, posits that the brain makes no special ef-
fort to constrain the torsional position of the eye to Listing's plane during saccades 
(Schnabolk and Raphan, 1994). In this model the eyes are driven simply by a 2-D 
movement command in the pitch-yaw plane. A first version of this model predicted 
correct eye positions during fixation, but yielded far too large deviations of Listing's 
law during saccades (Tweed et al, 1994b). However, the possibility that soft muscle 
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pulleys (Demer et al.,1995) could l imit the freedom of movement of the eye in the 
torsional direction, has revived interest in this viewpoint. According to this hypothe-
sis, Listing's law itself may still serve a useful purpose, but its implementation would 
partly reflect certain subtle biomechanical properties of the plant. 
So far, research into this field has been mainly purely scientific in nature and litt le is 
known about the possible clinical applications of 3-D studies (see however Nakayama, 
1975 and 1983; Van den Berg et al., 1995). Yet, investigation of patient oculomotor 
abnormalities might reveal important information of mutual interest. For instance, 
from the above formulated viewpoints on the mechanisms behind Listing's law, the 
question could be raised whether the eyes of a strabismic patient, whose eye muscles 
have been operated on, would still obey Listing's law. In this paper we aim at a better 
understanding of the possible mechanisms underlying Listing's law and its possible 
clinical applications by studying 3-D eye movements in such a patient. In his early 
years this patient has been operated on both eyes to correct strabismus of the left 
eye. Nowadays he has good visual acuity in both eyes and can address each eye at 
wil l . However, he lacks stereo vision and the amplitude of the significant residual 
ocular misalignment depends on which eye is fixating. Therefore, this patient, who 
volunteered to participate in a large number of experiments, seemed eminently suited 
to investigate whether changes in squint angle and possible aberrations in Listing 
behavior may be related. 
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Subjects 
One 24-year old strabismus patient (SP) and four control subjects (denoted hereafter 
as S I - S4), aged between 23 and 33, participated in our experiments and gave 
informed consent after the nature of the experiment had been explained. All controls 
had normal vision in both eyes and none of them showed any oculomotor deficit. 
Only S2 needed optical correction and wore contact lenses during the experiment. 
In the patient, frequent ocular misalignment was first noticed at about ten months 
after birth. His congenital strabismus later developed into a manifest esotropia of 
the left eye (major amblyoscope +25 deg, 18 deg R/L). To allow normal develop-
ment of vision in both eyes, the dominant right eye was patched for several hours 
a day over a period of approximately two years, starting at the age of two. The 
patient has been operated twice to correct for the esotropia (see Table 4.1). The 
first operation, at the age of four, involved antroposition of the inferior oblique in the 
right eye and recession of the medial rectus muscles of both eyes. A year later the 
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residual misalignment was further reduced by a recession of the inferior rectus of the 
left eye. At present, the patient has normal visual acuity in both eyes (right eye: 1.2; 
left eye: 0.9) with an uncorrected unilateral hypermetropia of the left eye of +1.75 
diopters in far vision. He has no binocular vision at all (suppression zone >35 deg), 
a small torsional deviation (right eye: 1 deg incyclo; left eye: 2 deg excyclo), while 
ocular misalignment, according to clinical tests, is especially pronounced in the ver-
tical direction (right-eye fixation: -3 deg, 13 deg R/L and left-eye fixation: 0 deg, 
17 deg R/L) . 
situation 
I s ' test 
2n d test 
3 r d test 
before 1 s t operation 
after l s i operation 
before 2nd operation 
after 2nd operation 
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T a b l e 4 . 1 Ophthalmologics! test results of patient SP. Visual acuity and ocular misalignment 
angles in degrees for left eye (except on bottom line where the values for the right eye are 
given during left fixation) as measured with the Maddox test and the major amblyoscope. 
Information taken from clinical status reports of SP. Abbreviations: R = right eye; L = left 
eye; conv. = convergence. 
4.2.2 Experimental procedure 
During the experiment the subject was seated in a dimly lit room in front of a large 
tangent screen. The head was firmly stabilized in a comfortable upright position by 
a bite board and the subject was emphatically instructed not to blink during a tr ial. 
Eye position was measured binocularly using the scleral 3-D coil technique in two 
alternating perpendicular magnetic fields (Ferman et al., 1987). The coil signals were 
amplified and demodulated in lock-in amplifiers (PAR 128 A). After that, they were 
low-pass filtered (-3 dB at 200 Hz; 4 i / l order Bessel filter) and finally sampled with 
12 bit resolution at a rate of 500 Hz/channel and stored for off-line analysis on the 
disk of a SUN-3/140 workstation. 
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Raw eye position signals were calibrated using the procedure described by Hess 
et al. (1992). To describe 3D-eye positions as rotations from this reference position 
to the current position, a head-fixed coordinate system was used. The x-axis of this 
Cartesian, right-handed coordinate system pointed forward, the y-axis leftward and 
the z-axis upward. Each eye position could now be described by a rotation vector r: 
r = {r
x
,ry,rz) = ta,n(-)-n (4.1) 
in which η is a unitary vector denoting the orientation of the rotation axis and ρ is 
the amount of rotation about this axis (Haustein, 1989). Torsional eye position is 
described by the x-component of this rotation vector, while horizontal and vertical 
eye positions are specified by the z- and the y-component, respectively. All data 
were expressed in degrees by using the inverse of Equation 4 . 1 . In this way, each 
vector yields the virtual rotation from a reference position, which was chosen to be 
straight-ahead, to the instantaneous eye position. The trajectory of an eye during a 
movement is described by a sequence of these orientations, each with its own rotation 
vector. Note that this implies that such a rotation vector is not necessarily identical 
to the real instantaneous axis of rotation. 
A regular pattern of target positions was used, which consisted of either a fixed set 
of markers or a small light spot (0.8 deg diameter). Both were presented on a screen 
at 1 - 1.8 m in front of the subject within a 35 deg range around the straight-ahead 
direction. Each trial started with fixation of a target straight-ahead. The subject was 
instructed to make radial saccades between this starting position and the eccentric 
targets and to fixate them carefully. In each session, separate recordings were taken 
to collect data for left-eye, right-eye and binocular fixation (the latter only in the 
controls). Attention was paid that SP fixated all targets in a particular experiment 
with only one eye and did not switch fixation. These experiments were repeated up 
to six times per session and each subject was tested on two or three separate days. 
4.2.3 Data-analysis 
The velocity of the eye movements was calculated by differentiation of the position 
signals in half overlapping steps of 4 msec. After filtering with a 33 points, 75 Hz 
low-pass digital filter, the resulting velocity signal was used for automatic saccade 
detection which was checked by visual inspection. Incorrect trials were excluded from 
analysis. The data were inspected for the presence of long-term slow torsional drift 
due to coil slippage by comparing eye positions at the beginning of successive trials, 
throughout the experiment. All sections in which drift was suspected were completely 
excluded from analysis. 
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If Listing's law holds perfectly, the pooled eye positions of all possible viewing 
directions of one eye are confined to a single flat plane, called Listing's plane. During 
far vision in normal upright subjects the plane of each eye is fixed in the head and 
almost fronto-parallel. The precise orientation of the plane is uniquely determined by 
its perpendicular, which is called the Listing primary position. Although its direction is 
usually almost parallel to the x-axis, this primary position should not be confused with 
the clinical term denoting the straight-ahead direction. To test the validity of Listing's 
law, we used linear regression to f it our eye position data (at least 30,000 data points 
per experiment) to a plane: η = αϊ + Ο,ΊΤΊ + Ο3Γ3, in which r b r 2 and Г3 are the 
torsional, vertical and horizontal components of the rotation vector, respectively (see 
Equation 4.1). The parameter a\ is the offset of the plane in the torsional direction, 
while <i2 and 03 determine the slope of the plane. A commonly used measure for 
the goodness of f i t is the thickness of the plane, which is defined as the standard 
deviation of the perpendicular distance from all individual data points to the best 
f it plane (in degrees). In other words, the better the f i t , the thinner the plane. To 
estimate the uncertainty in the fitted Listing primary position, given the noise in the 
data, its 95% confidence limits were determined based on the a 2 and 03 f it results. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Fitting Listing's plane 
The first obvious question to ask is whether the patient showed Listing-like behavior 
in both eyes. According to Listing's law, a good description of 3-D eye orientation 
can be obtained by f i t t ing far vision eye position data to a flat plane. The commonly 
used measure for how accurately Listing's law holds is the thickness of this plane (see 
Methods section 4.2). 
Figure 4.1 depicts the mean thickness values for both eyes of all subjects in the 
three different fixation conditions. The measured thickness was of the same order for 
all controls (0.69 ± 0.19 deg, total average for S I to 54) and in each of the normals 
it was similar in both eyes. It is important in the context of this paper to note that 
no significant dependence on fixation condition was found. Accordingly, the mean 
values of the thickness of the planes for the controls, as listed in Table 4.2, were 
obtained by averaging over all fixation conditions. 
As shown in Figure 4 . 1 , the average thickness of the planes in the patient and 
its variation between experiments were significantly larger than in the controls. As in 
the controls, for the right, dominant eye there was no significant change in thickness 
with fixation condition (1.03 ± 0.25 deg). However, when fixation was changed from 
the right eye to the left eye, the thickness of the left-eye plane increased significantly 




























Figur e 4 . 1 Thickness of the fitted planes for both eyes of all subjects in differ­
ent fixation conditions. Bars denote mean and SD. Left eye fixation (L); right eye 
fixation (R); binocular fixation (B). Note that a significant dependence on fixation 
condition was found only in the left eye of patient SP. 
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1.05 ± 0.26 
1.08 ± 0.32 
0.56 ± 0.18 
0.78 ± 0.09 
0.60 ± 0.14 
0.70 ± 0.15 
T a b l e 4 . 2 Thickness data. Mean ± SD thickness of the f i t ted planes for both eyes of all 
subjects. N = number of experiments. Data from the controls have been pooled over all 
fixation conditions. 
4.3.2 Squint angle 
Since the dual magnetic search coil method is a very sensitive technique to measure 
eye positions, the squint angle of the patient could be determined with high accu­
racy. Figure 4.2 shows a deviation chart for both eyes of SP in the different fixation 
conditions for a large number of target positions. The targets are depicted by open 
circles while the actual fixation positions are given by the filled symbols. To convey 
a better impression of the ocular misalignment pattern, the measured fixations have 
been interconnected by thin lines. For the fixating eye this yields a highly regular 
pattern of fixation positions, quite closely aligned with the targets (panels A and D). 
By contrast, as is clear from panels В and C, the fixation positions of the non-fixating 
eye deviate considerably from the target positions. As can be deduced from the shift 
of its fixation pattern, the visual axis of the left eye always pointed to the right and 
beneath the right eye, indicating a consistent convergent ocular misalignment (R/L). 
The mean squint angle for the left eye during straight-ahead fixation of the right eye 
was + 5 . 1 ± 1.0 deg, 4.7 ± 0.9 deg R/L (n = 60). From the fact that the pattern is 
mainly shifted and only slightly distorted (panel C) it can be concluded that this angle 
remained fairly constant for all viewing directions. Ocular misalignment was more se­
vere for the right eye during straight-ahead fixation of the left eye (+10.9 ± 1.3 deg, 
8.1 ± 0.8 deg R/L; η = 60) and led to larger distortions in the periphery (panel B). 
4.3.3 Listing's primary position of both eyes 
So far, we have not discussed the orientation of the plane, which is fully characterized 
by its Listing primary position. For the controls, Listing's primary positions of both 
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Figure 4 . 2 Deviation chart of patient SP. Targets (open circles) and fixation positions 
(filled circles) for both eyes in the two fixation conditions. The cross indicates the 
straight-ahead position. Data as seen from behind the subject. (A) The left eye 
was nicely on target during left eye fixation. (B) In this condition, the right eye was 
obviously misaligned. When the left eye was directed straight-ahead, the right eye 
was looking 9.3 deg to the left and 8.3 deg upward. (C) Ocular misalignment was less 
severe during right eye fixation. When the right eye was directed straight-ahead, the 
left eye was looking 3.4 deg to the right and 3.9 deg downward. (D) The right eye 
was quite accurately on target during right eye fixation. 
eyes and their 95% confidence intervals are depicted in Figure 4.3. Although some 
day-to-day variation was observed (SD less than 3 deg for all controls), they were 
always close to straight-ahead and reasonably aligned in the two eyes. Importantly, 
no consistent dependence on fixation condition was found. 

















F i g u r e 4 . 3 Listing primary positions in control subjects. The 9 5 % confidence inter­
vals of all Listing primary positions measured for both eyes are indicated by squares 
for the different f ixation conditions: Left eye fixation (black); right eye fixation (gray); 
binocular fixation (white). Data as seen from behind the subject. No dependence on 
fixation condition is apparent. 
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For comparison, the Listing's primary positions of patient SP and their confidence 
intervals are depicted in Figure 4.4. The 95% confidence areas are about the same 
size as in the normals, indicating once again that the planes in SP were well defined. 
During right eye fixation (marked R) the Listing's primary positions of both eyes 
were not markedly different from those in the controls (compare Figure 4.3). For 
left eye fixation (marked L) they seemed somewhat abnormal in the sense that both 
lay left from the mid-sagittal and that the vertical misalignment was more severe. 
But the most striking abnormality in the patient's behavior was that the Listing's 
primary position of each eye changed depending on which eye was fixating. This shift 
accompanying alternating fixation is indicated by the lines, connecting two successive 
measurements with a different fixation condition, in Figure 4.4. The Listing primary 
position of the left eye shifted on average 2.3 ± 1.0 deg to the right and 3.5 ± 1.6 deg 
upward when fixation changed from the left to the right eye. Although the same 
phenomenon of fixation-condition dependence occurred also consistently in the other 
eye, the direction of change in this case was different. As shown in the right-hand 
panel, the Listing's primary position of the right eye shifted almost purely horizontally 
(3.0 ± 0.7 deg to the left and 0.1 ± 0.7 deg downward) when fixation was changed 
from the right to the left eye. To rule out that the observed shift was caused by the 
fact that the oculomotor range for each eye varied with fixation condition (because of 
the ocular misalignment), a second set of planes was fitted using only the data points 
in the overlapping sections of the oculomotor ranges of both fixation conditions. The 
Listing primary positions determined from this second set differed less than 1.5 deg 
from the accompanying Listing primary position in the original set and both showed 
a similar shift with fixation condition. 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Validity of Listing's law 
Since patient SP had undergone rather radical surgery on both eyes, it is not trivial 
that his 3-D eye position data would fit to a flat plane at all. Independent of whether 
neural factors or biomechanical mechanisms should be considered as most crucial in 
the implementation of Listing's law, deviations from the normally restricted behavior 
are not a priori unlikely in these circumstances. After all, changes may have oc-
curred at different levels, such as alteration of the transformation between the neural 
commands and the muscle response or changes in orbital tissues. Nevertheless, the 
calculated thicknesses of the sets of data points, used to test the validity of Listing's 
law (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2), suggest that the law holds in good approximation. 
Although the planes of SP were thicker than in the controls, all thickness values cal-
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Figure 4 . 4 Shift of Listing's primary positions in patient SP upon alternating fixation. 
The 95% confidence intervals of all Listing's primary positions measured in both eyes 
are indicated by squares for both fixation conditions: left eye fixation (L); right eye 
fixation (R). Data as seen from behind the subject. Lines indicate the shift in Listing 
primary position after a change in fixation condition. In the left eye this shift is up 
and rightward, while it is mainly leftward in the right eye. 
culated f rom our experiments for both SP and the controls were still within the range 
for normal subjects reported in the literature. To illustrate, Tweed and Vilis (1990) 
found a mean thickness of 1.5 deg for combined fixations and saccades, whereas 
Straumann et al. (1991) and Haslwanter et al. (1994) reported 1.4 ± 0.5 deg and 
0.8 ± 0.2 deg, respectively. Furthermore, both in the literature and in our data, the 
thickness of the planes was similar in both eyes. In none of the controls a significant 
thickness dependence on fixation condition was found, indicating that the accuracy 
to which Listing's law was obeyed did not change when the eye was covered. In 
SP this was only true for the dominant right eye. The thickness of the plane in his 
non-preferred left eye did increase significantly when fixation was changed from the 
left eye to the right eye, which can be interpreted in a diminution of the accuracy to 
which Listing's law is obeyed. Nevertheless, these data suggest that the Listing planes 
of SP are fairly normal for all fixation conditions, despite the eye-muscle surgery in 
his early years and his lack of binocular vision. 
From the literature not much is known about the behavior of Listing's plane in 
strabismic patients and the consequences of eye surgery. In his Ph.D. thesis, Haustein 
(1988) described the planes of three patients before and after recession of one of the 
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oblique muscles and reported that the operated eye still appeared to obey Listing's 
law in reasonable approximation in the sense that the torsional positions could still be 
described by a plane and its perpendicular. Listing's primary position did change after 
surgery, but within a few weeks it moved back in its original direction, while that of 
the normal eye remained unchanged throughout the entire period. It remains hard to 
decide whether such a change of the Listing primary position in the operated eye is the 
result of a visual/neural adaptive feedback process, the reflection of a reorganisation 
of muscle pulling directions or the consequence of orbital tissue recovery. 
4.4.2 Clinical relevance 
Most methods used to determine ocular misalignment in patients, like the major 
amblyoscope, the Maddox test and the Hess chart examination, yield subjective mea-
sures of the squint angle. These methods may yield varying results (Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.2) and have limited applicability in patients who lack binocular vision or 
have low visual acuity. The magnetic-dual search coil technique, on the other hand, 
is an objective method yielding accurate results, which can be used for tests in the 
dark, when the eyes are closed or covered and in both near and far vision. Conse-
quently, it is a powerful tool to obtain an objective and absolute measure for the 3D 
misalignment between the eyes in all viewing directions. 
One of the interesting questions is whether the orientation of the Listing planes 
of the two eyes is related to the ocular misalignment. As shown in Figure 4.3, the 
orientation of Listing's plane in normals is subject to small day-to-day variations. 
Since the Listing primary positions of the two eyes are almost aligned, it has been 
suggested that there is in fact a common binocular Listing's primary position (Van 
Rijn and Van den Berg, 1993; Minken and Van Gisbergen, 1994). Furthermore, no 
change with fixation condition was observed, so that the Listing's primary position of 
normals does not change when the eye is covered. The observed day-to-day variation 
in SP (see Figure 4.4) was of the same order as in the controls, but a remarkable 
abnormality in this patient was that the Listing primary positions of the two eyes 
and their location relative to each other changed with fixation condition. For each 
experiment Figure 4.5 shows the misalignment of the Listing primary positions of 
both eyes and the mean misalignment of the visual axes at the central fixation at 
the start of each tr ial . To facilitate comparison of the two fixation conditions, both 
are plotted for the left eye relative to the dominant right eye. While each of the two 
misalignments varied with fixation condition, they were obviously not identical. In 
other words, the difference between the Listing primary positions of both eyes is not 
simply a reflection of the misalignment of the visual axes. 
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Figure 4 . 5 Misalignment of Listing's primary positions and of the visual axes of 
patient SP in both fixation conditions. Left-eye fixation (open circles); right-eye 
fixation (filled circles). Note that fixation with the non-dominant left eye causes 
increases in misalignment of both the visual axes and the Listing's primary positions 
of the two eyes. The leftward arrow denotes the change in Listing's primary position 
alignment predicted from the literature (4 deg) due to horizontal vergence change 
(6 deg, rightward arrow). Data as seen from behind the subject. 
4.4.3 Implications for Listing's law 
We now come to discuss the possible mechanisms behind the observed shift in List-
ing's primary position. The reason behind this shift is not immediately obvious and its 
occurrence can not be predicted easily from current viewpoints on the implementation 
and purpose of Listing's law. 
Let us first consider the extreme view that Listing's law is purely the consequence 
of biomechanical factors without any neural basis. If this were the case, there would 
be no reason why the torsional position of the eye should depend on which eye is 
fixating in such an orderly manner. The same holds for the above described viewpoint 
on the implementation of Listing's law (see Introduction section 4.1), suggesting the 
possibility that the influence of the soft muscle pulleys (Demer et al.,1995) prevents 
the eye from too large torsional deviations during saccades. Again, it can not be 
understood easily why the influence of these pulleys should change with fixation 
condition, so it is most likely that the observed variations are of neural origin. This 
idea is further strenghtened by the findings that Listing's law can be violated during 
sleep (Nakayama, 1975; Suzuki et al., 1995), that the orientation of the planes 
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changes during body t i l t (Haslwanter et al., 1992) and that they rotate temporally 
during vergence (Mok et al., 1992; Van Rijn and Van den Berg, 1993; Minken and 
Van Gisbergen, 1994). In fact, to the best of our knowledge, this temporal rotation 
of Listing's plane with vergence angle and our finding of the shift in Listing's primary 
position with fixation condition in SP are the only currently known ways to modify 
Listing's law in upright subjects. To get more feeling for what it really means to 
have a change in the orientation of Listing's plane, consider the visual axis of the 
left eye in Figure 4.4 in a particular direction while the patient is fixating with the 
right eye and exactly the same direction during left eye fixation. Because the Listing 
primary position for the latter fixation condition is more downward, the rotation 
vector describing this position will be tilted further out of the yz-plane, resulting in 
more torsion. So, although the viewing directions for the left eye are identical in 
both situations, the torsional position is different, due to the altered orientation of 
Listing's plane. 
The shift of Listing's primary position with fixation condition and the fact that 
Listing's law remains valid after surgery again strongly suggest that it has at least 
partially a neural basis. Tweed (1994a) proposed that the purpose of this behavior 
is to minimize a twofold cost function, which implies both the motor goal of mini-
mizing 3-D eye eccentricity from a resting position and the visual goal of maximizing 
the binocular correspondence of targets in the plane of regard. Since patient SP is 
stereoblind, the presumed binocular advantage of Listing's law does not apply in his 
case and the cost function would reduce to minimizing the eccentricity of each eye 
from its resting position. Under these circumstances this theory is compatible with 
the existence of Listing's plane after surgery, perhaps due to some adaptive process, 
to minimize eccentricity. The existence of a small misalignment between the Listing 
primary positions of the two eyes might be due to the lack of binocular correcting 
mechanisms as well as to the fact that the optimal solution to the reduced cost func-
tion need not be the same for both eyes. So, in this light, it may not be surprising 
that the Listing planes of SP were not exactly aligned in far vision. However, since 
we cannot see how the resting position could change with fixation condition, the 
observed change of both Listing's primary positions with fixation condition can still 
not be explained by the strategy to minimize eccentricity. 
Given the resemblance between our findings and phenomena observed during vergence 
in normals, the question arises whether the observed shift of Listing's primary position 
with fixation condition in SP may actually be the result of a horizontal vergence signal 
which is used in altering foveation to the non-dominant eye. The existence of such 
a vergence component is plausible, because the unilateral hypermetropia of the left 
eye (see Methods section 4.2) may well have caused an extra accommodation-related 
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convergence input (near triad) upon the change of fixation from the right to the left 
eye. Figure 4.5 shows the ocular misalignment for both fixation conditions relative 
to the right eye, so it is automatically expressed in terms of vergence. Indeed, there 
appeared t o be an additional disconjugate shift when changing from right eye to left 
eye fixation, with a horizontal component of about б deg convergence (rightward 
arrow). However, if the shift in Listing primary position would be the consequence 
of the 6 deg vergence change during altering fixation, reports in the literature on 
normal subjects would predict a temporal rotation of Listing's plane (leftward arrow), 
whereas we found a downward change. Closer examination shows no relation between 
the horizontal component of the shift in Listing's primary position and the horizontal 
change in ocular misalignment (l\l = 12, R = 0.51, ρ = 0.26). By contrast, the 
vertical component of the Listing's primary position shift does depend significantly 
on the horizontal increase in ocular misalignment (N = 12, R = 0.73, ρ < 0.01). 
So, although there is actually a relation between the vergence component and the 
relative locations of the Listing primary positions in the two eyes, it does not simply 
follow the rules established in normal subjects. Since the change in Listing's primary 
position was only linked t o the horizontal change in vergence, the fact that a vertical 
shift in the orientation of Listing's plane in upright normals can also be induced by 
prism-induced vertical vergence (Mikhael et al., 1995), does not seem relevant in the 
present context. 
Conclusion 
Tweed's theory of the twofold cost function seems compatible with our findings that 
the patient does have Listing planes in the first place and that they are not aligned 
in the two eyes. Although the change in misalignment of the Listing primary position 
with fixation condition in SP was not exactly as might be expected from the literature 
on Listing's law in near vision, it was related to the horizontal (accommodation-
induced) vergence component. Of course, no general conclusions can be drawn from 
just one patient, but the present findings suggest that it would be very interesting 
to determine both Listing's planes in a larger group of patients without effective 
binocular vision. 
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Chapter 5 
Characterization of head rotation 
and translation by spatial 
rotation vectors 
5.1 Introduction 
This paper concentrates on the problem of how the complex movements of the 
head can be recorded and described quantitatively. To illustrate why this is not 
a trivial problem, we first consider the now commonly used method to describe eye 
position relative to the head by rotation vectors (Haustein, 1989). With this tool, any 
instantaneous 3-D eye position is described as the result of a virtual rotation from 
a fixed reference position to the current position. The orientation of the rotation 
vector specifies the direction of the axis about which the eye had to be rotated 
while its length denotes the amount of rotation about that axis. In the case of eye 
positions, it is reasonable to assume that, since the eye is enclosed in the orbit, these 
rotation vectors describe eye rotations through the centre of the globe. Thus, because 
the centre of rotation of the eye is almost fixed in the head, eye positions can be 
described in good approximation as the result of pure rotations, about axes whose 
orientations may vary, but whose locations are fixed. For head movements, which are 
less constrained, the situation is clearly different, since there is no a priori obvious 
location of the head rotation axis. These movements are described relative to the 
Adapted from: Melis В.J.M., Gîelen С.С.Α.M. and Van Gisbergen J.A.M. Characterization 
of Head Rotation and Translation by Spatial Rotation Vectors. Vision Research, (submitted) 
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trunk (or space) and it is quite obvious that the centre of the head generally not only 
rotates but also translates relative to this coordinate system. In this paper, we have 
extended the rotation vector description so that it can capture both the translational 
and rotational aspects of natural head movements. Before going into more detail, 
we will first make clear why it is of interest to know not only the orientation and the 
amplitude of the head rotation but also the location of its rotation axis. 
5.1.1 Biological relevance of the location of the head rotation axis 
The literature concerning the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), whose purpose is to 
stabilize images on the retina during head movements, shows that the location of the 
rotation axis of the head and the viewing distance affect its performance. The VOR 
has to take into account both the translation and the rotation of the head in order to 
stabilize a near target on the retina. Buizza et al. (1981) proposed that the VOR is 
mediated by a combination of semi-circular canal and otolith inputs. In their model, 
the canals compensate for head rotation by rotating the eyes opposite to the head 
but at the same angular velocity. The compensation for the translational component 
of head movement, driving the eyes with a signal which is opposite to this translation 
and scaled by viewing distance, is mediated by the otoliths. Whereas Buizza and 
co-workers used the approximation that the eyes are at the centre of the head, Viirre 
et al. (1986) took account of the fact that the eyes and vestibular organs are located 
differently in their study of VOR properties in near vision. They found the magnitude 
of the VOR gain in monkeys to be above 1.0 in this situation and considered this as 
a consequence of the fact that, since the eyes and otoliths are located at separate 
positions in the head, a rotation of the head will generally lead to different amounts of 
translation for the eyes and the otoliths. Snyder and King (1992) made further study 
of the compensatory behaviour of the VOR for combined angular and linear motion. 
They rotated monkeys about earth-vertical axes in the midsagittal plane at several 
distances behind and in front of the eyes. The initial VOR response due to these 
passive body rotations had an inappropriate default gain. Within 100 msec, however, 
the VOR response became nearly perfect by adjusting eye velocity in three separate 
stages: initially only showing a compensation for viewing distance, sequentially also 
for otolith translation and finally by including the translation of the eye relative to 
the target. 
5.1.2 Approach 
These findings suggest that it would be of interest to have knowledge about both the 
orientation of the head and the location of the rotation axis in space during natural 
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head movements. This requirement causes a difficulty not only in the description, but 
also in the measurement of head motion. The magnetic dual search coil technique, 
originally designed to record eye movements (Ferman et al., 1987b), is often applied 
for this purpose. While excellent as a tool to detect the orientation of an object in 
three dimensions, its insensitivity to coil translations makes it impossible to determine 
the location of the rotation axis. Furthermore, a stringent requirement to achieve the 
utmost accuracy with the coil method is that the magnetic fields are homogeneous 
and perpendicular at the location of the annuii. However, if the coil technique is used 
during free gaze shifts, the coils are likely to be brought out of the homogeneous part 
of the magnetic field due to the movements of the head. This may cause rather 
severe deviations in the detected orientation (see Appendix 5.5.2). To circumvent 
these problems in getting an on-line representation of the exact movement of the 
head in 3-D space, we have used an infra-red tracking system. The subject wears 
a helmet with several infra-red diodes (¡red's), which provides the opportunity to 
calculate all six head movement parameters (see below). This full description of 
head movement in 3D was used to investigate to what extent a head-free, but chest-
fixed subject, will vary the location of the rotation axis of the head. Upon this basis a 
judgement can be made to what extent these complex movements can be described 
as pure rotations whose axis locations are fixed, as is implicitly assumed when using 
a translation-insensitive recording technique. 
5.2 Methods 
This section outlines the experimental protocol and the mathematical basis underlying 
our description of head movement. In the interest of readability, some of the necessary 
computations are included in Appendix 5.5.1, which could be skipped by the reader 
not interested in the mathematical details. 
5.2 .1 Subjects and stimuli 
Four male volunteers (KH, PH, PM and VC), aged between 23 and 25, participated 
in the experiments. In order to minimize the movements of the chest, a harness 
was used to strap the subjects tightly to a chair, which supported the back up to 
the shoulder-blades. The targets consisted of 1 X 1 cm white squares, which were 
mounted on a vertical screen in a concentric circular array at 60 deg eccentricity. 
The circle contained a total of 12 numbered targets, like the hours on the face of 
a clock, at equal angular spacings (Φ) of 30 deg along the cicumference, where the 
twelve-o'clock target was defined to be at Φ = 0 deg (see also Figure 5.7A). The 
centre of the circle, which was also marked as a target, was straight ahead at eye 
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level. The subjects, who were naive with respect to the purpose of our experiments, 
were instructed to shift gaze naturally from the centre to one of the eccentric targets, 
to fixate carefully and to move back to the centre again. Each eccentric target had 
to be fixated three times during the session. The recording duration was 4 sec per 
trial using a sample frequency of 100 Hz. 
5.2.2 Measurement and calibration of head position 
We used an Optotrak 3020 digitizing and motion analysis system (Northern Digital 
Inc.) to record head position in 3D. It operates by tracking active infra-red emitting 
diodes (ired's), attached to a moving object through a pre-calibrated space, by means 
of three lens systems mounted in a fixed frame. To determine the position of the head 
we constructed a helmet, carrying a circular disk (radius 6.4 cm) on top of which eight 
ired's were mounted equidistantly. The total weight of the helmet, which was firmly 
fixed to the head, was less than 0.25 kg. The Optotrak lens frame was mounted above 
and behind the subject at a distance of approximately 3 m. In this configuration the 
system provided on-line information about the location of the ired's, consisting of 
three spatial coordinates for each, with an accuracy of about 0.2 mm. To determine 
the position of four well-defined head landmarks relative to the ired's on the helmet, 
a calibration was performed at least twice per session, in which the subject faced 
the lens frame, while wearing the helmet together with four additional ired's, one on 
each ear near the auditory canal and one on each closed eyelid. The locations of all 
twelve ired's, which uniquely defined the position of the head with respect to helmet, 
were recorded during 1 sec. From then on, great care was taken that the helmet 
remained stable on the head during the entire experiment. As we will show in the 
next two sections, knowledge about the absolute spatial locations of all ireds on the 
helmet in the Optotrak reference coordinate system provided sufficient information 
to determine both the rotational and translational component of instantaneous head 
posture. 
5.2.3 Description of head rotation 
In order to express the data in a body-fixed coordinate system centered near the 
vestibular organs, we used the calibration (see above) to transform the spatial lo-
cations of the ireds to a new body-fixed coordinate system, whose origin coincided 
with the centre of the intra-aural axis when the subject was looking straight ahead at 
the beginning of each tr ial. With the head in this reference position, the anteriorly-
pointing x-axis of the right-handed coordinate system went through the cyclopean 
eye, the leftward-pointing y-axis was aligned with the intra-aural axis, and the z-axis 
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pointed upward. Using this body-fixed coordinate system, the orientation of the head 
at any moment can be described by a rotation vector yielding the rotation from the 
reference orientation to the current orientation: 
r = (rXirv,rz) = taa(-)-ñ (5.1) 
Here, η is a unitary rotation axis and ρ is the amount of rotation about this axis 
(Haustein, 1989). Torsional orientation is described by the x-component of this 
rotation vector, while vertical and horizontal orientation are specified by the y- and 
the z-component, respectively. Following the right-hand rule, the positive rotation 
directions for the x,y and z-components are clockwise, down and left, respectively. 
Note that each rotation vector only describes the current head orientation relative to 
the reference position, not the axis about which the head is instantaneously rotating 
in space. Using this tool, the movement of a rotating object (no translation) can 
be represented by a sequence of rotation vectors, each describing its current position 
as the result of a virtual rotation from the reference position. While changes in 
head orientation can be completely described in this way, fully compatible with the 
methodology used in conjunction with the coil technique, the translational changes 
have to be characterized separately. 
5.2.4 Descript ion of head translat ion 
In general, the head not only changes its orientation, but also shifts its centre of 
gravity with respect to the trunk during a free gaze movement. This being the case, 
the term 'position' is ambiguous since it is not clear whether it refers to the location or 
the orientation of the head. To avoid confusion, we first clarify the terminology which 
will be used from now on to describe the total movement. The term position will be 
used rather loosely to indicate an instantaneous posture of the head in 3-D space. 
In general, such a position can be conceived as a combination of an orientational 
and a translational component. The orientational component is given by the rotation 
from the reference position, which can be represented by a classical rotation vector, 
while the translational component specifies the current location of the head relative 
to the origin of the space-fixed coordinate system. To illustrate this, let us regard the 
arbitrary movement of the head and the helmet in 3-D space depicted in Figure 5.1 A. 
With respect to the Optotrak coordinate system with origin 0 , the helmet moves f rom 
position H i to another position Нг- Such a movement can be described by a single 
rotation Rx about an axis through 0 to an intermediate position H*, followed by a 
subsequent translation T. For a solid object, like the head, the rotational component 
of the transition is independent of the centre of rotation. It is unique and can be 
found using the procedure decribed by Horn (1987), by first projecting the centres of 
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the object in the initial and final position onto each other and subsequently mapping 
the locations of the ireds. Choosing a different centre of rotation does not influence 
the orientation of the axis about which the object has to be rotated, but it does 
affect the location of this axis in space and therefore the remaining translation T. 
Consequently, although specifying this rotation and translation relative to 0 yields 
an unambiguous way of describing each head position, it is also rather artificial. 
To avoid this unwieldy concept of translation, we have chosen an alternative 
description, in which we regard both the orientation and location changes during 
head movement as consequences of a pure rotation. Since we have used the centre 
of the intra-aural axis as a reference to describe the location of the head in 3-D space, 
the translation component is zero when the head occupies the reference position. The 
translation in a non-reference position can be thought of as the shift of the centre of 
gravity of the head due to a pure rotation about an off-centre axis. In the extreme 
case that the reference point of the head (i.e. the centre of the intra-aural axis) 
undergoes a pure translation through space, the axis is located at infinity. Based 
upon these concepts, our approach is to minimize the translation term by considering 
the current head posture as due to a pure rotation from the reference position about 
a unique axis which is no longer constrained to be located in the origin. To document 
the location of this axis in body coordinates, our description adds a three-component 
location vector с to the classical rotation vector r. The advantage of this description 
is entirely conceptual, since in mathematical terms, nothing has been gained by 
trading one 3-D vector ( T ) for another (c). In the example of Figure 5.1A the 
endpoint of this location vector is denoted by C, since applying rotation R2, which is 
identical to R i , with respect to С directly transforms H i into H¿ without requiring 
an additional translation. In this particular case the rotation vector is directed along 
the negative rx-axis, since it concerns a counter-clockwise rotation of the head about 
a line parallel to the anterior-posterior direction. 
Given the rotation and translation with respect to 0 , we have to calculate с to 
denote the location of the rotation axis in space. Note that in the ¡deal situation 
that the transition between the reference position and the current position really is 
a pure rotation, any arbitrary point on the rotation axis could be used to represent 
the axis location in space. In that case all points on the axis are invariant under 
the rotation, in the sense that their location in space does not change due to the 
transition. In practice, by minimizing the translation, we describe the current head 
posture as a virtual rotation from the reference position about a ball-and-socket joint 
at location С The latter emerges as the best-fit solution closest to the head reference 
(i.e. the centre of the intra-aural axis). The complete mathematical procedure for 
computing the location of the rotation axis which minimizes the translational com­
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Figure 5 . 1 Determination of axis location. (A) When the helmet moves from po­
sition H i to H 2 in the indicated coordinate system, this can be described by a rota­
tion Ri through origin О to an intermediate position H", followed by a translation T. 
If the same transition is described relative to C, the need of an additional translation 
vanishes, so that the movement can be described by a single rotation R2, which is 
identical to Ri. (B) The movement in panel A, can be uniquely described by means 
of a spatial rotation vector (see text) in the negative x-direction. The length of the 
vector is a measure for the angle of rotation, its direction is parallel to the axis of 
rotation (right-hand rule) and its point of application С is chosen to be the point in 
space closest to О which minimizes the additional translation. As shown, the descrip­
tion uses a rotation vector coordinate system which is nested within and aligned with 
a spatial coordinate system. 
So, in summary, an arbitrary head position can be characterized with respect to the 
reference position by a classical 3-D rotation vector, denoted in a rotation-vector 
coordinate system, with the added property that it is located at a particular point C, 
specified by a location vector с within a 3-D spatial coordinate system (see Fig­
ure 5. IB) . In what follows, these 6-D vector combinations will be denoted as spatial 
rotation vectors. The direction of a spatial rotation vector denotes the orientation 
of the rotation axis, its length is taken as a measure for the amount of rotation 
about that axis (see Equation 5.1) and its appropriate location in space minimizes 
the need for a translation term. Since 6-D vectors are unwieldy, we will separately 
describe their rotation and location parts in the Results section 5.3. Nevertheless, 
when it comes to visualizing the relation between the orientation of the rotation axis 
and its spatial location, it is useful to depict spatial rotation vectors in the format 
of Figure 5 . I B . Although the rotation and location vectors are expressed in quite 
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different dimensions, the nested representation has the attractive property of directly 
visualizing both the orientation and the location of the rotation axis relative to the 
body (see also Figures 5.4 and 5.5A). The changes in head posture during a natural 
head movement can be depicted by a sequence of these spatial rotation vectors. Such 
a movement can be considered to be a perfect single axis rotation if the location of 
all intermediate vectors is stationary and if they remain parallel. 
5.2.5 Data analysis and representation 
Using the calibration and methods described above, head position was calculated 
from the raw ¡red position data of each sample and characterized in terms of the 
above explained spatial rotation vectors. The beginning and the end of each head 
movement were determined from the on- and offset of the rotational component 
change. Since the location of the rotation vector could not be determined accurately 
for positions close to the reference position (see Appendix 5.5.1), only head deviations 
exceeding 3 deg were analysed. 
To test to what extent the head obeys Listing's law (see e.g. Radau et al., 1994), 
we fitted several surfaces to the rotational components of the data: 
rx = ai+ a2ry + a3rz + a4ry2 + a5ryrz + a6rz2. (5.2) 
If the parameters 0,4 to a& are kept at zero the surface is planar, as would be the 
case if Listing's law holds perfectly. Adding a5 (twist score) as an extra parameter 
allows the surface to twist, whereas 04 and a& yield a parabolic curvature in the ry-
and redirect ion, respectively. The thickness of the plane (in degrees), a measure for 
the goodness of f i t, is given by the standard deviation of the distances of all samples 
to the fitted surface in the redirection. 
5.3 Results 
We shall describe head postures adopted in the course of gaze shifts along different 
meridians by using a six-number mathematical entity which we denote as the spatial 
rotation vector. Each spatial rotation vector consists of two three-component parts, a 
rotation vector f a n d a location vector c. To recapitulate briefly, the spatial rotation 
vector describes how a given head posture can be obtained uniquely from the reference 
position by a single rotation about an axis in body coordinates. The direction of 
this axis as well as the amount of rotation are specified by f, while its location is 
documented by с (see Methods section 5.2 and Appendix 5.5.1 for details). We 
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will describe both vector parts separately, starting with the rotation, which is most 
familiar. Subsequently, the location vectors of the same data set will be presented 
and their relation with target direction and the corresponding rotation vectors will be 
clarified. 
5.3.1 Classical rotation vectors 
Characteristic to-and-fro head movements towards each of the twelve eccentric tar­
gets are depicted by rotation vectors in Figure 5.2. For each movement, the sequence 
of rotation-vector endpoints for intermediate positions is shown at 10 msec intervals. 
The frontal view in panel 5.2A, showing the horizontal ( г
г
) and vertical ( r y ) com­
ponents, demonstrates that centrifugal and centripetal movements had similar and 
almost straight trajectories. The side views (panels 5.2B and 5.2C) show that there 
was some hysteresis in the torsional direction. To test the validity of Listing's law 
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Fig ure 5 . 2 Head orientation in classical rotation vectors. Frontal, side and top 
view of the classical rotation vectors describing one to-and-fro movement in each 
of the twelve separate directions (numbered like the hours on the face of a clock). 
In the frontal view, the parts of the movement away from and back to the centre 
follow approximately the same straight trajectory. The side and top views show clear 
deviations from Listing's law behaviour in the redirection. Axes are calibrated in 
rotation vector units (see Equation 5.1); note that 0.25 on each scale corresponds to 
about 30 deg). Subject: PH. 
for the head, we first fitted a planar surface to all rotation vector data from each 
subject. The thicknesses of these planes varied between 2.08 and 3.22 deg. However, 
according to Radau et al. (1994), a first order fit is not necessarily the best repre­
sentation of the data. By adding only the twist score as as an extra parameter (see 
Equation 5.2), the thickness decreased significantly and the amount of torsion vari-
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ance ¡η the data explained by the model increased more than twofold in all subjects. 
The optimal parameters of this twist f i t and the resulting thicknesses of the best-fit 
surfaces are listed in Table 5.1. The additional improvement in the goodness of f i t , 
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T a b l e 5 . 1 Twisted Listing's plane fit. Rotation vector data were fitted to a twisted plane: 
Γι = ai + аіГу + а3гг + asryrz. 
Since this seemed most convenient for our purpose, we have chosen to present the 
rotation vector data by normalizing their direction and by giving the amount of 
rotation as a separate parameter. Accordingly, each rotation vector is split into 
a normalized three-component vector, indicating the rotation axis direction, and a 
scalar, denoting the amount of rotation about that axis (see Equation 5.1). Figure 5.3 
illustrates this for the same movement towards the 10-o'clock target already shown in 
Figure 5.2. Panel 5.ЗА shows the three rotation vector components of the to-and-fro 
movement. As long as the subject is still fixating straight-ahead, the length of the 
vector (panel 5.3B) is almost zero. After initiation of the movement, the separate 
components grow steadily, indicating an increase in movement amplitude. When the 
head is stable in the new eccentric position they remain constant and during the 
backward movement they decrease again. Finally, panel 5.3C depicts the normalized 
direction of the rotation axis. As explained in Appendix 5.5.1, the latter is only 
well-defined for movement amplitudes of more than 3 deg (dashed lines). Note that 
the more constant the three components of the normalized axis direction remain in 
the course of the movement, the better the associated rotation vectors will remain 
parallel. 
5.3.2 Location of the rotation vectors 
The crucial next step, extending the classical rotation-vector description, is to spec­
ify the spatial location (denoted by the spatial vector с denoting the C-point, see 
Figure 5.1 and Appendix 5.5.1) for each of the rotation axes represented by the 
instantaneous rotation vectors. 
Taking, for example, a rightward movement towards the 3-o'clock target, one 
would expect the rotation vector to be mainly vertical along the negative rz-axis, 
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Fig ure 5 . 3 Normalization of the rotation vector. (A) The three rotation vector 
components during the movement towards the 10-o'clock target shown earlier in Fig­
ure 5.2. (B) The amount of rotation is given by the amplitude of rotation during 
the movement in degrees. (C) The normalized rotation vector components appear to 
be fairly constant during the complete to-and-fro movement, indicating that the axis 
of rotation remains almost parallel throughout the movement. Since our description 
cannot be applied to very small rotations (see Appendix 5.5.1), only the parts of the 
movement exceeding 3 deg (dotted lines) are analysed. Subject: PH. 
hand column of Figure 5.4, show that this is indeed is the case. The rotation vector 
components belonging to this movement have already been shown in Figure 5.2. The 
normalized direction of these rotation vectors, plotted against the amount of rota­
tion in panel 5.4B, shows that they remain fairly parallel throughout the movement. 
In panel 5.4C the three components of axis location С are given as a function of 
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Figure 5 .4 Caption opposite. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 4 (facing page) Horizontal and vertical head movement expressed in spatial 
rotation vectors. The left-hand column shows the movement from the centre in the 
direction of the 3-o'clock target (Φ = 90 deg), which was also shown in Figure 5.2. 
(A) Stick diagram showing that the rotation axes during this movement were directed 
along the negative r2-axis, indicating a rightward horizontal movement. The dots 
indicate the location of the point of application С for each axis. (B) The normal­
ized rotat ion vector components remain almost constant throughout the movement, 
indicating a parallel axes rotat ion. (C) The three components of the location of the 
spatial rotat ion vectors remain almost constant close t o the z-axis at about 12 cm be­
low the intra-aural axis. The right-hand column shows results in the same format for 
the movement towards the 6-o'clock target. ( D ) The rotation axes are directed along 
the positive r¡,-axis (downward rotation) and again remain almost parallel (E). (F) The 
location of the axis is not fixed, but shifts along the z-axis during this movement, in-
dicating that the best-fit axis of rotation slowly moves downward with respect to the 
body. (Abbreviations: ant. = anterior; post. = posterior; H = horizontal; V = vertical; 
Τ = torsional). Subject: PH. 
movement amplitude. As expected, this point lies close to the z-axis (both the x-
and y-component are near zero). The fact that its value remains fairly constant, 
indicates that it remains almost fixed in space as the movement progresses. The 
z-component shows that this best-fit point is located about 12 cm below the intra-
aural axis, which is somewhat below the axis joint. When, as shown by the stick 
diagram in panel 5.4A, the axis of rotation is plotted in three dimensions together 
with the C-point (dot), both axis location and axis orientation can be viewed in body 
coordinates simultaneously. Only one normalized axis per degree of head movement 
has been depicted, since otherwise the figure would become too cluttered. 
In the right-hand column of Figure 5.4 the movement towards the 6-o'clock target 
is depicted in a similar way (see also Figure 5.2). As one would predict, the rotation 
axes for this movement are mainly horizontal and pointing to the left. A new feature 
of this movement is that the location of С is not constant; as the movement unfolds 
it starts near the intra-aural axis and moves gradually downward along the z-axis 
(Figure 5.4F). Since the location of С is given with respect to the body (i.e. space) 
and not t o the head, the data in Figure 5.4A.D cannot be simply superimposed on a 
drawing of the cervical joints (see also Discussion section 5.4). 
The stick diagrams in Figure 5.5A show both rotation axis orientation and location 
for the same twelve movements (numbered) that were depicted in Figure 5.2. For 
clarity, only the parts of the movement away from the centre are shown. Plots have 
been arranged vertically in matched pairs so as to facilitate the comparison between 
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F i g u r e 5 . 5 A Spatial rotat ion axes for ali target directions. The format of Figure 5.4A 
and 5.4D is used to depict the spatial rotation axes for the twelve movements which 
were shown already in Figure 5.2. Only the parts of the movement away from the 
centre are i l lustrated. The direction of the rotation axes can be seen to rotate system­
atically wi th target direction. These pictures show to what extent the axes remain 
parallel throughout the movement. In the diagonal directions the deviations f rom 
co-linearity are stil l quite small. 
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Figure 5.5 В The format of Figure 5.4C.F is used to depict the trajectories of the 
point of application of the spatial rotation vectors of the same movements. In some 
of the cases, each of the three components remains fairly constant throughout the 
movement, indicating that the sequence of rotation vectors describing the movement 
have a common intercept in 3-D space (compare e.g. panels 10). Especially the C y -
and Cz-component vary periodically with target direction Ф. Subject: PH. 
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head movements towards opposite targets. From these figures it can be easily judged 
to what extent the rotation vectors remain parallel during the different movements 
and where their C-point is located in space. Not too surprisingly, the axes remain 
nearly parallel during horizontal and vertical movements, but also in the diagonal 
directions the deviations are rather small. Furthermore, the axes for movements to 
opposite targets are almost co-linear. More strikingly, although the C-location shows 
considerable differences between the different movements, it is remarkably similar for 
movements in opposite target directions. 
As the precise C-location and their trajectories during the movement are hard 
to judge f rom three-dimensional plots, these are shown separately in Figure 5.5B. 
Since each line in the plot starts as soon as the amount of rotation exceeded 3 deg 
(see Appendix 5.5.1) and stops at the end of the head movement, longer lines depict 
larger movements. During the subsequent fixation, both the rotation vector and its 
location С remained almost constant in all trials (not shown). From these plots it 
can be seen that, in some directions, the C-location varies with the amplitude of the 
ongoing movement. More interestingly, close inspection reveals that especially the 
Cy- and Сг-components of the rotation axis location depend on the direction of the 
movement, be it that they are fairly similar in movements towards opposite targets. 
This dependence on direction will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
5.3.3 Relation between axis location and movement direction 
Figure 5.6 shows the excursions of point С in body space for subject PH, by pooling 
the trajectories for all centrifugal movements. From the behind view, it is clear that 
the C-point was mostly below the intra-aural axis and that the distribution was almost 
symmetrical with respect to the mid-sagittal plane. The average standard deviation 
for all subjects was 4.3 ± 0.7 cm and 4.6 ± 0.5 cm along the horizontal and vertical 
body axes, respectively. As can be seen in the side and top views, the standard 
deviation along the anterior-posterior dimension was considerably smaller (average 
1.9 ± 0 . 2 cm). 
As already mentioned, closer inspection of the C-component behaviour for the 
movements to the different targets (see e.g. Figure 5.5B), suggested that the variation 
in both the Cy- and Cz-component was periodically related to target direction. We 
suspected that this relation had the global form shown in Figure 5.7B. To check this 
out, we fitted these C-components, pooled for all movements, to periodic functions 
of the following general form: 
Cy = 6j * sin{b2 * Φ + b3) + b4, (5.3) 
Cz = 6i * cos(62 * Φ + ¿>з) + b4 (5.4) 



















Figure 5.6 Pooled spatial rotation vector locations. Behind, side and top view of the 
C-points of all movements of subject PH. Most points are located below the horizontal 
plane through both eyes and the ear canals. The cluster is almost symmetrical with 
respect to the mid-sagittal plane. The range of variation is smaller in the x-direction 
(anterior-posterior) than in the y- and z-direction. 
in Table 5.2 show that both components have indeed a strong relation with target 
direction in all subjects. The most striking result to be noted is that the best-fit values 
for b2 in both equations were always very close to 2. Noticing that b3 was small and 
that bi was roughly comparable in both equations, the location of the C-point can be 
summarized as follows. Suppose the subject's head is oriented sequentially from the 
centre target to all targets on our clock-face type stimulus array (see Figure 5.7A) 
starting at 12-o'clock (Φ = 0). For this first target, the location of the rotation 
axis is high along the vertical axis and close to the midsagittal plane. As the head 
completes all centrifugal movements to the full stimulus circle (Φ: 0 - 360) the C-
trajectory also traces a roughly circular path in the fronto-parallel body plane, but 
with double frequency. This result, sketched in Figure 5.7C in diagrammatic form, 
means that the location of the rotation axis is virtually the same for movements in 
opposite directions. This property makes sense intuitively: if the head moves between 
opposite targets, there is no reason to expect sudden transitions in axis location when 
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2 061 ± 0 007 
1 979 ± 0 005 
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2 031 ± 0 010 
2 117 ± 0 005 
2 091 ± 0 008 
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0 228 ± 0 024 
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T a b l e 5.2 C-circle fit. Parameters bi and b4 in [mm]; Ьэ in [radians]. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 7 Presumed relation between axis location and movement direction in 
diagrammatic form. (A) Target number (outside circle) and Φ ([deg], inside circle) for 
the twelve target directions. (B) Schematic relation between target direction and Cy 
and C 2 . Both components have a double-frequency relation with target direction. 
(C) When all twelve target directions are viewed once (panel A), the C-point describes 
twice a roughly circular path in the fronto-parallel plane, in such a way that opposite 
targets yield approximately the same C-location. 
As shown in Figure 5.8 for all subjects, the two fits indeed combine to a double-
circle shaped figure in the frontal yz-plane (compare left-hand panel in Figure 5.6). 
The centre of these fitted C-circles was always close to the z-axis and on average 
8.7 ± 1.2 cm below the intra-aural axis, while their diameter was about 6 cm. 
In fact, since the parameter b 2 was always very close to two and Ьз was nearly 
zero, instead of four parameters we could have used a two-parameter model, virtually 
without affecting the goodness of f i t . Using equations of type 5.3 or 5.4 we could 
not find a significant correlation between movement direction and the C^-component 
(R 2 < 0.25). 
Before these findings can be accepted as of physiological interest, we had to consider 
the caveat that they might be an artefact of systematic variations in the starting 
position of the head depending on the (predictable) target direction. Therefore, we 
checked whether we could find a significant correlation between the starting location 
of the helmet and target direction Ф. This was done for the two subjects in whom 
the goodness of f i t of the C-circle was best (PH) and worst (KH). Although, both 
subjects showed a slight tendency to hold the head already into the direction of the 
future target, this link was very weak. It was actually strongest in the subject with 
the worst-fit C-circle, it changed with the same frequency as Φ and it showed no 
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Figur e 5 . 8 Fit of spatial rotation vector location in the frontal plane. For all four 
subjects the Су-component of the spatial rotation vectors is plotted against the C z -
component for all movements (see numbers). Bold lines denote best-fit results ob­
tained w i t h Equations 5.3 and 5.4). The location of the C-points appear t o vary 
with Ф, but wi th double frequency, so that movements t o opposite targets have ap­
proximately the same C-point location (see also Figure 5.7). The centres of the fitted 
C-circles (big dots) are close to the z-axis and about 8 cm below the intra-aural axis 
(dashed lines). 
Furthermore, in both subjects the location of the C-points showed a much stronger 
Φ-dependence than the starting position of the helmet These results strongly suggest 
that the dependence of the best-fit axis locations С on target direction is a real head-
movement characteristic rather than an epiphenomenon of the slight bias in head 
position at tr ial onset. 
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5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Accounting for translation in the description of head posture 
Graf et al. (1992) have studied the biomechanics of the head-neck system and the 
range of motion of the different structures in the cervical column in a number of ver-
tebrates. They concluded that the main component of horizontal head movements, 
which occurs by rotation in the atlanto-axial joint, is supplemented by small rotations 
of the other cervical vertebrae against each other. They also found that the vertical 
movements are concentrated around the atlanto-occipital articulation and the cervi-
cothoracic junct ion. Due to these motions in the cervical spine, a change in head 
posture typically involves a change in head orientation in combination with a shift 
in the centre of gravity. While it is clear that any description accounting for both 
aspects will require a 6-D mathematical entity, this still leaves open several possible 
approaches. One such possibility, which we consider as sound but artificial (see Meth-
ods section 5.2), is to describe a given head posture as if caused by a combination 
of a rotation R\ about an axis through the origin of the coordinate system and an 
additional translation T\. Our approach, instead, is to minimize the translation term 
by describing the current head posture as due solely to a rotation (R2) about an axis 
whose location (¿2) may be off-centre. It should be noticed that R2 and c*2 are again 
3-D vectors and, interestingly, that Ri and R2 are identical. Given this rotation, c2 is 
fully determined by T\, although the relation between them is rather complicated (see 
Appendix 5.5.1). So, in our descriptive format the translation component emerges in 
the guise of the rotation axis location. 
The screw axis description (see e.g. Panjabi et al., 1981; Woltr ing et al., 1985; 
Winters and Peles, 1990), at first sight, has a strong resemblance with the descriptive 
system of the present paper. The 'finite' screw axis describes the complete transition 
between two subsequent head postures in the course of the movement by a rotation 
about some axis in space in combination with a translation along the same axis. For 
this reason, the screw axis approach can not be used to characterize head posture, 
unlike our spatial rotation vectors which describe each instantaneous posture with 
respect to a common reference position. In this respect, our approach mimicks 
earlier studies on head movements based on the coil technique. However, since the 
coil cannot detect head translation (see also Appendix 5.5.2), these reports only 
determined f. The question to be discussed now is what our findings have added 
to the already existing picture. Before doing this, we shall first concentrate on the 
rotational aspects, where the coil studies and the present approach would be expected 
to yield similar results. 
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5.4.2 R o t a t i o n vector properties 
If head orientation in space, just as eye orientation in the head, would obey Listing's 
law, these rotation vectors should all be confined to a flat plane (see Methods sec­
tion 5.2). We found that our data fitted significantly better to a twisted surface than 
to a perfectly flat plane. The fitted twist scores a^ varied between -0.54 and -1.03. 
The fact that they are all negative indicates that the orientations of the head behave 
as a Fick-like gimbal, which has a horizontal axis nested within a space-fixed vertical 
axis. The standard deviation in our torsion data with respect to these best-fit twisted 
surfaces (thickness), ranged between 1.37 and 2.05 deg. Similar results have been 
reported previously in the literature. Glenn and Vilis (1992) found an average twist 
score of -0.68 (SD = 0.21) and a thickness of 2.56 deg (SD = 0.53) in body-fixed 
subjects, where Theeuwen et al. (1993) reported a twist score of-0.68 (SD = 0.13) 
and a thickness of 2.7 deg (SD = 0.4). They noticed that the head is anatomically 
suited to act like a Fick gimbal because of the way the atlas is mounted on the axis 
joint. Radau et al. (1994) studied the behaviour of the head relative to the chest 
when the body was free to move and found an average twist score of about -0.95 and 
a thickness of 2.28 ± 0.89 deg. The studies by Glenn and Vilis (1992) and Radau 
et al. (1994) both used all six parameters (see Equation 5.2) to f it a second order 
surface through the data. For our limited range of head movements (effectively up 
to 40 deg), however, it was sufficient to add only the twist score as to the planar f i t 
since the further improvement by adding 34 and Эб was not significant. These devi­
ations from planarity support earlier reports showing that the head does not follow 
Listing's law exactly. Since we also observed some hysteresis in the torsional direction 
between the movements away from and back to the centre, in a strict sense the head 
does not even obey Donders' law, which requires that head orientation for a given 
direction is always the same. Interestingly, similar results have been found for arm 
movements (Miller et al. 1992; Soechting et al. 1995). This hysteresis phenomenon 
may explain why the thickness of the surface for the head and the shoulder (about 2.5 
to 4 deg; see Hore et al. 1992; Miller et al. 1992) is larger than for the eye (typically 
1.5 deg, e.g. Tweed and Vilis, 1990). We conclude that, if we restrict ourselves to the 
rotational components of head movement, the results obtained with our recording 
technique and format of description are nicely in line with the data reported in the 
literature. 
5.4.3 Describing natural head movements with spatial rotation vec­
tors. 
Despite the important features revealed by the earlier descriptions of head movement 
in terms of classical rotation vectors (e.g. Viirre et al., 1986; Radau et al., 1994; 
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Tweed et al., 1995), this approach can not yield a complete picture, since it passes 
over the fact that the head also translates relative to the body. The new format 
of description presented in this paper does include the translational components of 
head movement but is still closely connected to the powerful tool of the classical 
rotation vectors, by adding the rotation axis location concept. With this extension, 
it is possible to describe natural head movements as pure rotations, as is commonly 
done in the literature. 
In this light, the fact that the endpoints of the classical rotation vectors are 
not describing straight trajectories in all three dimensions (see Figure 5.2), indicates 
that the axes of rotation do not remain perfectly stable throughout the movement. 
However, taking into account that we are dealing with a complex head-neck anatomy, 
which contains more that 30 muscles, the deviations are quite small, so that the 
rotational components of a free-head movement can reasonably be approximated by 
a 'single' axis rotation. On basis of their data, Tweed et al. (1995) came to the same 
conclusion. However, in the light of our new description format, this only means 
that the spatial rotation vectors remain almost parallel. In this context we can only 
speak about a 'single' axis rotation if the location of that axis remains fixed in space 
throughout the movement. From Figure 5.5 the co-linearity as well as the amount of 
shift of the axis location during a particular movement can be easily judged. Although 
we observed no direct correlation between these two axis characteristics and target 
direction, certain trends leap to the eye. As might be expected, there is a clear co-
linearity between the axes for movements in opposite directions, also for the diagonal 
targets, and these axes often remain reasonably parallel throughout the movement. 
Secondly, the trajectory in space of the C-components is fairly straight, indicating 
a consistent strategy during the ongoing movement. For the movements with a 
large vertical component (1,5,6,7,11 and 12-o'clock targets), the C-location was less 
stable than for those with a large horizontal component. This held especially for Cz, 
indicating that the C-location moved mainly parallel to the z-axis during movements 
with a vertical component. The results of the screw axis analysis performed by 
Winters et al. (1993) seem compatible with this conclusion, since they found the axis 
to be progressively lower during increasing flexion of the head. 
The most remarkable and consistent new finding emerging from our extended 
analysis was that the location of the head rotation axes covaried systematically with 
their orientation. These axes locations were arranged on a circle in the fronto-parallel 
plane and were strikingly similar for movements in opposite directions. As a result, the 
C-location moved twice along this circular path when the subject completed a single 
full sequence of centrifugal movements along all twelve meridians of the stimulus 
array (see Figure 5.8). Clearly, the mechanism underlying these findings cannot be 
determined from the present study, but their possible functional consequences for the 
generation of otolith signals deserves some discussion. 
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5.4.4 Otolith stimulation by natural head movements 
The movements of the head are detected by the vestibular organs, which are located 
close to the centre of the head. The semi-circular canals are especially designed to 
detect the rotation of the head, while the otoliths mainly measure translation and 
the direction of gravity. We are aware that our description does not necessarily yield 
a perfect measure for the otolith input, but it provides a general estimate of the 
location of the rotation axis of the head, which may be used by the VOR to improve 
its performance (Buizza et al., 1981; Viirre et al., 1986; Snyder and King, 1992). 
Figure 5.6 shows that the range of possible axis locations is clearly delineated. The 
possible C-locations f i t in a 'box' of about 2 χ 5 X 5 cm in the х-, y- and z-direction, 
respectively. So, for natural head movements (up to about 40 deg), the influence 
of the shift of the axis location in the anterior-posterior direction on the VOR (see 
Introduction section 5.1) seems of minor importance. On the other hand, we did find 
a considerable freedom of axis location in both the lateral and up-down direction, 
which may influence the otolith system. However, since a shift of the rotation axis 
in either of these directions has only a minor influence on viewing distance, it is not 
to be expected that it has major consequences for the behaviour of the VOR either. 
A somewhat related question is how the otolith output on his turn can affect 
the posture of the head. In their study on the relation between the anatomical 
organization of the cervical spine and the vestibular end organs, Graf et al. (1992) 
concluded that the otolithic output to the cervical column acts mainly at the level 
of the cervicothoracic junction. They proposed that this information is mainly used 
to maintain a vertical orientation of the cervical column in the frontal and sagittal 
planes when the head is in the reference position. This finding, in combination with 
our C-circle result, which gives an indication of the possible variations in otol ith input 
during natural head movement, raises the question of how this otolith driven feedback 
control system functions during head motion. 
5.4.5 Perspectives for further study 
As explained before, in order to avoid any misinterpretation of the meaning of the 
newly defined spatial rotation vectors, we have declined to depict the anatomical 
structures of the head and the neck in our plots. Properly relating the observed 
axes locations to the anatomical organization of the head-neck system in a way 
which specifies the contribution of the individual vertebrae to each (part of the) head 
movement is an obvious challenge for further exploration. In controlling these head 
movements, the central nervous system faces a very complex redundancy problem 
which requires a sophisticated control mechanism. Lestienne et al. (1995), studying 
the muscular synergies and the trajectories of the centre of gravity of the head in 
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monkeys, showed that the control system uses only a small set of four basic kinematic 
units to control head posture. Another reduction in the number of possible movement 
strategies is reflected in Listing's and Donders' law. As we have seen, the head does 
not follow these laws perfectly, but the deviations, especially from Donders' law, are 
quite small in view of the complex nature of the head-neck muscle system. It would 
be very interesting to study Donders' law from the broader head posture description 
provided by the spatial rotation vector format. It remains to be seen how well the 
law holds if it is reformulated by requiring that now not only head orientation but the 
complete head posture is invariant for a given gaze direction, independent of where 
it came f rom. 
Conclusion 
Our approach to describe head postures in terms of spatial rotation vectors has shown 
that the rotation axis location can vary within about 4 cm along the anterior-posterior 
body axis and about 10 cm in both orthogonal dimensions. The axis location shows 
a t ight relation with movement direction such that radial movements in opposite 
directions share the same axis location. This suggests that it is important to add 
the concept of axis location to the purely rotational component, when attempting a 
realistic description of natural head posture. 
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5.5 Appendix 
5.5.1 A p p e n d i x : D e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e location vector 
Suppose that the head and the helmet move in the Optotrak coordinate system with 
origin 0 from position H i to another position H2, as depicted in Figure 5.1. In general 
this transition can be described by a rotation Ri and a translation T: 
Д і ( Й , , ) + Г = Й , (5-5) 
where plì} is the position vector relative to 0 of the jth ¡red when the helmet is in 
position H,. The rotation Rj is unique and can be found using the procedure deer i bed 
by Horn (1987). In a shifted coordinate system, having origin C, the same transition 
can be described by a pure rotation of the head from q\tt to q2<l: #2(91,») — 9*2,1· 
Since Ri and R2 are identical, rewriting this in the reference coordinate system results 
in: 
R(Pl,i - c) = P2,i - С 
R(c)-c = Я(рі , , )-Й, . = -Τ 
( Я - / ) (с) = -f 
Herein, I represents identity, Γ denotes the resulting translation between the location 
of the head before and after Rx and с is the location of С relative to 0 , which is the 
unknown parameter to be found. From this we can derive: 
e=(R-I)~1{-f) (5.6) 
To find c, we have to calulate the inverse matrix of (R — I). It can be shown that this 
matrix is not singular. Yet, since every translation can be considered as a rotation 
with its centre at infinity, the inverse matrix may become nearly singular for very small 
rotations. In such cases the rotation itself can still be determined accurately, but the 
location of С is not well defined. In practice, the location of С could be determined 
reliably for head movements of more than 3 deg. The solution to Equation 5.6 
was found using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method (see e.g. Press et 
al., 1988). For a pure rotation, all points on the rotation axis are invariant under the 
movement (i.e. its location in space is not influenced by the transition). Consequently, 
for such a pure rotation any arbitrary point on the axis can be chosen to specify the 
axis location in space. Using SVD to solve Equation 5.6 for that situation, yields the 
point in space, which is closest to the reference point of the head (i.e. the centre of 
the ¡ntra-aural axis). In Figure 5.1 this is the point of intersection between c i and q2. 
For natural head movements, including pure translations and noise in the data, such 
an intersection does not necessarily exist. In that case, our approach yields the most 
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invariant point in space closest to the intra-aural axis which satisfies Equation 5.6. 
Using this description, each head position can be described relative to the reference 
position by a vector in the direction of the rotation axis, whose length is a measure 
for the amount of rotation (see Equation 5.1), located in space so that the resulting 
translational component is minimal. A head movement is given by the sequence of 
vectors each belonging to an intermediate position. 
To test this algorithm, we performed a control experiment in which the helmet was 
mounted upon a rotable frame allowing the ireds to describe a rotational trajectory 
in space about a predefined axis (48 trials, angle up to 40 deg). Using our descriptive 
tools, the calculated amount of rotation deviated on average only -0.1 ± 0.5 deg from 
the actual angle of rotation. The mean shortest distance between the computed C-
point and the physical centre of rotation was 3.3 ± 1.5 mm. Furthermore, for 
subject KH we used a control algorithm to calculate the spatial coordinates of the 
ireds on the helmet in one of each of the twelve fixation positions, given the associated 
spatial rotation vector and the ired coordinates in the reference position. The mean 
distance between the estimated and the measured ired locations was 2.8 ± 1.7 mm. 
These tests indicate that our technique yields a reliable determination of both the 
rotational and translational components of natural head movements up to 40 deg. 
5.5.2 Appendix: Some comments on the use of the coil technique 
The magnetic dual search coil method is one of the most favourite techniques to 
measure eye rotations in 3D. In the situation of free head movements, its perfor­
mance may become less satisfactory because the large gaze shifts may bring the coils 
out of the homogeneous part of the magnetic field. Since the dimensions of this ho­
mogeneous part scale with frame size, in relatively small fields this could easily result 
in a deviation between the real and the measured eye orientation, since a different 
amount of flux will be picked up (see Figure 5.9). It can not be decided from the raw 
coil signals whether this difference originates from a rotation of the eye or from the 
i η homogeneity of the magnetic field. Errors, due to this phenomenon may amount 
up t o 15% for natural, body-fixed head movements in a field frame of about one 
cubic metre. To reduce the errors when the coil method is used to determine eye 
and head orientation during free gaze movements, we have developed a correction 
for these inhomogeneities which improves the performance of the search coil method 
approximately by a factor of two. 
Consider two identical coils with exactly the same orientation but positioned 
at different locations within the field, one in the homogeneous centre and another 
somewhere in an inhomogeneous part of the field. Due to the difference in magnetic 
field direction, the measured coil signals will not be the same. From the raw coil 
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viewing direction 
F igure 5 . 9 The inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. Illustration (2D) of the devia­
tion of the coil signals in an inhomogeneous magnetic field for an eye looking 45 deg 
up (only the vertical field is drawn). In the centre of the field frame, where the field is 
homogeneous, the vertical magnetic field is given by (B/,). For another location within 
the frame, the field (B,„h) differs in amplitude and direction from this homogeneous 
field. If the coil is located with exactly the same orientation in both positions, the 
flux which is picked up will differ by an amount ΔΦ. 
signals alone it can not be decided whether the difference in flux originates from a 
rotation of the eye or from the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field (see Figure 5.9). 
However, if the local magnetic field at the location of the eye ¡s known, the raw coil 
signals can be corrected for the inhomogeneity. In 1820, Biot and Savart derived a 
generalized relation for a magnetic field H in an arbitrary point r2, due to an element 
of length <ñ of a wire carrying a current / at position Γχ: 
Ш ( Г 2 ) = f
 д
* ( " - ; * > (5.7) 
Απ | г 2 - г і | 3 
It goes without saying that the magnetic field depends critically on the physical 
geometry of the field frame, but in principle, the field Η can be calculated for all 
positions in any particular shape of field. In our laboratory we have used a cubic 
magnetic field frame with edges of length I — 74 cm. If the perpendicular from r2 
to one of the frame edges, cuts a particular edge of the magnetic field frame into 
two parts of length l\ and /2 and if a is the distance between r2 and this edge, then 
we can find the total magnetic field in r2 by summing the contributions from all of 
the eight edges of each frame, resulting in: 
H(r 2 ) = Y\ -—[cos(atan{^)) + cos(atan(^))] (5.8) 
,r"T Ααΐΐ lì *2 
olí edges 
Since we are only interested in the deviations of the local field, the homogeneous 
magnetic field in the centre of the frame is normalized to have unitary strength. The 
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measured coil signals at any arbitrary location are proportional to the dot product 
of the local magnetic field and the coil sensitivity vector as described by Hess et 
al. (1992). By decomposing the inhomogeneous local magnetic field along the three 
coordinate axes and by rescaling its amplitude to the unitary value of the homoge-
neous field, the coil signals can be converted to the values that would have been 
measured in the homogeneous part of the field. In doing this, we assumed the offset 
coil signals, due to pick up of flux by the coil leads and due to a capacitive effect 
when the annulus is in contact with the liquid of the eye, to be independent of eye 
locaction and orientation. For this correction it is essential to determine the location 
of the coil in the magnetic field. Using the Optotrak, coil location at any instant can 
be easily calculated from the location of the helmet after calibration. 
To test this correction, the local magnetic field in our set-up was measured in all 
three directions in 343 locations within the workspace of the eye and head coils. As 
expected, the field was obviously not homogeneous outside its centre. Within the 
workspace (sphere of radius 15 cm) the field could deviate up to 8 deg in direction 
and 10% in amplitude from the value in the centre. Using the Biot and Savart law we 
were able to calculate the magnetic field in every location of the grid and to compare 
the results with the measured values. Anywhere the difference remained below 1 % 
in amplitude and 0.5 deg in direction, indicating that the law of Biot and Savart is 
a very good predictor of our magnetic field. To evaluate the improvement gained 
by this correction, it was applied on one in-vitro and three in-vivo data test sets, 
which were recorded by positioning the coils in 21 known orientations at 27 locations 
in the magnetic field by means of a gimbal or by having a subject fixate 15 known 
target locations with the head in 5 different locations, respectively. From this we 
could conclude that the remaining deviations after correction were on average half 
as large as those without correction. For comparison, it is useful to note that this 
improvement could also be achieved by enlarging the size of the magnetic field frame 
by a factor of two in all three dimensions. 
Summary 
In the studies described in this thesis a number of topics concerning the control of 
eye and head movements in three dimensions are investigated. These topics focussed 
mainly on the adaptive capacity of the saccadic system and the validity of Donders' 
and Listing's law for eye and head. To test a current model on the neural basis of 
saccade adaptation, we studied the adaptive behaviour of the directional components 
of electrically-induced saccades in the monkey superior colliculus. Subsequently, we 
focussed on the capacity of the human saccadic system to adapt the torsional compo­
nent of internally-triggered visual saccades and discussed the possible consequences 
for Listing's law. To investigate the long-term effect of changing the eye musculature 
on Listing's law, we also studied a strabismus patient, who had been operated on 
both eyes in his youth. Finally, we studied the validity of Donders' and Listing's 
law for the head using a new method to measure and describe natural head move­
ments from the perspective that the head does not only rotate but also translates. In 
the next sections I will summarize the results and conclusions of all these experiments. 
Chapter 2: Electrically-induced collicular saccades can be adapted 
This study focusses on the neural mechanisms underlying short-term adaptation of 
saccadic eye movements in the rhesus monkey. Involuntary saccades of various am­
plitudes and directions (Ε-saccades) were elicited in complete darkness by electrical 
stimulation ( < 5 0 μ Α ) in the deeper layers of the superior colliculus (SC), at 30 differ­
ent sites in two monkeys. Ε-saccades at a given site could be adapted by presenting a 
visual target at a small distance from the expected end point, immediately after their 
occurrence. The monkeys were trained to null the ensuing error signal by making the 
appropriate correction saccade to the visual target in many successive trials (E-adap 
paradigm). By properly adjusting the location of the visual target relative to the 
end point of the Ε-saccade, the latter could be modified in amplitude as well as in 
direction. 
Ε-saccade modifications were highly significant, always in the intended direction 
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and occurred only if a post-saccadic visual error signal was created. These changes 
were plastic and required a subsequent E-adap series with an opposite error signal 
t o cancel them. Their t ime course, both during the adaptation and the readaptation 
period, indicated that the modification was a slow and gradual process, as has been 
observed earlier in classical visual-adaptation experiments. 
Post-adaptation tests, assessing whether the adaptation of Ε-saccades was also 
noticeable in normal visually-guided saccades (V-saccades), showed incomplete adap­
tation transfer which was significant in most cases. A similar result, significant in 
all cases, was obtained with an extended version of the E-adap paradigm in which 
movement planning on the basis of target selection was possible. In this case, a 
pre-saccadic visual target was presented at the expected end point of the E-saccade, 
which was evoked just before the monkey would make a voluntary saccade himself 
(VE-adap). 
In another series of experiments, V-saccades, which were matched to the optimal 
saccade vector of the particular collicular site under investigation, were adapted with 
the classical intra-saccadic target shift paradigm (V-adap). In agreement with earlier 
findings, this V-adaptation showed no transfer to the Ε-saccades. This result was 
obtained even in trials where movement planning on the basis of target selection was 
possible (VE-test). 
Our experiments have shown that saccades of collicular origin can be adapted 
and that pre-saccadic target selection is not crucial for this process. Both results 
were nicely in line with an existing model featuring a downstream adaptive corrector 
with access to SC inputs. This scheme, however, does not explain why the degree 
of saccadic adaptation, achieved by applying any of the three adaptation paradigms 
(E-, EV- or V-adap), was never equally expressed in V- and Ε-saccades. Arguments 
for extending the model by adding a cortical input from the frontal eye fields (FEF) 
to the adaptive corrector were discussed. 
Chapter 3: Lack of adaptation in torsional saccade components 
The capacity for short-term adaptation is a well-established property of the hor­
izontal (H) and vertical (V) components of saccades. It allows these directional 
components, which clearly serve the goal of foveation, to maintain their precision 
even under changing circumstances. Torsional saccade components, on the other 
hand, which deal with the orientation of the target on the fovea, have hardly been 
investigated in adaptation experiments. They appear to be severely restricted by 
Listing's law during fixations and saccades. The main purpose of Listing's law is far 
from obvious but could be visual or oculomotor. Better knowledge of the adaptive 
capacity of the saccadic system in the torsional direction could throw new light on 
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the functional significance of this interesting neural strategy. 
To study short-term plasticity in the torsional components of saccades, binocular 
3-D eye positions were measured, using magnetic search coils. Five normal human 
subjects were instructed to make uni-directional refixation saccades, while they viewed 
a large visual scene. To induce a change in the torsional component, the complete 
stimulus was rapidly rotated during these saccades. We thoroughly investigated the 
torsional responses of the saccadic system, to see if any short-term adaptive response 
in torsional direction was induced, in which case the notion of a visual purpose for 
Listing's law would be strengthened. 
In none of our experiments, however, did we find any clear adaptive response in 
torsional direction. To further investigate the reliability of this result and to ascertain 
that our experimental conditions allowed classical gain adaptation, we also did ex-
periments designed to achieve a combination of torsional adaptation and classic gain 
shortening in one of the directional components. While gain adaptation was very 
obvious, none of the experiments provided evidence for a short-term effect in torsion. 
We conclude that our experiments do not support a purely visual basis for Listing's 
law and propose that the adaptive system may be 'blind' for orientational changes. 
Chapter 4: Deviations from Listing's law in a strabismus patient 
The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter was to investigate the 
mechanisms underlying Listing's law and its possible clinical relevance. The dual 
magnetic search coil technique was used to record 3-D binocular eye movements 
in a stereoblind strabismic patient with good visual acuity in both eyes who was 
capable of voluntarily alternating fixation. The squint angle depended on which eye 
was fixating. Saccadic eye movement data throughout the oculomotor range were 
used to f it Listing's plane. Listing's primary position and the thickness of the plane 
for each eye were calculated for three different fixation conditions. For comparison, 
control measurements were taken from four normals. 
In the patient, no large deviations from normal values for the thickness of List-
ing's plane and the confidence limits of the Listing primary position were found. The 
most remarkable abnormality was that the orientation of Listing's plane depended 
on which eye was fixating. Both the change in ocular misalignment and the shift of 
Listing's primary positions observed when changing fixation are probably linked to 
accommodation-related vergence. The 3-D coil technique yields an accurate, objec-
tive and simultaneous measure of ocular misalignment in three dimensions. Despite 
repeated surgery at early age, the patient had well-defined Listing planes for both 
eyes, but their alignment during left-eye fixation was abnormal. The obedience to 
Listing's law may reflect a strategy which minimizes muscular effort in each eye sep-
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arately. The abnormal fixation-condition dependence is probably due to an aberrant 
coupling with vergence. 
Chapter 5: Translation and rotation in natural head movement 
Studies on the vestibulo-ocular reflex, using passive head rotations, have shown that 
compensatory eye movements depend both on the orientation of the head-rotation 
axis and on its location in space. If the rotation axis is off-centre, the movement also 
causes head translation. It is generally assumed that the brain has knowledge about 
the location of this axis by relying on otolith signals, which also contribute to the 
generation of adequate compensatory eye movements. Since, so far, most studies 
on gaze control were performed with a translation-insensitive recording technique, 
little is known on the importance of these translational components during natural 
head movements. Since incorporating translation complicates both the description 
and the measurement of the total movement, the present study was undertaken to 
see whether such additional effort is warranted. 
An optical tracking system was used to record the rotation and translation com-
ponents of natural head-orienting movements in four subjects. On the basis of these 
raw data, each head posture was represented as a rotation from a fixed reference 
position by what we call a spatial rotation vector. The latter can be regarded as 
a combination of a classical rotation vector, which describes the orientation of the 
rotation axis as well as the amount and direction of rotation, and of a location vector 
specifying the location of the rotation axis in body coordinates. 
The classical rotation vector behaviour was largely in line with earlier results 
obtained with the translation-insensitive coil technique. Our location vector data 
show that the location of the rotation axis for natural head movements varied over a 
limited range (approximately 4 cm) along the anterior-posterior body-axis but more 
extensively (about 10 cm) in the two orthogonal dimensions. In the latter, a strong 
correlation was found between axis location and target direction. The location of 
the rotation axis showed a double-frequency relation with target direction, such that 
head movements in opposite directions had similar axis locations. 
Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift worden een aantal aspecten met betrekking tot de sturing van 
oog- en hoofdbewegingen in drie dimensies (3D) beschreven. Omdat mensen en 
apen alleen met het centrum van hun netvlies (de fovea) echt scherp kunnen zien, 
zijn ze genoodzaakt om vrijwel continu snelle oogbewegingen (saccades) te maken die 
ervoor zorgen dat deze fovea gericht wordt op het gewenste doel in de buitenwereld. 
Voor het uitvoeren van deze taak zou het in eerste instantie voldoende zijn wanneer de 
ogen alleen in horizontale en vertikale richting zouden kunnen worden bewogen. De 
zes spieren die aan elk oog zitten maken echter ook bewegingen in de torsierichting 
mogelijk. Hierdoor ligt bij het kijken naar een bepaald doel in de ruimtede kijkrichting 
in horizontale/vertikale zin wel vast, maar de torsiestand van het oog kan nog vrij 
variëren. In principe zijn er dus oneindig veel 3-D standen mogelijk om het oog in 
één bepaalde richting te laten kijken, of zoals een fysicus het zou formuleren, er is 
een redundantie in het aantal vrijheidsgraden. 
Meer dan honderd jaar geleden echter is al ontdekt dat, onder normale om-
standigheden, het oog voor een bepaalde kijkrichting altijd maar één torsiestand 
aanneemt, ongeacht de voorgeschiedenis van eerdere blikrichtingen. Dit fenomeen 
wordt beschreven door de oculomotorwetten van Donders en Listing. Deze wetten 
zijn nog steeds aktueel, temeer omdat nu blijkt dat ze (in beperkte mate) ook op gaan 
voor hoofd- en armbewegingen. Derhalve kunnen ze de sleutel vormen tot het inzicht 
in de wijze waarop dit soort bewegingen door de hersenen aangestuurd worden. 
Voor het goed functioneren van de foveatie is het van essentieel belang dat het 
saccadisch systeem in staat is om te adapteren aan eventuele veranderingen. Hierbij 
kan gedacht worden aan langzame veranderingen tijdens de groei en het ouder worden, 
maar ook aan snelle veranderingen ten gevolge van spiertrauma's, operaties of ziekten. 
In dit proefschrift beschrijven we een viertal studies die met name betrekking hebben 
op de snelle adaptieve capaciteit van het saccadisch systeem en op de geldigheid van 
de wetten van Donders en Listing voor oog en hoofd. Na een algemene inleiding in 
hoofdstuk 1, waarin de meest belangrijke basisbegrippen uitgelegd worden, beschrijft 
hoofdstuk 2 een recent model voor de neurale basis van saccadeadaptatie. Om dit 
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model te testen hebben we de adaptieve capaciteit van de richtingscomponenten van 
electrisch geïnduceerde saccades in de superior colliculus van rhesusapen bestudeerd. 
In hoofdstuk 3 is onderzocht of het saccadisch systeem van de mens in staat is tot 
adaptatie van de torsiecomponent van intern getriggerde saccades, hetgeen inherent 
een schending van de beschreven oculomotorwetten zou betekenen. Om de lange-
termijn effecten van oogspieroperaties op de wet van Listing te onderzoeken hebben 
we in hoofdstuk 4 een schele patiënt onderzocht die in zijn jeugd aan de spieren van 
beide ogen geopereerd is. Tenslotte hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 de geldigheid van 
de wetten van Donders en Listing voor het hoofd bestudeerd. We hebben daartoe 
een nieuwe methode ontwikkeld om hoofdbewegingen te beschrijven, die rekening 
houdt met het feit dat het hoofd bij normale bewegingen niet alleen roteert, maar 
ook transleert. In de nu volgende paragrafen zijn de resultaten en conclusies van de 
verschillende studies samengevat. 
Hoofdstuk 2: In de superior colliculus opgewekte electrisch geïnduceerde sac-
cades kunnen worden geadapteerd 
Deze studie richtte zich op de neurale mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan 
de adaptatie van saccadische oogbewegingen in rhesusapen. Onvrijwillige saccades 
van verschillende grootte en richting (Ε-saccades) werden opgewekt door electrische 
stimulatie ( < 5 0 μ Α ) in de diepe lagen van de superior colliculus (SC), op 30 locaties 
in twee apen. Deze Ε-saccades bleken te kunnen worden geadapteerd door steeds 
opnieuw, vlak nadat de saccade geïnitieerd was, een visueel doel aan te bieden op 
een kleine afstand van het verwachte eindpunt. De apen waren getraind om de 
resulterende 'fout' in kijkrichting op te heffen door een correctiesaccade te maken 
naar het plotseling verschenen post-saccadische doel (E-adap paradigma). Door op 
de juiste manier de plaats van het visuele doel te variëren ten opzichte van het 
verwachte eindpunt van de Ε-saccade, kon deze laatste niet alleen in grootte maar 
ook in richting veranderd worden. 
De modificaties in de Ε-saccades waren duidelijk significant, altijd in de be­
doelde richting en traden alleen op wanneer een post-saccadische visuele foutmelding 
gecreëerd werd. De veranderingen waren plastisch en konden met een E-adap serie 
met tegengestelde foutmelding ongedaan gemaakt worden. Het tijdsverloop van de 
veranderingen, zowel tijdens adaptatie als gedurende readaptatie, toonde aan dat we 
te maken hadden met een langzaam en geleidelijk proces, zoals dat bekend is uit 
klassieke visuele adaptatieexperimenten. 
Tests na afloop van de adaptatieperiode, bedoeld om te onderzoeken of de in de E-
accades geïnduceerde adaptatie ook zichtbaar was in normale visueel geleide saccades 
(V-saccades), toonden aan dat de overdracht niet volledig was, maar in de meeste 
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gevallen wel significant. We vonden een soortgelijk resultaat, nu wel significant in 
alle gevallen, wanneer we gebruik maakten van een variant op het E-adap paradigma 
waarin planning van de beweging op basis van doelselectie mogelijk was. In dit geval 
werd voorafgaand aan de saccade een visueel doel aangeboden op het verwachte 
eindpunt van de Ε-saccade. Vlak voordat de aap een vrijwillige saccade naar dat doel 
zou maken werd de beweging electrisch geïnduceerd (VE-adap). 
In een volgende serie experimenten hebben we met behulp van een klassiek adap-
tatie paradigma V-saccades, die overeen kwamen met de optimale saccadevector van 
de betreffende plaats in de superior colliculus (V-adap), geadapteerd. In overeenstem-
ming met de literatuur, trad hier geen overdracht van V-adaptatie naar E-saccades 
op. Dit was ook het geval wanneer er wel planning van de beweging op basis van 
doelselectie mogelijk was (VE-test). 
Onze experimenten hebben aangetoond dat saccades die ontstaan in de superior 
colliculus geadapteerd kunnen worden en dat doelselectie voorafgaand aan de sac-
cade daarvoor niet noodzakelijk is. Beide resultaten zijn in overeenstemming met een 
bestaand model dat uitgaat van een adaptief correctiemechanisme stroomafwaarts 
van de superior colliculus. Dit schema kan echter niet verklaren waarom de mate 
van adaptatie die bereikt werd met elk van de drie adaptatieparadigmata (E-, EV- en 
V-adap) nooit even sterk tot uiting kwam in de E- en V-saccades. In dit hoofdstuk 
worden een aantal argumenten besproken om het model uit te breiden met corticale 
verbindingen van de frontale blikvelden naar de corrector. 
Hoofdstuk 3: De torsiecomponent van saccades adapteert niet 
Het is al geruime ti jd bekend dat de horizontale en vertikale componenten van sac-
cades zowel in grootte als in richting kunnen worden geadapteerd. Hierdoor kun-
nen deze componenten, die noodzakelijk zijn voor goede foveatie, hun grote precisie 
behouden onder veranderende omstandigheden. Tot nu toe zijn de torsiecomponen-
ten van saccades, die meer te maken hebben met de oriëntatie van het doel op de 
fovea, nauwelijks onderzocht op hun adaptieve capaciteit. Deze torsiecomponenten 
blijken tijdens fixaties en saccades sterk beperkt. Het doel van deze restrictie, die 
wordt beschreven door de wet van Listing, is allerminst voor-de-hand-liggend, maar 
men denkt dat dit gedrag voordelen biedt voor het visuele of het oculomotor sys-
teem. Betere kennis van de adaptieve capaciteit van het saccadisch systeem in de 
torsierichting zou nieuw licht kunnen werpen op de functionele betekenis van deze 
interessante neurale strategie. 
Om de plasticiteit van de torsiecomponenten van saccades te bestuderen hebben 
we met behulp van een magnetische oogspoelmethode 3-D binoculaire oogbewegin-
gen bij vijf proefpersonen gemeten. Zij werden gevraagd om in één bepaalde richting 
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saccades te maken tussen doelen in een beeldvullende visuele scene. Om een ve-
randering in de torsiecomponent te bewerkstelligen werd de complete visuele scene 
instantaan geroteerd tijdens deze saccades. De responsies van het saccadisch sys-
teem in de torsierichting zijn grondig bestudeerd om te kijken of we enig adaptief 
effect konden waarnemen. Als dit het geval zou zijn, zou dit pleiten voor een visueel 
voordeel voor het bestaan van de wet van Listing. 
In geen van de experimenten echter vonden we een duidelijke adaptieve respons 
¡n de torsierichting. Om de betrouwbaarheid van dit resultaat te onderzoeken en 
om er zeker van te zijn dat met de door ons gebruikte experimentele condities wel 
de klassieke adaptatie opgewekt kon worden, hebben we vervolgens een serie exper-
imenten gedaan waarin de adaptatiedruk niet alleen voor de torsiecomponent maar 
ook voor een van de richtingscomponenten aanwezig was. Hoewel in deze experi-
menten overduidelijk adaptatie van de richtingscomponent optrad, was er nog steeds 
geen spoor van adaptatie in torsie. Hieruit concluderen we dat onze experimenten het 
bestaan van een puur visuele grondslag voor de wet van Listing niet kunnen aantonen 
en dat het heel wel mogelijk is dat het adaptieve systeem in zekere zin blind is voor 
veranderingen in oriëntatie. 
Hoofdstuk 4: Afwijkingen van de wet van Listing bij een schele pat iënt 
De experimenten die beschreven worden in dit hoofdstuk hadden tot doel om meer 
te weten te komen over de mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan de wet van 
Listing en de eventuele klinische relevantie daarvan. Met behulp van een magnetis-
che oogspoelmethode hebben we 3-D oogstanden gemeten in een stereoblinde schele 
patiënt die een goede gezichtsscherpte in beide ogen had en die in staat was om 
vrijwil l ig alternerend te fixeren. Saccadische oogbewegingsdata in het hele oculo-
motorbereik werden gebruikt om het Listingvlak van elk oog te bepalen. Zowel de 
primaire Listingpositie als de dikte van het Listingvlak werd bepaald voor drie ver-
schillende fixatiecondities. Om voldoende vergelijkingsmateriaal te verkrijgen hebben 
we controlemetingen gedaan bij vier normale proefpersonen. 
Bij de patiënt vonden we geen grote afwijkingen van de normale waarde voor 
de dikte van het Listingvlak en de betrouwbaarheidsintervallen voor de ligging van 
Listing's primaire positie. De meest opvallende abnormaliteit was dat de oriëntatie 
van het Listingvlak afhing van met welk oog gefixeerd werd. Zowel de verandering 
in scheelstand als de verschuiving van Listing's primaire positie die waargenomen 
werd bij de verandering van fixerend oog waren hoogstwaarschijnlijk gerelateerd aan 
accommodatie-gekoppelde vergentie. De 3-D magnetische oogspoelmethode is een 
zeer nauwkeurige en objectieve manier om de scheelstand van beide ogen simultaan 
te bepalen in drie dimensies. Ondanks de herhaalde operaties aan beide ogen tijdens 
zijn jeugd had de patiënt duidelijk gedefinieerde Listingvlakken in beide ogen. De 
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onderlinge stand van deze Listingvlakken tijdens fixatie met het linkeroog was echter 
abnormaal. Het voldoen aan de wet van Listing kan betekenen dat het systeem een 
strategie hanteert waarin de spieren van elk oog afzonderlijk minimaal belast worden. 
De afwijkende afhankelijkheid die gevonden werd in relatie met fixatieconditie was 
waarschijnlijk het gevolg van een abnormale koppeling met vergentie. 
Hoofdstuk 5: Translatie en rotatie bij natuurlijke hoofdbewegingen 
Studies van de vestibulo-oculaire reflex bij passieve hoofdrotaties hebben laten zien 
dat compensatoire oogbewegingen afhangen van zowel de oriëntatie als de locatie 
van de rotatieas van het hoofd in de ruimte. Wanneer deze rotatieas niet door het 
centrum van het hoofd gaat zal naast een rotatie ook een translatie optreden. In het 
algemeen wordt aangenomen dat de otolieten het brein de noodzakelijke informatie 
verschaffen om de plaats van die rotatieas in de ruimte te bepalen en dat ze op 
deze wijze bijdragen aan het genereren van de juiste compensatoire oogbewegingen. 
Tot nu toe zijn de meeste studies betreffende de sturing van blikrichting uitgevoerd 
met methodes die ongevoelig zijn voor translatie. Hierdoor is tot op heden nog 
maar weinig bekend over het belang van translaties van het hoofd tijdens normale 
bewegingen. Omdat door het meenemen van deze translaties zowel de meting als de 
beschrijving van de totale beweging veel complexer wordt, hebben we in deze studie 
onderzocht of het op zich de moeite waard is om translatie te incorporeren. 
We hebben een optisch systeem gebruikt om de rotatie- en translatiecomponenten 
van natuurlijke oriëntatiehoofdbewegingen te meten in vier proefpersonen. Elke in-
stantane hoofdstand werd beschreven als een rotatie vanuit een vaste referentiepositie 
door wat we een spatiele rotatievector zullen noemen. Deze vector kan gezien wor-
den als een combinatie van een klassieke rotatievector, die zowel de oriëntatie van de 
draaias als de grootte en richting van draaiing beschrijft, met een locatievector die 
de plaats van de rotatieas aangeeft in lichaamscoördinaten. 
Het gedrag van de klassieke rotatievector bleek in grote lijnen overeen te komen 
met de resultaten uit eerdere studies die gedaan waren met de translatie-ongevoelige 
magnetische spoelmethode. Onze data betreffende de locatievector tonen aan dat 
de plaats van de hoofd rotatieas tijdens natuurlijke hoofdbewegingen slechts over 
een kleine afstand varieert (ongeveer 4 cm) in de voor-achter richting, terwijl er een 
grotere vrijheid bestaat (ongeveer 10 cm) in beide loodrechte richtingen in het fronto-
parallelle vlak. In deze laatste richtingen vonden we een duidelijk verband tussen de 
ligging van de rotatieas en de doelrichting van de hoofdbeweging. De locatie van 
de rotatieas vertoonde een dubbele-frequentie afhankelijkheid met deze doelrichting 
zodanig dat voor doelen in tegenovergestelde richtingen de plaats van de rotatieas 
nagenoeg gelijk was. 
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De helpende hand 
Waar ik met het schrijven van dit nawoord het werk aan dit manuscript beëindig, 
zullen verreweg de meesten van u hier juist met lezen beginnen. Graag daag u echter 
uit een poging te wagen om ook eens bij het begin te beginnen en te kijken hoe 
lang mijn betoog u kan boeien. Natuurlijk weet ¡k zelf ook wel dat de details van 
de uiterst specifieke onderwerpen die beschreven staan in dit boekje niet één-twee-
drie begrepen zullen worden door een groot publiek. Dat is maar goed ook, want 
anders viel er voor ons geen droog brood meer mee te verdienen. Ik hoop echter 
te bereiken dat u, net zoals ik jaren geleden, gegrepen wordt door het fascinerende 
samenspel van natuurkunde, geneeskunde, biologie, informatica en techniek dat on-
herroepelijk samengaat met het bedrijven van dit soort fundamenteel onderzoek naar 
het functioneren van het menselijk lichaam. Voor mijzelf is het goed om me te re-
aliseren dat ik het in zo'n multi-disciplinaire omgeving onmogelijk alleen gered zou 
hebben. Om dermate complexe projecten succesvol af te ronden heb je niet alleen 
de uitzonderlijke expertise van verschillende vaklieden en voldoende hardware nodig 
maar ook een grote dosis collegialiteit. Stuk voor stuk waren deze ingrediënten op 
de vakgroep Medische Fysica en Biofysica volop aanwezig en ik wil dan ook al mijn 
collega's bedanken voor de uiterst plezierige jaren die ik daar beleefd heb. Van de 
velen die meegebouwd hebben aan mij en aan mijn toekomst, wil ik er graag een 
aantal bij name noemen. 
• Nies: Met stip binnen in deze lijst en direct blijvend op nummer één. Liefste, 
deze heeft je nodig. Als geen ander heb je me staande gehouden in de hectische 
tijd rond het schrijven van dit boekje. Je maakt me blij en gelukkig. Ga met 
me mee de zon tegemoet. 
• Pieter: In dit tijdperk van internet en email lijken die kampvuren en rooksig-
nalen wat uit de t i jd, maar met het storingsvrij houden van dat ene o-zo-
belangrijke lijntje naar boven laat je alle concurrentie op de digitale snelweg 
mijlenver achter je. 
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• Der Dad en die Moemei: Jullie vertrouwen, de vrijheid om mijn eigen beslissin-
gen te nemen en de mooie set van normen en waarden die jullie me van huis 
uit meegegeven hebben, staan aan de basis van dit succes. Het veilige gevoel 
dat jullie steun onvoorwaardelijk is en zal blijven geeft me de kans sterk in de 
wereld te staan. 
• Joannes, Anita, Maria en Jürgen: Bedankt voor jullie altijd aanwezige hulp 
en de zekerheid dat ik op jullie terug kan vallen. 
• Bart, Mar t en Teun: Vrienden geworden op de eerste dag van de introductie 
en dat alti jd gebleven. Zo'n vriendschap is goud waard. 
• Jan: Jou ondoorgrondelijke brein is niet alleen een onuitputtelijke bron van 
ideeën maar tegelijk ook een volledige bibliotheek. Het heeft wel even geduurd 
voordat we de verschillen tussen ons overbrugd hadden, maar de sneltreinvaart 
waarin dit boekje tot stand gekomen is bewijst dat we elkaar prima hebben 
kunnen vinden. Door jou heb ik niet alleen de wetenschap maar ook mezelf 
beter leren kennen. Marie-Jose: Bedankt voor het lenen van je man, die 
je avonden en weekenden hebt moeten missen omdat hij weer zonodig onze 
artikelen moest redigeren. 
• Stan: Haast onzichtbaar op de achtergrond aanwezig, maar met de touwtjes 
strak in handen en altijd paraat als ik weer eens een 'advokaat van de duivel' 
nodig had om me op het juiste spoor te zetten. 
• André: Laat het eindeloze geduld waarmee je op de meest ongelukkige mo-
menten al mijn vragen kon beantwoorden een voorbeeld zijn voor elke leer-
meester. Schitterend om te zien hoe die rust vlekkeloos kan samengaan met 
het temperament waarmee je vele van onze leerzame discussies voerde. 
• John, Maarten, Hubert, Vivek en Karin: Bedankt voor jullie bereidheid om 
met mij mee te denken en me op de hoogte te houden van de ontwikkelingen 
in aanverwante onderzoeksvelden. 
• Ton, Hans, Hans en Co: Jullie gouden handen, zo dichtbij de werkplek, de in-
ventiviteit waarmee jullie onze houtjes-touwtjes oplossingen om kunnen toveren 
in goed functionerende onderzoeksopstellingen en de gedrevenheid waarmee ju l -
lie al die apparatuur aan de praat weten te houden zijn van onschatbare waarde. 
Ik hoop van harte dat dit ook ingezien wordt door het hoger management en 
dat ze daar naar zullen gaan handelen. 
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• Ger, Vic en Gunter: Op een afdeling met meer dan 100 computers, waar 
alles draait om datamanagement, is jullie inbreng volstrekt onmisbaar. Voor 
ons verwende wetenschappers is snel echter al niet eens meer snel genoeg. Wi j 
willen snelst, best en meest en als het even kan gisteren al. Bedankt voor het 
vervullen van al onze onmogelijke wensen. 
• Coen, Rene, Walter, Kasper, Michael, Sandra, Renier, Felix en Barbara: 
Allemaal studenten die mij door de jaren heen verder geholpen hebben. Met 
veel plezier heb ik geprobeerd jullie kennis te laten maken met wetenschap, 
hoewel die soms erg grillig kon zijn. Bedankt voor het vele werk dat jullie voor 
me hebben verzet en voor de onmisbare gezelligheid. 
• Tjeerd: Het enthousiastme waarmee j i j op jou beurt mijn hand hebt vast 
gehouden bij mijn eerste stapjes in het veld is voor mij zeer waardevol gebleken. 
Ik heb veel van je geleerd. 
• Frans: Slechts korte t i jd collega, maar sindsdien al lange t i jd een vriend. Be-
dankt voor je blijk van vertrouwen. 
• Johan Cruysberg: Een toonbaar voorbeeld van een perfecte integratie van 
wetenschappelijke belangstelling en klinische vaardigheid. De leerzame praktijk-
voorbeelden zijn voor mij van groot nut geweest. 
• Lot, Annet en Inge: Bedankt voor de gezelligheid en de ontelbare rotklusjes 
die jullie voor me opgeknapt hebben. De vrolijke noot die jullie inbrengen op 
de werkvloer doet erg goed. 
• Ma t , Albert en Fred: Driehonderdvijfenzestig dagen per jaar paraat om de 
zware klappen op te vangen en Erik, Pjotr, Melis, Sigmund en Clarence te 
verzorgen. Bedankt voor jullie bereidwillige inzet. 
• Wiel, Willy en Paul: De makers van de vestibulaire stoel. Een gigantisch 
project waarin jull ie vakkennis en vaardigheden perfect tot uiting komen. Ik 
kom graag eens terug om als proefpersoon te fungeren. 
• Jolijt: Ons eerste contact op de afdeling is uitgegroeid tot een vriendschap 
met een hechte vertrouwensband die nooit verbroken zal worden. 
• Marleen: De fijne t i jd die we samen gedeeld hebben zal ik me altijd met veel 
plezier blijven herinneren. 
• Leden van Apeliotes: Naast werk komt ontspanning. Bij jullie heb ik me 
altijd heerlijk kunnen uitleven en dat is onmisbaar. 
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Curriculum Vitae 
Na een zware bevalling kwam ik op 21 augustus 1968 in Breda ter wereld. Ik 
kan me levendig voorstellen dat velen zich afgevraagd hebben wat er toch terecht 
moest komen van dat rooie, schele jongetje met flaporen en x-benen, dat na twee 
jaar nauwelijks meer kon uitkramen dan 'mama'. Dit gold helemaal toen ik, nadat 
langzaam maar zeker mijn vocabulaire wat uitgebreider was geworden, ook nog bleek 
te stttottteren. Hoewel vaak ten onrechte verondersteld, blijkt zo'n spraakprobleem 
echter niet direct te betekenen dat de persoon in kwestie ook intellectueel een achter-
stand bezit. Na het doorlopen van de basisschool Sint Jozef in Dongen kreeg ik dan 
ook een positief VWO-advies. De zes daaropvolgende jaren heb ik met uitermate veel 
plezier doorgebracht op het Sint Oelbert gymnasium in Oosterhout. 
Met het diploma in mijn hand stond ik in 1986 voor de moeilijke keus of ik nu 
natuurkunde, geneeskunde of wiskunde moest gaan studeren. Van de uiteindelijk stap 
naar de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen en de boeiende wereld die Fysica heet heb 
ik nooit spijt gekregen. Wellicht het meest tot mijn eigen verbazing bleef ik, ondanks 
al mijn buitenschoolse activiteiten in de hockeywereld en het studentenleven, netjes 
in de pas met het studieverloop zoals minister Deetman dat graag zag. Omdat 
het bloed altijd kruipt waar het niet gaan kan, belandde ik uiteindelijk toch in de 
medische hoek. Daar heb ik tijdens mijn wetenschappelijke stage bij de vakgroep 
Medische Fysica en Biofysica onderzoek gedaan naar de invloed van visuele informatie 
op houdingscontrole en dat beviel wederzijds zo goed dat ik na mijn afstuderen in 
oktober 1990 direct aan de slag mocht als onderzoeker in opleiding bij deze gezellige 
vakgroep. De resultaten van dit onderzoek hebt u zojuist gelezen in dit manuscript. 
Ik heb altijd gedroomd van een toekomst waarin de schitterende combinatie van 
fysica en geneeskunde een grote rol zou blijven spelen. Die droom wordt nu werke-
lijkheid, want vanaf 1 mei 1996 ben ik als klinisch fysicus videoloog in opleiding 
verbonden aan Visio, Regionale Instelling Noord te Haren (Gr.), waar ik me bezig 
zal gaan houden met de hulpverlening aan en revalidatie van slechtziende en blinde 
mensen. 
144 Curriculum Vitae 
Uit dit leven gegrepen: 
Bartje komt nogal verdrietig thuis uit school. 
Bartje: "Mama, mama, ze schelden me allemaal uit voor Schele Bartje". 
Mama: "Ach , wat kan jou dat nou schelen, Bartje". 
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